INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1582

SOURCE: Paper Note

Affiliation: __________________________

Phone Number: _______________________

Prepared by: CHERYL ZUMBEHN/JSO/2015625

Date: 04/23/99  Time: __________

NARRATIVE: Paper recovered from Harris' room in search of warrant lists names into to include:

[Redacted]

Narrative reviewed by: ____________________________

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

STU  INT  THR  WRK

☐ Time Value (Circle text to be entered)  Date: __________  Time: __________

Assigned to: TOM CONROY, CSP

LEAD: IDENTIFIED - INTERVIEWED

Left message "Begin with mom"

Know Eue + Ralph - one sat same class 1998 1st semester

Harris stole cell phone, that not attended no problem.

DISPOSITION: Interviewed [Redacted] is no longer a student at Columbine. I know both Harris and Robert Harris stole Stouls 

[Redacted]. Did not get along. Being 05-05-99
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: SHOCKEY, PAUL
Affiliation: FIREARMS DEALER
Phone Number: (719) 594-4330  Information Received Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 11:40 AM
Prepared by: RUTHERFORD, RENEE
Event Narrative: PAUL SHOCKEY ADVISED THAT ON 1/24/99, HE SOLD A HIGHPOINT TO JOHN C VEIGEL, 18 YOA FROM LITTLETON.

Event Date:  Event Time  References
Categories: WEAPONS

Event Reviewed by: WP  Lead Required? YES

Lead: CONTACT AND INTERVIEW PAUL SHOCKEY, (719) 594-4330.

Assigned To: MOTTE, MARCUS  Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 2:03 PM
Disposition: SERIAL NUMBER ON HI-POINT SOLD BY SHOCKEY DOES NOT MATCH SERIAL NUMBER OF RECOVERED HI-POINT NO FURTHER ACTION NECESSARY.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 06/16/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1523

SOURCE:-real Shockey
Affiliation:Fillmore Hospital
Phone Number: 719-544-4330
Prepared by: Benee Rutherford

Date: 4/27/99  Time: 11:40

Narrative: 4/24/99 said may point to 18 yr old from Littleton - Son of Veigel.

Categories
Gun

Time Value  (Circle text to be entered)  Date  Time

Assigned to: 4/7/99
LEAD: CONTACT W/IN TELL

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Disposition: Serial number on Hi-Point sold by Shockey does not match serial number of recovered Hi-Point

JC-001-018309

Continued

further action necessary.

4/2/99
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: AMERICA'S MOST WANTED/TAD TAYLOR
Affiliation: T.V. LEAD
Phone Number: (214) 946-3127
Prepared by: HEALY, JOHN
Information Received Date: 04/27/1999
Time: 9:55 AM
I&I/IEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)
Event Narrative: COMPUTER-AOL CHAT ROOM-SEVERAL MEMBERS CLAIMED TO BELONG TO TRENCHCOAT MAFIA. CURTMAN 84, AYOSUAVEE, SILKY(?)HUGS, SKA476, AIGHTI WARNED OF ADDITIONAL INCIDENTS 4/27 & 6/1 POSSIBLE USER NAME FOR DYLANTLASTDARN776
POSSIBLE USER NAME FOR DYLANTLASTDARN 776

Event Date: Event Time
Categories: COMPUTER INFORMATION

Event Reviewed by: WP
Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1524
Lead: IDENTIFY AOL USER NAMES

Assigned To: HELLMAN, MATT
Date: 04/27/1999
Time: 2:05 PM
Disposition: NO INVESTIGATIVE VALUE. LEAD COMPLETED.

Lead Reviewed by: SL
Lead Completed? ☑
Date: 06/16/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM
UNCLASSIFIED

JC-001-018310
Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: America's Most WANTED/TNA TV

Affiliation: T.V. LEAD

Phone Number: (219) 948-3127

Prepared by: Healy, J. NCSC

Date: 4/27/99 Time: 0755


Possible User Name for 214N. LostDarn 776

Narrative reviewed by: U.H. Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

□ Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Hellman Date:

LEAD: Identify AOL user names

DISPOSITION: 1st Answer. No investigative value.

JC-001-018311

SL061549
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: ROUTINE Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: NISKI, VINCE
Affiliation: METRO VICE, NARCOTICS & INTEL
Phone Number: (719) 444-7515
Prepared by: EICHER, SCOTT

Information Received Date: 04/27/1999 Time: 12:45 PM
I&I/FBI
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: SGT VINCE NISKI SUBMITTED INFO, ATTACHED TO LEAD SHEET, RELATED TO [BLACKED OUT] WHO IS SUICIDEAL AND UNDER MENTAL CARE. SUBJECT LEFT HIS HOME ON 4/21/99 SAYING HE WAS GOING ON A SHOOTING SPREE.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INFORMATION

Event Reviewed by: SE Lead Required? NO

Lead Control Number:

Lead:

Assigned To: Date: Time:

Disposition:

Lead Reviewed by:

Lead Completed? □ Date:

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Sgt Vince Niski
Affiliation: Pct No 319 W Norrolis
Phone Number: (719) 441-7515
Prepared by: S.D. Fischer
Date: 4/14/69 Time: 10:25

NARRATIVE:
Source submitted information, alleged, relatives, subject is suicidal and under mental care. Subject left his home on 4/10/69, saying he was going on a shooting spree.

Lead Set? (Y/N): N

Categories

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date: Time:

Assigned to: Date:

LEAD:

DISPOSITION:

JC-001-018313
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: GRANGER, CMDR
Affiliation: APD
Phone Number: (303) 431-3062
Prepared by: BOATRIGHT, RUSS

Event Narrative: DEP. NEIL GARDNER (JCSO) SCHOOL RESOURCE OFFICER FIRST ON SCENE AT CHS.

Event Date: 
Event Time: 
References: DN1533
Categories: INTERVIEW  WITNESS
Event Reviewed by: SE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1526
Lead: FOLLOW UP ON NEIL GARDNER'S KNOWLEDGE OF THE SUSPECTS, THEIR ACTIVITIES AND ASSOCIATES. NOTE: GARDNER HAS GIVEN A DETAILED STATEMENT CONCERNING HIS INVOLVEMENT IN THE SHOOT. REF 1533

Assigned To: MCFADDEN, JACK
Date: 04/29/1999  Time: 2:40 PM
Disposition: DEP. NEIL GARDNER WAS INTERVIEWED ON 04-20-99 BY DET. RUSS BOATRIGHT (ARVADA PD), CRITICAL INCIDENT TEAM AND THE FOLLOWING IS A SUMMARY OF THAT INTERVIEW. DEP. GARDNER STATED HE WAS W/ CAMPUS SUPERVISOR ANDY MARTIN AT ABOUT 1115 HRS WHEN HE RECEIVED A RADIO CALL FROM THE SCHOOL JANITOR, TELLING HIM TO RESPOND TO THE CAFETERIA. DEP. GARDNER IMMEDIATELY DROVE FROM CLEMENT PARK TO PIERCE ST. AND PROCEEDED SOUTH WHERE HE STOPPED FOR A RED LIGHT AT FAIR DRIVE. WHILE AT THE LIGHT, DISPATCH INSTRUCTED UNIT 147 TO RESPOND TO CHS ON A FEMALE DOWN IN THE PARKING. DEP. GARDNER RESPONDED INTO THE SOUTH PARKING LOT. WHEN REACHING THE PARKING LOT, HE RECEIVED A RADIO TRANSMISSION FROM PETER HORVATH ADVISING OF A SHOOTING AT THE SCHOOL. DEP. GARDNER CONTINUED INTO THE AREA AND

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1

JC-001-018314
OBSERVED A WHITE PUFF OF SMOKE COMING FROM THE WEST END OF THE STUDENT PARKING LOT. ABOUT THIS TIME DEP. GARDNER HEARD WHAT HE BELIEVED TO BE TWO EXPLOSIONS. DEP. GARDNER THEN HEARD 8-10 RAPID FIRE GUNSHOTS BELIEVED TO BE COMING FROM THE LIBRARY. DEP. GARDNER PARKED HIS VEHICLE BEHIND A ROW OF CARS PARKED ON THE NORTH ROW OF THE SOUTH STUDENT PARKING AREA. DEP. GARDNER OBSERVED THE WINDOWS ON THE SW ENTRANCE/EXIT DOORS BROKEN. DEP. GARDNER ADVISED DISPATCH CODE "33". DEP. GARDNER HEARD ANOTHER EXPLOSION COMING FROM THE INTERIOR OF THE SCHOOL. ALMOST AT THE SAME TIME, DEP. GARDNER OBSERVED A SUSPECT COME TO THE DOUBLE DOORS LOCATED AT THE SW ENTRANCE/EXIT. DEP. GARDNER DESCRIBED THE SUSPECT AS A WHITE MALE, LATE TEENS, APPROX. 5'10"-6'0" TALL, SKINNY BUILD, LIGHT COLORED HAIR (COLLAR LENGTH), WEARING A WHITE T-SHIRT WITH A DARK BLUE "FLACK JACKET," POSSIBLY WEARING A DARK COLORED BALL CAP (BACKWARDS). DEP. GARDNER ADVISED AS THE SUSPECT EXITED THE SW ENTRANCE/EXIT THE SUSPECT WAS HOLDING A DARK COLORED LONG RIFLE AT PORT ARMS. DEP. GARDNER SAID HE WAS ABOUT 60-70 YRDS FROM SUSPECT. DEP. GARDNER OBSERVED THE SUSPECT FIDGETING WITH THE WEAPON AND POINT IT IN HIS DIRECTION. THE SUSPECT THEN FIRED 2 SHOTS, ONE OF WHICH STRUCK THE VEHICLE IN FRONT OF HIM. DEP. GARDNER RETURNED FIRE (4X) AT THE SUSPECT, BELIEVING HE POSSIBLY STRUCK THE SUSPECT. THE SUSPECT AGAIN FIRED IN DEP. GARDNER'S DIRECTION ABOUT 7-8X'S. DEP. GARDNER BELIEVED THE SUSPECT RE-ENTERED THE SCHOOL. DEP. GARDNER SAID HE NEXT CALLED COVER CARS ARRIVING TO THE SCENE (144-MOTOR OFFICER) WHO APPROACHED FROM THE NORTH. THEN UNITS 149, 147 AND 140, WITHIN THREE TO FIVE MINUTES. ABOUT THIS TIME DEP. GARDNER CALLED SEEING A "FIREBALL" EXPLOSION IN THE COMMONS AREA. DEP. GARDNER SAID HE WAS ADVISED BY UNIT 144 THERE WERE TWO VICTIMS DOWN BY THE SW DOORS. DEP. GARDNER OBSERVED A FEMALE LYING ON THE SIDEWALK AREA TO THE EAST OF HIS LOCATION NEAR THE COMMONS. AFTER MAKING THIS OBSERVATION DEP. GARDNER OBSERVED THE SAME SUSPECT RETURN TO THE SW EXIT/ENTRANCE DOORS. THE SUSPECT POSITIONED HIMSELF BEHIND THE RIGHT DOOR, SUSPECT AGAIN BEGAN TO FIRE AT UNIT 144, NUMEROUS TIMES. DEP. GARDNER RETURNED FIRE 4X'S. DEP. GARDNER STATED IT WAS POSSIBLE UNIT 144 WAS RETURNING FIRE TOO. DEP. GARDNER RELOADED HIS WEAPON. DENVER POLICE UNITS ARE NOW RESPONDING TO THE SCENE. DEP. GARDNER SAID AFTER A COUPLE OF MINUTES, THE SUSPECT PREVIOUSLY DESCRIBED WAS SEEN THROUGH THE WINDOWS IN LIBRARY. DEP. GARDNER SAID 3-4 DPD UNITS BEGAN FIRING AT THE SUSPECT IN THE LIBRARY, DEP. GARDNER BELIEVED THE SUSPECT WAS RETURNING FIRE AT THE OFFICERS. DEP. GARDNER SAID ABOUT 5 MINUTES PASSED SINCE THE LAST EXCHANGE OF GUNFIRE BETWEEN DPD AND THE SUSPECT WHEN HE HEARD SIX MUFFLED GUNSHOTS COMING FROM SOMEWHERE INSIDE THE SCHOOL. DEP. GARDNER THEN OBSERVED A VICTIM STUDENT EXIT THE COMMONS AREA, THIS STUDENT TOLD DEP. GARDNER THERE WAS A "BIG GUY IN ALL DARK CLOTHING" BELIEVED TO BE A SUSPECT. DEP. GARDNER GOT IN HIS VEHICLE AND MOVED OVER TO THE INJURED STUDENT AND PUT HIM IN HIS VEHICLE UNTIL SWAT EVACUATED HIM. DEP. GARDNER REMAINED WITH THE INJURED STUDENT FOR ABOUT ONE HOUR PRIOR TO HIS RESCUE. DEP. GARDNER STATED HE DID NOT HEAR ANY MORE SHOTS, BUT DID OBSERVE STUDENTS EXITING THE SCHOOL, BEING ASSISTED BY SWAT.
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: McDOWEN, JOHN
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: 271-0211

Prepared by: McDOWEN, J

Date: 07/07/99 Time: 11:50

CONTROL NUMBER: 1526
Method of Contact:
___ In Person    ___ Telephone
___ Observation   ___ Written

NARRATIVE:
Neil Gardner (JCSO) School Resource officer first on scene at CHS

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIARD

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories
INT WET

□ Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date ________ Time ________

Assigned to: McDOWEN, J Date: 7-7-99

LEAD: Follow-up on Neil Gardner's knowledge of the suspects, their activities and associates.

DISPOSITION: Deputy Neil Gardner was interviewed on 4-20-99 by Det Russ Boatright (Antra CD). Critical Incident Team and the FTO was a summary of that interview.

Gardner stated he was with Campus Security Avery Martin about 11:55 when he received a rapid call from the school Janitor telling him to respond to the cafeteria.

Lead Completed: 7-17-99

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
JC-001-018316 Pink - Lead
Dep Garoner immediately drove from Clemens Park to Pierce Street and proceeded south where he was stopped by a red light at Fair Drive. While at the light dispatch instructed Unit 157 to respond to CHS on a female down in the parking lot.

Dep Garoner responded into the south parking lot. When reaching the parking lot he received a radio transmission from Peter Brounath advising of a shooting at the school.

Dep Garoner continued into the area an observed a white plume of smoke coming from the west end of the student parking lot. About this time Dep Garoner heard what he believed to be two explosions. Dep Garoner then heard 8-10 rapid fire shots believed to be coming from the lobby.Dep Garoner parked his vehicle behind a row of cars parked on the north row of the south student parking area. Dep Garoner observed the windows on the SW Entrance/Exit door break. Dep Garoner advised dispatch code "33".

Dep Garoner heard another explosion coming from the interior of the school almost at the same time. Dep Garoner observed a suspect come to the double doors located at the SW Entrance/Exit.

Dep Garoner described the suspect as a white male late teens, approx 5-10-60 tall, skinny build, light colored hair (collar length), wearing a white tee shirt with a dark blue "flack jacket", possibly wearing a dark colored ball cap (backwards).

Dep Garoner advised as the suspect exited the SW Entrance/Exit the suspect was holding a dark colored long rifle at port arms. Dep Garoner said he was about 70 years from suspect.
Dep Gardner observed the suspect fidgeting with the weapon and pointing it in his direction. The suspect then fired 2 shots, one of which struck the vehicle in front of him. Dep Gardner fired his weapon (4x) at the suspect, believing he possibly struck the suspect. The suspect again fired in Dep Gardner's direction about 7-8x's.

Dep Gardner believed the suspect re-entered the school.

Dep Gardner said he next recalled color guards moving to the scene (144 - motor officer) who approached from the north. Then units 149, 147 and 140, within three to five minutes.

About this time Dep Gardner recalled seeing a "fireball" explosion in the commons area. Dep Gardner said he was advised by Unit 144 there were two victims down by the southwest doors.

Dep Gardner observed a female lying on the side area to the east of his location near the commons. After making this observation Dep Gardner observed the same suspect return to the SW exit entrance doors. The suspect positioned himself behind the right door. Suspect again began to fire at Unit 144, numerous times. Dep Gardner returned fire 4-5x's. Dep Gardner stated it was possible Unit 144 was returning fire too. Dep Gardner re-loaded his weapon.

Denver Police units are now responding to the scene.

Dep Gardner said after a couple minutes the suspect previously described was seen through the windows in library. Dep Gardner said 3-4x's began firing at the suspect in the library. Dep Gardner believed the suspect was returning fire at the officers.
DEP. GARDNER SAW ABOUT 5 MINUTES AGO SINCE THE LAST EXCHANGE OF GUNFIRE BETWEEN D.P.O. AND THE SUSPECT WHEN HE HEARD SIX MUZZLED GUNSHOTS COMING FROM SOMEWHERE INSIDE THE SCHOOL.

DEP. GARDNER THEN OBSERVED A VICTIM STUDENT EXIT THE COMMONS AREA. THIS STUDENT TOLD DEP. GARDNER THERE WAS A "BIG GUY IN ALL DARK CLOTHING" BELIEVED TO BE A SUSPECT.

DEP. GARDNER GOT IN HIS VEHICLE AND MOVED OVER TO THE INJURED STUDENT AND PUT HIM IN HIS VEHICLE UNTIL SWAT EVACUATED HIM.

DEP. GARDNER REMAINED WITH THE INJURED STUDENT FOR ABOUT ONE HOUR PRIOR TO HIS RESCUE.

DEP. GARDNER STATED HE DID NOT HEAR ANY MORE SHOTS, BUT DID OBSERVE STUDENTS EXITING THE SCHOOL BEING ASSISTED BY SWAT.
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Lead Reviewed by: SL

Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 06/29/1999

Control Number: DN1527

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ENCINIAS, ELISHA
Affiliation: STUDENT-CHS
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014
Prepared by: MCFADDEN, JACK

Information Received Date: 04/26/1999 Time: 3:30 PM
I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 04-20-99 ABOUT 1130 A.M. SHE WAS SITTING IN THE CAFETERIA WHEN THE INCIDENT STARTED. ENCINIAS SAID SHE RAN OUT OF THE CAFETERIA TO STAIRWAY LEADING TO LIBRARY AND SCIENCE AREA. ENCINIAS SAID WHILE RUNNING BY THE LIBRARY SHE SAW HEIDI JOHNSON AND BRITTANY BOLLERUD.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: CAFETERIA STUDENT-CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: ID AND INTERVIEW BRITTANY BOLLERUD, 7505 S. YUKON CT., LITTLETON, CO 80123, PHONE NUMBER 932-9641. PARENTS VICKI/GARY

Assigned To: LOCK, LONNIE
Date: 04/27/1999 Time: 2:15 PM

Disposition: ON 04/29/1999, DETECTIVE M. GALLAGHER SPOKE WITH BRITTANY BOLLERUD. LONNIE LOCK SPOKE WITH DETECTIVE GALLAGHER TO CONFIRM THEIR MEETING. DETECTIVE GALLAGHER SAID THAT HE DID TALK WITH BRITTANY BOLLERUD. REFERENCE CONTROL NUMBER DN1569.

Lead Reviewed by: KE

Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 06/15/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM

UNCLASSIFIED JC-001-018320 Page 3
**INFORMATION CONTROL**

**SOURCE:** ENCINIAS, ELISA  
**Affiliation:** STUDENT CHS  
**Phone Number:** (303) 734-1014

**Prepared by:** McCloud, J #5095 JCSO  
**Date:** 4/26/99  
**Time:** 5:30

**CONTROL NUMBER:** 1527  
**Method of Contact:**  
- [ ] In Person  
- [ ] Telephone  
- [ ] Observation  
- [ ] Written

**NARRATIVE:** ENCINIAS said that on 4-20-99 about 11:30 am she was sitting in the cafeteria when the incident started. ENCINIAS said she ran out of the cafeteria to the stairway leading to Library and Science Area. ENCINIAS said while running by the library, she saw Heidi Johnson and Brittany Balarud

**Narrative reviewed by:** ESTER  
**Lead Set? (Y/N):** Y

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Assigned to:** Knight, Lorraine  
**Lead:** ID - INTERVIEW Brittany Balarud

Brittany Balarud  
7505 15th Yukon  
Littleton, Co 80123  
Ph. 932-941

**Disposition:** On 04/29/99 DAT m. Gallagher spoke with  
Brittany. I spoke with DAT Gallagher in person.  
Then, the Incident DAT Gallagher said that he did not like  
Brittany. #1569
ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 04-20-99 ABOUT 1130 HOURS SHE WAS HIDING IN MS. WILLIAMS CLASSROOM STORAGE AREA WITH MANY STUDENTS TO INCLUDE DORIAN SALAZAR, WHO WAS KEEPING TRACK OF TIME ON HOW LONG THEY WERE IN THE STORAGE AREA.

Assigned To: BURKHALTER, JIM
Disposition: DORIAN SALAZAR WAS IN SCIENCE CLASS AND THEN USHERED INTO THE STORAGE ROOM WHEN SHOOTING STARTED. WHILE IN THE STORAGE ROOM HE HEARD SOMEONE SAY "I WANNA DIE TODAY" AND "HEY WHERE ARE YOU?" FOLLOWED BY MORE SHOTS. DORIAN KEPT TIME ON HIS WATCH. FROM BEGINNING UNTIL TIME RESCUED, 100 MINUTES PASSED. DORIAN DOESN'T KNOW THE SUSPECTS.

Lead Reviewed by: KE
Lead Completed? Yes Date: 05/06/1999

JC-001-018322
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: ENCINIAS, ELISA
Affiliation: STUDENT CHS.
Phone Number: (303) 734-1614

Prepared by: McKean, J. 5095 JC 50

Date: 4/24/99 Time: 1530

NARRATIVE: ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 4/20/99 AT ABOUT 11:30AM SHE WAS HIRING IN MS WILLIAMS CLASSROOM STORAGE AREA WITH MANY STUDENTS TO INCLUDE DOREN SACA. She was keeping track of time on how long they were in the storage area.

The reviewed by: Ext9

Lead Set? (YN): Yes

Categories

STU

TIM

STA

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Brinkman

LEAD: ID & INTERVIEW DOREN SACA

DISPOSITION: Dorein was in science class pushed into storage room, when starting started. While in storage room he heard someone in hallway say: "Anna die today" then "Hey [name], where are you?" Followed by more shouts. Dorein kept time on his watch from beginning until rescued (10 minutes passed). Dorein doesn't know suspects.

JC-001-018323
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: BLAIR, PATRICIA
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 973-8866
Prepared by: BOATRIGHT, RUSS

Event Narrative: PATRICIA BLAIR OBSERVED STUDENTS OUTSIDE WEST EXIT (NEAR LIBRARY) WHEN THE INCIDENT STARTED AND WITNESSED STUDENTS SHOT. INTERVIEW SET TO INTERVIEW WOODMAN ON CONTROL # 1918, 1924, 1724

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: STUDENT - CHS WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: WP Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1529

Lead: INTERVIEW CRYSTAL WOODMAN WHO WAS LOCATED OUTSIDE WEST EXIT NEAR LIBRARY AT SOME POINT AFTER INCIDENT STARTED. (303) 973-8584/H. MOTHER, CYNTHIA, (303) 973-3671/W.

Assigned To: REUTELE, JILL
Date: 04/28/1999 Time: 10:42 AM
Disposition: INTERVIEWED BY MIKE HEYLIN, JCDA'S OFFICE. 303-271-6874.
INTERVIEWED ON 4-22-99 AT 1330 HRS. NO NEED TO REINTERVIEW. REF CONTROL NUMBER 1724.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 06/15/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM UNCLASSIFIED

JC-001-018324
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Patricia Blair
Affiliation: Student, 9TH, 10TH
Phone Number: (505) 973-8866
Prepared by: Det. Rodriguez #8200 (APD)

NARRATIVE: P. Blair observed student outside west exit (near library) when she fled school. P. Blair was in the library when the incident started and witnessed student shot.

Categories
STU Out
WIT

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Jill Christle Date: 01/28/97

LEAD: Interview agent woodrow who was located outside west exit near library at some point after the incident started.

H) 973-8584
Zytihia-k (w) 973-3671

DISPOSITION: Interviewed by Mike Heylin
D.A. Office 303-271-7687

Interview on 04-22-99 330 hrs
No Need to reinterview

SL 050599 Duplicate Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HAYES, KYLIE E.
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 979-0866
Prepared by: BOATRIGHT, RUSS

Information Received Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 11:00 AM
Component/Agency: I&I/ARVADA PD

Event Narrative: KYLIE HAYES WAS IN THE COMMONS AREA WHEN THE INCIDENT STARTED. HAYES SUBSEQUENTLY RAN TO CHEM LAB. HAYES ID'D STUDENTS HE WAS WITH IN COMMONS AREA AND CHEM LAB. HAYES HAS BEEN INTERVIEWED.

Event Date:       Event Time       References
Categories:       CAFETERIA
                   STUDENT - CHS
                   WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: WP  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1530

Lead:
INTERVIEW JACOB HEMELSTRAND, WAS WITH HAYES IN COMMONS AREA WHEN INCIDENT STARTED. (303) 933-3661 (H). CHERYL-MOM (303) 293-2800 (W).

Assigned To: ERZEN, LARRY

Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 2:27 PM

Disposition: JACOB HEMELSTRAND ARRIVED IN THE CAFETERIA AT 1112 HOURS AND SAT AT TABLE FF WITH HIS FRIENDS CHRIS DONNELLY, TIM MILLER, JEFF MORRONI, PAT VASSAR, KYLIE HAYES, JOSEPH AUSTIN STEKLER AND JON STROBEL. JACOB DID NOT SEE ANY DUFFLE BAGS IN THE CAFETERIA NOR DID HE SEE ANY GUNMAN. JACOB EXITED THE SCHOOL FROM THE MATH SCIENCE HALL SOUTHEAST.

Lead Reviewed by: SDE

Lead Completed?  Date: 05/05/1999

JC-001-018326

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1530

SOURCE: Kyle E. Hayes
Affiliation: Student - CB9
Phone Number: 631-979-0856

Prepared by: Darien Bratrijk (NPA)
Date: 4/27/99
Time: 1:00

NARRATIVE: Hayes was in the common area when the incident started. Hayes subsequently ran to check the status of student. Hayes was with 2 students in the commons area and cinema lab. Hayes has been interviewed.

Live reviewed by: [Signature]
Lead Set? (Y/N): Yes

Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>WIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Time Value
(Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to: Larry Easin - JS50
Date: 4/27/99
Time: 3:00 PM

LEAD: INTERVIEW: Jacob Hagemanstrand was w/Hayes in commons area when incident started.

Phone: 631-973-3681
JS50: 293-2800

DISPOSITION: Police arrived in the commons at 1:12. Hayes and went to

Table #2 with his friends. Hayes documented the incident.

Came back and saw he was safe. Hayes, Mike, Hagemanstrand, and Hayes

spoke. OSeries saw any rallies round to the commons area. He did not

see any person. T h e p o l i c e e n t e r e d t h e s c h o o l a f t e r t h e m a t e r.

Secure: Hall South East. Eashen JS50 01399972

UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: YUNK, RICHARD
Affiliation: MONROE CO SO, WISCONSIN
Phone Number: (608) 269-2117  Information Received Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 12:41 PM
Prepared by: RUTHERFORD, RENEE

Event Narrative: LT RICHARD YUNK ADVISED THAT [REDACTED] CONTACTED THE SHERIFF'S DEPT CONCERNING HER EX-HUSBAND, [REDACTED] WHO LIVES IN LITTLETON AND CALLED [REDACTED], CLAIMING TO BE AN ACCOMPlice TO SHOOTING. [REDACTED] IS NOW ON HIS WAY BACK TO MONROE CO, WI. CLAIMS TO HAVE HELPED MAKE PIPE BOMBS.

Event Date:  Event Time: References:
Categories: THREATS

Event Reviewed by: WP  Lead Required? YES

Lead: CONTACT FOR THREAT INFO.

Assigned To: SCHOSHKE, CRAIG  Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 5:16 PM
Disposition: FROM BECK - HE STAETD INTENT ON THEIR PROPERTY AUG-OCT '98. LIVED OFF LAND BUT SAW NO BOMBS, FIREWORKS, WEAPONS, ETC. USED TO KNOW [REDACTED] FROM WISC. BECK MOVED HERE THREE YEARS AGO. NEVER SAY ANY VISITORS BUT DOESN'T KNOW WHERE HE SPENT HIS TIME WHEN SNOW STARTED. [REDACTED] MOVED TO [REDACTED] PROPERTY TO A CAMP TRAILER.

Lead Reviewed by: SDE  Lead Completed? ✓  Date: 04/30/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM

UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER*: 1531

SOURCE: L. Howard Young - 6-2-842000
Affiliation: Marine City Police Dept.
Phone Number: 688-2084 2-017

Prepared by: Diane Rutherford

Date*: 4/27/90 Time*: 12:41

NARRATIVE: An accused suspected in connection to his x-husband's murder in Littleton, who had been identified as an acquaintance to the victim. He is known to have been in Littleton claiming to have helped make pipe bombs.

Categories

THR

Assigned to: Craig Schoske, JCO D

LEAD: CONTACT FOR THREAT INFO

DISPOSITION: From Beck, he stated intent on their part Aug. 10-12, 3:00-6:00 PM
- No firearms, weapons, etc. used to know
- From July 28, 2000 date

 więt...
KACEY RUEGSEGGER RECEIVED GUNSHOT WOUND TO RIGHT SHOULDER, SHRAPNEL WOUND TO RIGHT HAND - ST ANTHONY HOSPITAL. RUEGSEGGER WAS IN THE LIBRARY UNDER A COMPUTER BOOTH. BELIEVES THERE WERE TWO GUNMEN, HEARD BOMBS, HEARD SUSPECTS LAUGHING, TALKING.

Categories: LIBRARY WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: SE Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW, KACEY RUEGSEGGER IN DETAIL, ___

KACEY RUEGSEGGER WAS INTERVIEWED 5-4-99. WAS IN THE LIBRARY AT THE TIME OF THE SHOOTINGS. TWO MALE INDIVIDUALS CAME INTO THE LIBRARY. ONE PERSON CAME OVER TO THE AREA IN FRONT OF TABLE #18 AND TOOK OFF A TRENCH COAT. RUEGSEGGER WAS UNDER THE COMPUTER TABLE IN THE SECOND CUBBY IN FROM THE WEST END. HEARD VOICES AND EXPLOSIONS. SAW SHOOTER BEND OVER TO SHOOT BOY BEHIND RUEGSEGGER. SHOOTER THEN SHOT RUEGSEGGER IN THE SHOULDER. RUEGSEGGER MOANED AND A SHOOTER SAID "STOP YOUR BITCHING". RUEGSEGGER THEN PLAYED DEAD. MORE SHOOTING IN LIBRARY FOR APPROXIMATELY TEN MINUTES. AMANDA STAIR SITTING NEXT TO RUEGSEGGER CONTINUED TO TALK TO HER TO KEEP HER AWAKE. LEFT LIBRARY WITH ASSISTANCE OF STAIR AND CRAIG SCOTT EXITING THROUGH THE BACK DOOR TO THE LIBRARY. RUEGSEGGER DOESN'T RECALL SEEING THE SHOOTERS. EVERYTHING IS STILL "FUZZY".
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

ESPECIALLY FOR THE TIME AFTER SHE WAS SHOT. REPORT TO FOLLOW.

Lead Reviewed by:  SL  Lead Completed?  ✔  Date:  05/15/1999
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: [redacted]
Affiliation: Shooting victim
Phone Number: [redacted]

Prepared by: [redacted], Arvada RO
Date: 04/20/99
Date: 04/21/99

NARRATIVE: .5SW to right shoulder, .38 caliber wound to right hand. St. Anthony Central Hospital. Kacey was in the library under a computer booth. Believes there were two gunman, heard bombs, heard suspect talking/laughing

Categories

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Police

LEAD: Interview in detail

DISPOSITION: Kacey Ruegsegger was interviewed on 5/1/99. Ruegsegger was in the library at the time of the shootings. Two male individuals came into library. One person came over to area in front of table #1 and took off through door. Ruegsegger was hit on upper computer table in the second library from the west end. Heard voices and explosions. Saw shooter hand over to shoot boy behind Ruegsegger. Shooter then shot Ruegsegger in the shoulder. Ruegsegger reported, "A guy asked to stop your bitching." Ruegsegger than pushed away. More shooting.

Lead Completed: [redacted]

REPORT TO FOLLOW
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: GARDNER, NEIL
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-0211  Information Received Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 11:00 AM
Prepared by: BOATRIGHT, RUSS  I&I/ARVADA PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: NEIL GARDNER WAS FIRST LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER ON SCENE INVOLVED IN SHOOTING WITH AT LEAST ONE SUSPECT. GARDNER WAS INTERVIEWED BY THE SHOOT TEAM ON 4/20/99.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: WP  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1533
Lead: INTERVIEW ANDY MARTON WHO WAS WITH DEPUTY GARDNER DURING INCIDENT.

Assigned To: MCFADDEN, JACK  Date: 04/29/1999  Time: 2:44 PM

Disposition: 5-6-99 ANDY MARTON INTERVIEWED BY INV. MCFADDEN. MARTON SAID HE WAS WITH DEPUTY GARDNER AT 11:18-11:20 A.M. WHEN "JAY" (CUSTODIAN) ADVISED THEY NEEDED DEPUTY GARDNER & HIM IN THE BLDG. SECONDS LATER PETER HORVATH ADVISED (VIA SCHOOL RADIO) "THERE'S BEEN AN EXPLOSION" MARTON ADVISED HE AND DEPUTY GARDNER WERE DRIVING INTO SOUTH PARKING LOT WHEN JEFFCO S.O. DISPATCH ADVISED FEMALE STUDENT DOWN AT CHS STUDENT PARKING LOT. MARTON ADVISED AT ABOUT 1121 A.M. HEARD SHOTS AND SAW A CLOUD OF SMOKE AT THE SW CORNER OF THE SENIOR PARKING LOT. MARTON ADVISED DEPUTY GARDNER DROVE TO SW CORNER OF LOT AND THEY GOT OUT AND TOOK COVER BY A WHITE BLAZER. MARTON SAID HE COULD HEAR SHOOTING IN LIBRARY, TO INCLUDE WINDOWS BREAKING AND GUN FLASHING. MARTON SAID DEPUTY GARDNER TOLD HIM THERE

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
WERE BODIES BY THE WEST ENTRANCE. MARTON SAID HE SAW THE GUNMAN COME OUT THE WEST DOORS (UPPER LEVEL) BY LIBRARY AND DESCRIBED HIM AS FOLLOWS: WHITE MALE, 15 - 17 YOA, 5'7, 5'8, THIN BUILD, WEARING A WHITE T-SHIRT, BLACK LONG-SLEEVE (BUTTON TYPE) SHIRT (UNBUTTONED) (MID-THIGH LENGTH), LIGHT BLUE PANTS, BLACK SHOES (UNTIED), CARRYING A LONG RIFLE (RIGHT SIDE, HIP LEVEL), WALKING WEST ON THE SIDEWALK (WEST ENTRANCE), SHOOTING RANDOMLY TOWARDS STUDENTS IN THE SENIOR LOT. MARTON SAID THAT DEPUTY GARDNER FIRED ABOUT 4 TIMES AT THE GUNMAN WHILE ON THE WEST SIDE OF THE SCHOOL. MARTON SAID THE GUNMAN STARTED HAVING PROBLEMS WITH HIS GUN AFTER DEPUTY GARDNER FIRED AT HIM. MARTON SAID THE GUNMAN THEN RETREATED BACK IN THE WEST ENTRANCE, WORKING ON HIS GUN. MARTON SAID THE GUNMAN THEN STARTED SHOOTING AGAIN, HITTING THE VEHICLE THEY WERE USING FOR COVER. MARTON SAID THE GUNMAN FIRED FROM BETWEEN THE WEST DOORS. MARTON SAID THE GUNMAN WENT BACK INSIDE AND GUNFIRE STARTED FROM LIBRARY. MARTON SAID THE GUNMAN'S FIRE STOPPED AT ABOUT 1251 HOURS.
INFORMATION CONTROL

Affiliation: JSO
Phone Number: 202-271-0211
Prepared by: Det. Proctor / Sgt. (MPD)

NARRATIVE: First law enforcement officer on scene. Involved in shooting w/ at least one suspect. Gardner was contacted by the shoot team on 1/20/99.

Categories

WIT
INT

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date _______ Time _______

Assigned to: Jack McFedden  Date: 4/29/99

LEAD: Interview Andy Martin w/ Deputy Gardner during incident.

DISPOSITION: 2/16/99 Martin interviewed by JSO. McFedden. Martin said he was Dep. Gardner at 1118-1200AM when "Jay" advised they needed Dr. Gardner in the lobby. Seconds later, Peter Horvath advised (via School Radio) "there's been an explosion. Gardner advised Dr. Gardner & that were driving into South Parking Lot when Jeffco 911 dispatched advised "female student down, at SPS, student parking lot".

87-051899
MARTON ADVISED AT ABOUT 11:21AM HEARD SHOTS AND SAW A CLOUD OF SMOKE AT THE SUD CORNER OF THE Senani PARKING LOT.

MARTON ADVISED DEO GARONDE MOVED TO SW CORNER OF LOT AND THEY GOT OUT AND TOOK COVER BY A WHITE BLAZER.

MARTON SAID HE COULD HEAR SHOOTING AT LIBRARY TO INCLUDE WINDOWS break/ING AND GUN FLASHING.

MARTON SAID DEO GARONDE TOLD HIM THERE WERE BODIES BY THE WEST ENTRANCE.

MARTON SAID HE SAW THE GUNMAN COME OUT THE WEST DOORS (UPPER LEVEL) BY LIBRARY AND DESCRIBED HIM AS FOLLOWS. WHITE, MALE, 15-17 YEARS OLD, 5-7-5-8 TALL, BUILD WEARING A WHITE TEE SHIRT, BLACK long sleeve (HOW TALL) SHIRT (UNATED) (WIDE THICK LENGTH), LT BLUE Pants, BLACK SHOES (UNK TAN), CARRYING A LONG RIFLE (SIDE HIP/BACK), WALKING WEST ON THE SIDEWALK (WEST ENTRANCE). SHOOTING RANDOMLY TOWARDS STUDENTS TO THE SEEN LOT.

MARTON SAID THAT DEO GARONDE FIRED ABOUT 4 TIMES AT THE GUNMAN WHILE ON THE WEST SIDE OF THE SCHOOL.

MARTON SAID THE GUNMAN STARTED FACING ACTIONS WITH HIS GUN AS DEO GARONDE FIRED AT HIM. MARTON SAID THE GUNMAN THEN RETURNED BACK TO THE WEST ENTRANCE, LICKING ON HIS GUN.

MARTON SAID THE GUNMAN THEN STARTED SHOOTING AGAIN HINT THE VEHICLE THEY WERE USING FOR COVER.

MARTON SAID THE GUNMAN FIRED FROM THE ABBED THE WEST DOORS.

MARTON SAID THE GUNMAN WENT BACK INSIDE A CAR THAT STOOD FROM LIBRARY.

MARTON SAID THE GUNMAN'S FIRE STOPPED AT ABOUT 12:15AM.

DETECT TO FOLLOW.
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WOODWARD, M
Affiliation: DPD
Phone Number: 
Prepared by: WEST, RANDY
Event Narrative: AMBER HUNTINGTON IN LIBRARY

Method of Contact
☐ In Person ☐ Telephone/Radio
☐ Observation ☑ Written

Information Received Date: 04/21/1999 Time: 10:00 AM
I&I/JEFCO SO (Component/Agency)

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: LIBRARY STUDENT - CHS WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW AMBER HUNTINGTON

Lead Control Number: DN1534

Assigned To: BURKHALTER, JIM Date: 04/27/1999 Time: 2:35 PM

Disposition: AMBER HUNTINGTON SAW 2 PEOPLE W/WEAPONS. I.D. THEM AS HARRIS AND KLEBOLD. HAD CLASSES W/THEM IN PAST. HUNTINGTON UNDER TABLE FOR 20 MINS. LYNSEY HANSEN KNEW ERIC HARRIS IDOLIZED HITLER, ACCORDING TO AMBER HUNTINGTON.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/18/1999

JC-001-018337

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: HUNTINGTON, AMBER WOODWARD, M
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT DPD
Phone Number: 979-7043

Prepared by: R. WEST JEFFCO
HUNTINGTON, AMBER

NARRATIVE: (W) Saw in Library

--- continued

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

STU
Lin

WIT

Categories

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time:

Assigned to: BURKHOLTER

Lead: INTERVIEW (W) HUNTINGTON, AMBER

--- continued

DISPOSITION: (W) Saw 2 people (W) weapons. I'd them as Harris & Klebold
had classes with them in past. (W) under table for 20 mins.

* LINDSAY HANCE KNEW ERIC HARRIS IDOLIZED HITLER ACCORDING TO
THIS (W)

Lead Completed: 04/22/99

White - Original 04/06/99 Yellow - Rapid Start

JC-001-018338

--- continued
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419       Control Number: DN1535
Priority: IMMEDIATE        Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WILLIAMS, LES SGT.
Affiliation: LAKEWOOD VICE AND NARCOTICS
Phone Number: (303) 205-0911   Information Received Date: 04/27/1999   Time: 12:05 PM
Prepared by: RUTHERFORD, RENEE
I&I/FBI
(Component/Agency)

Event Date:        Event Time        References DN2098
Categories:        ERIC HARRIS        INFORMATION
Event Reviewed by: KE          Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1535

Lead: FOLLOW UP WITH RECRUITER AND OBTAIN INFORMATION. ASSIGNED TO PERRY POWELL AND MIKE JEFFRIES.

Assigned To: POWELL, PERRY         Date: 04/27/1999         Time: 2:42 PM
Disposition: RECRUITER WAS INTERVIEWED BY DETECTIVE LES WILLIAMS AND TOM HAAS ON 4-28-99. REPORTING BEING DONE BY DETECTIVE HAAS AS OF 5-4-99. DUPLICATE LEAD SEE #2098.

Lead Reviewed by: KE          Lead Completed? Date: 06/03/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1535

SOURCE: Scott Less Williams
Affiliation: Civil War Vets 1861 - 1865
Phone Number: 303-205-0911
Prepared by: Renee Rutherford

Date: 4/27/99 Time: 12:05 p.m.

NARRATIVE: Eric Jenkins was interviewed twice by recruiter for
Macro Groups - only have information re: state of mind.
Was last interviewed with parents on 4/15/99.

Reviewed by: ESTEVA
Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

INF

C H

□ Time Value
(Circle text to be entered) Date __________ Time __________

Assigned to: Scott Less Williams
Date: 5/3-59

LEAD: Follow up with recruiter and obtain statement.

J C-001-018340

DISPOSITION: Recruiter was interviewed by Det. L. Williams
and Tom Hays on 4/26/99, reporting being delayed.
Det. Hays as of 5/14/99.

Duplicate copy. See # DN 2058.
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: LEARY, SARAH MARIE
Affiliation: STUDENT CHS
Phone Number: (303) 979-6085
Prepared by: MCFADDEN, JACK

Event Narrative: LEARY SAID HER BOYFRIEND JOSHUA C UNCAPHER, DOB 12/03/77, WORKED AT BLACKJACK PIZZA WITH THE SUSPECTS.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INFORMATION STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1536
Lead: INTERVIEW JOSHUA C. UNCAPHER.

Assigned To: BARNETT, MIKE Date: 04/27/1999 Time: 2:42 PM
Disposition: UNCAPHER WAS INTERVIEWED BY S/A BARNETT AND INV. MCFADDEN. UNCAPHER SAID THAT ERIC HARRIS ASKED HIM SEVERAL TIMES TO PURCHASE GUNS. UNCAPHER SAID THAT HARRIS AND KLEBOLD BOTH BRAGGED ABOUT HAVING BOMB RECEIPT. UNCAHPER SAID THAT ASSOC. OF HARRIS AND KLEBOLD WERE CHARLES OR CHUCK (CHS 98 GRAY NOVA 4DR), AND CHRIS MORRIS, CHRIS CORDOVA (CHS 98) AND PAULINE COLBY.

Lead Reviewed by: LE Lead Completed? Date: 06/28/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1536

SOURCE: LEARY, SARAH MARIE
Affiliation: Student CHS
Phone Number: (303) 979-6085

Prepared by: MCKINNON, J K505 JCSO
Date: 4/26/99 Time: 1315

Method of Contact
X In Person  ____ Telephone
____ Observation  ____ Written

Narrative:
LEARY said her boyfriend JOSHUA C UNCAFEHEL DOB/120377 worked at BLACKJACK area with the suspects.

Assigned to: INTERVIEW JOSHUA C UNCAFEHEL

LEAD: INTERVIEW JOSHUA C UNCAFEHEL

Disposition: UNCAFEHEL was interviewed by J. Barnett and T. McGonigal. UNCAFEHEL said that Eric Harris asked him several times to purchase weapons. UNCAFEHEL said that Howard Kissler both bragged about having bomb parts. UNCAFEHEL said that Assoc. of Harris, Kiesler were Charles or Chuck (CHS98, gray nova 402), and Chris Moeiss, Chris (gray nova (CHS 98) and Pauline Colby.

LE 05/28/99
Event Date: 04/21/1999
Event Time: 9:00 AM

Categories:
- INTERVIEW
- STUDENT - CHS
- WITNESS

Lead Reviewed by: SE
Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1537

Lead:
REINTERVIEW KENNY RUPP

Assigned To: FELSOCl, MIKE
Date: 04/27/1999
Time: 2:44 PM

Disposition:
KENNY RUPP OBSERVED MALE SUBJECT IN TRENCH COAT SHOOT MALE VICTIM OUTSIDE N/W CORNER OF THE CAFETERIA. ALSO OBSERVED TWO OR THREE STUDENTS FALL NEXT TO HIM IN THE HALLWAY BY GUN FIRE. HEARD A BULLET TRAVEL PAST THE RIGHT SIDE OF HIS HEAD.

Lead Reviewed by: SL
Lead Completed? Date: 06/03/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER*: 1537

SOURCE*: KENNY DANIEL ROPP
Affiliation: STUDENT
Phone Number: 303 979-3992
Prepared by*: MIKE FEUSO1 3630

Date*: 04/21/99  Time*: 0900

NARRATIVE*: WANTED TO SPEAK W/ INVESTIGATOR ABOUT WHAT HE SAW.

Categories

CUT  SFR  STFT

□ Time Value  (Circle text to be entered)  Date  Time

Assigned to: MIKE FEUSO1

LEAD: Reinvestigave

J C-001-018344

DISPOSITION: [W] OBSERVED MORE SUBJECT IN TRENCH CAST SHOOT MORE VICTIM OUTSIDE NEW CORNER OF THE CAFETERIA. ALSO OBSERVED TWO MENTOR STUDENTS FALL NEXT TO HIM IN THE HALLWAY BY G00 FIRE. HEARD A GUNSHOT TERRY PASS THE RIGHT SIDE OF HIS HEAD. [Handwriting for written report]

Lead Completed: [Signature] 06/1999

White - Original  Yellow - Rapid Start
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Source: HILL, BECKY
Affiliation: CITIZEN
Phone Number: (602) 996-0275
Prepared by: GLADWELL, MIM

Event Narrative: BECKY HILL ADVISED SHE WAS CALLING FOR A FRIEND WHO GAVE HER INFORMATION. HER FRIEND IS UNABLE TO CALL. SHE SAID IT WAS VERY IMPORTANT.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INFORMATION

Event Reviewed by: WP Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1538
Lead: CONTACT BECKY HILL FOR INFORMATION

Assigned To: MCINTOSH, KIRK
Disposition: BECKY HILL'S BOYFRIEND IS RON DOTA, DOB/3-4-61 WHO IS IN JAIL IN PHOENIX AND WILL ONLY TALK IN PERSON TO SOMEONE. NEW RAPID START FORM COMPLETED ON RON DOTA SEE DN2916 & 2922

Lead Reviewed by: KE Lead Completed? Date: 06/15/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Fields
Affiliation:
Phone Number: 602-996-0275
Prepared by: Mims

CONTROL NUMBER: 153
Method of Contact:
   In Person
   Telephone
   Observation
   Written
Date: 4-25-99 Time: 8:50 AM

NARRATIVE:
Said she was calling for a friend who
saw the information. A friend so unable
to call us. Very important," she said.

Time reviewed by: UF
Lead Set? (Y/N): Yes

Categories

Date Value (Circle text to be entered) 

Assigned to: Kirk MAIN Hayden, Lakewood PD
Date: 

LEAD:

DISPOSITION: Becky Hill's boyfriend is Ron Scott, 508-3-4671.
Who is in the Phoenix area now. They had to leave Florida.

COMMENTS: NEW ADDRESS FOR BECKY
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: AMERICA'S MOST WANTED
Affiliation: 
Phone Number: 
Prepared by: PETOSKEY, WILLIAM
Event Narrative: LANCE (LNU), STUDENT, HAD KNOWLEDGE OF POSSIBLE THIRD SUSPECT.

Event Date:  
Event Time:  
References: 

Categories: THREATS

Event Reviewed by: WP  Lead Required? YES

---

Lead Control Number: DN1539
Lead: ATTEMPT TO IDENTIFY LANCE AND INTERVIEW.

Assigned To: MUMMA, GEORGE  Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 2:44 PM
Disposition: LANCE WAS LOCATED "LANCE RENO" AND INTERVIEWED. HE HAD E-MAIL ADDRESSES AND GAME PLAYING INFORMATION.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 06/16/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  UNCLASSIFIED

JC-001-018347
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1539

SOURCE: AMERICA'S MOST WANTED
Affiliation: 
Phone Number: 

Prepared by: PETOSKEY Date: 1/27 Time: 1204

Method of Contact

[ ] In Person [ ] Telephone [ ] Observation [ ] Written

NARRATIVE: LANCE ALNU, STUDENT, HAD KNOWLEDGE OF POSSIBLE THIRD SUSPECTS

--- continued ---

Lead Set? (YN): Yes

--- continued ---

Categories

[ ] THREAT

--- continued ---

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: GEORGE MUNNIAH, JCDA Date:

LEAD: ATTEMPT TO IDENTIFY LANCE AND INTERVIEW

--- continued ---

DISPOSITION: LANCE WAS LOCATED "LANCE RENO" AND TERRIFIED HE HAD E-MAIL ADDRESSES AND WE PLAYING INFORMATION

--- continued ---
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: SMULL, JENNIFER
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 794-4736
Prepared by: LUCIANO, STEVE

Information Received Date: 04/23/1999 Time: 5:25 PM
I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Method of Contact
○ In Person ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation ○ Written

Event Narrative:
PER WRITTEN STATEMENTS BY STUDENTS MICHELLE BERRYMAN AND KYLE GUMMERE. THEY WERE IN SCIENCE CLASS. JENNIFER SMULL SAW A SHOOTER AND SAID HIS NAME WAS [REDACTED]. JENNIFER SMULL ALSO SAW ANOTHER MALE IN HIS 30'S WITH SHORT SPIKED HAIR, CARRYING A SAWED OFF SHOTGUN WITH LOTS OF BULLETS ACROSS HIS CHEST.

Event Date: Event Time References DN2070
Categories: STUDENT - CHS SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: SE Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW JENNIFER SMULL (303) 794-4736.

Assigned To: REUTELEER, JILL
Date: 04/28/1999 Time: 10:44 AM

Disposition: INTERVIEWED SMULL. SHE IDENTIFIED ERIC HARRIS AT SMOKER'S PIT 11:05 A.M. - 11:10 A.M. SHE IDENTIFIED [REDACTED] WALKING NEAR MAIN ENTRANCE DUFELL BAG AROUND 11:10 & 11:15. IDENTIFIED DYLUS KLEBOLD OUTSIDE SCIENCE ROOM 11:45 - 12:00 NOON AFTER SANDERS WAS SHOT. SMULL DESCRIBES ERIC HARRIS' CLOTHING BUT SAYS IT'S NOT HARRIS, IT'S SOMEONE ELSE WITH KLEBOLD.

Lead Reviewed by: SDE Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/15/1999

JC-001-018349

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1540

SOURCE: SMALL, JENNIFER
Affiliation: STUDENT COLUMBINE H.S.
Phone Number: 794-4736

Prepared by: S. LUCIANO JEFFCO SHERIFF
Date: 4/23/99 Time: 1725

NARRATIVE: Per written statements by students Michelle Berryman and Kyle Cormier, they were in science class. Small saw a shooter, said his name was blank. Small also saw another male in his 30s with short spiked hair carrying a shotgun (sawed off) with lots of bullets across his chest.

Narrative reviewed by: 

Categories

SU
STU

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Juli REUT E18 Date: 4/28/99

LEAD: Interviewed Small. She identified Eric Harris at smoker's pit 11:05am-11:10pm. She identified Eric walking near main ent w/duffle bag.

DISPOSITION: Small identified Eric Harris at smoker's pit 11:05-11:10. Small identified blank walking near main ent w/blank duffle bag around 11:10-11:15. Identified Dylan Klebold outside science room 11:45-12:00 noon. Sanders was shot. Small describes Eric Harris's clothing but says it's not Harris it's someone else with Klebold.

Lead Completed: SK 4/28/99 Report Attached

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
AN 8TH GRADE STUDENT OF HER'S KARLA HARRIS, HAS AN X-BOYFRIEND AT COLUMBINE AND HE GOT A PHONE CALL FROM SOMEONE AFTER THE SHOOTING STATING-YOU DIDN'T THINK WE COULD DO IT, DID YOU?

Event Date:  
Event Time:  INTERVIEW  
References: OTHER - NON COLUMBINE S

Event Reviewed by: SDE  Lead Required? YES

Lead: CONTACT SOURCE AND ID STUDENT, INTERVIEW STUDENT.

Disposition: HARRIS IDENTIFIED THE INDIVIDUAL WHO RECEIVED THE CALL AS DANIEL ARCHULETA 303-744-9036 A JUNIOR AT LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL. HARRIS ADVISED THAT HE RECEIVED A CALL FROM SOMEONE (NFI) WHO STATED SOMETHING TO THE EFFECT OF "YOU DIDN'T THINK THAT WE COULD DO IT DID YOU." HARRIS STATED THAT ARCHULETA MAY HAVE AN IDEA WHO THE CALLER WAS. ARCHULETA USED TO HANG AROUND WITH TCM TYPE OF PEOPLE. SEE ATTACHED REPORTS

Lead Reviewed by: KE  Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 05/06/1999

Control Number: DN1541
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Dannii Turner
Affiliation: Teacher (York Middle School)
Phone Number: 313-497-3174 - Home
11 853 - 1600 - School
Prepared by: Tia

CONTROL NUMBER: 1541
Method of Contact: Telephone
Date: 4-25-99 Time: 12:29p

NARRATIVE: An 8th grade student of Mr.'s, "Karlo Harris", has an x-boyfriend of Columbine & he just came down from someone after the shooting. "They didn't think me would do it." 

Categories

OHSA
LAT

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: M. C. (MC) Date: 4/29/99
LEAD: Cont. Source & Student, interview

DISPOSITION: Harris confirmed the rumor who said the call as Daniel Archuletta, 303-744-7936. A junior at Linda H.S. Harris denied flunking a call from someone who stated someone to the effect of "Can't imagine we could do it did you. Harris stated Archuletta may have had ideas of who the caller was. Archuletta used to hang around with teen type of people (see attached copy).
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: STEWART, SUSAN
Affiliation: CHS PARENT
Phone Number: (303) 979-6106
Prepared by: FERGUSON, JAN

Method of Contact

- In Person  ☒ Telephone/Radio  ☐ Observation  ☐ Written

Information Received Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 1:00 PM


Event Date:  
Event Time:  

Categories: TRENCH COAT MAFIA  WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: SE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1542

Lead: CONTACT SUSAN STEWART AND INTERVIEW AARON STEWART. (303) 979-6106.

Assigned To: JEFFRIES, MIKE

Date: 04/28/1999  Time: 10:16 AM

Disposition: CONTACTED STEWARTS, DO NOT BELIEVE THEY KNOW ANYTHING OF VALUE. REPORT ATTACHED TO CONTROL FORM.

Lead Reviewed by: SE  Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 04/30/1999

UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ENCINIAS, ELISHA R
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014
Prepared by: MCFADDEN, JACK

Information Received Date: 04/26/1999 Time: 3:30 PM

Event Narrative: ELISHA ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 04/20/1999, AT ABOUT 11:30 AM, SHE BECAME AWARE OF THE INCIDENT AND STARTED RUNNING OUT OF THE CAFETERIA, GRABBING THE HAND OF RYAN POOL. ENCINIAS SAID THAT DURING THE INCIDENT OF RUNNING, SHE LOST CONTACT WITH POOL.

Event Date: 04/20/1999 Event Time 11:30 AM References
Categories: CAFETERIA STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: ID AND INTERVIEW RYAN POOL, 7440 S. REED CT., LITTLETON, CO 80128, TELEPHONE NUMBER (303) 979-6994.

Assigned To: SCOTT, PAUL Date: 04/28/1999 Time: 1:39 PM
Disposition: RYAN POOL TAKES BOWLING WITH HARRIS AND KLEBOLD. POOL SAYS THEY WERE NOT IN CLASS THE DAY OF THE ATTACK. IN THE CAFETERIA AT THE TIME OF ATTACK DID NOT SEE ANYONE. RAN VIA SPANISH CLASS AND INTO A CLASS ROOM, THEN OUT INTO THE PARK.

Lead Reviewed by: SDE Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/15/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: ENCINIAS, Elisha R
Affiliation: STUDENT CHS
Phone Number: (313) 734-1041

Prepared by: McGraw J 45093 JCSO

Date: 4/26/99 Time: 1530

NARRATIVE: ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 4-20-99 AT ABOUT 11:30A SHE BECAME AWARE OF THE INCIDENT AND STARTED RUNNING OUT OF THE CAFETERIA, GRABBING THE HAND OF RYAN POOL. ENCINIAS SAID THAT DURING THE INCIDENT OF RUNNING SHE LOST CONTACT WITH POOL.

Categories

C\h
stu

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: May 25, 1999 - OPO

LEAD: ID & INTERVIEW RYAN POOL - 12/04/99

DISPOSITION: TAKES BOWLING WITH HARRIS AND KINCAID. SAYS THEY WER NOT IN CLASS THE DAY OF THE ATTACK. IN THEIR CLASS AT THE TIME OF ATTACK DID NOT SEE ANYONE RUN INTO A CLASSROOM. THEN OUTSIDE THE PARK.

Lead Completed 5/6/99 C

Report Attached
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ANDREWS, PAUL
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 979-1732  Information Received Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 10:00 AM
Prepared by: SARNAKI, KARLA

I&I/LAKEWOOD PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative:
RICHARD GREEN, DOB 4/6/83, 6357 W GEDDES DR, LITTLETON, CO 80128, (303) 979-7303, MOTHER POLLY, FATHER LOU, (303) 977-6925/W. PAUL ANDREWS ADVISED THAT RICHARD GREEN WAS AT HIS TABLE IN THE CAFETERIA.

Event Date:  
Event Time:  INTERVIEW  
References: WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: SE  Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW RICHARD GREEN.

Assigned To: PFANNENSTIEL, DAN  Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 2:58 PM

Disposition: INTERVIEW ON 4/28/99. RICHARD GREEN DID NOT SEE SHOOTERS OR DUFFLE BAGS; SAT AT TABLE RR OR EE WITH DUSTIN GORTON, GREEN WAS TOLD BY GORTON THAT IT WAS DYLAN AND ERIC AND A COUPLE OF OTHERS. GREEN SPOKE TO LEIHA MURPHY WHO SAID SHE SAW A SHOOTER WHO WAS NOT ERIC OR DYLAN.

Lead Reviewed by: SDE  Lead Completed? ✓  Date: 06/15/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: PAUL ANKERTS
Affiliation: STATE UNIV
Phone Number: 303-979-1732

Prepared by: YAKIS JAPNACK (LYD)

NARRATIVE: RICHARD GREEN JOB: 04-06-83 WM BR BR
6357 W. GEDDES DR
LITTLETON, CO 80128 FATHER - LEO 7757-2725
303-777-7303

PREPARED AT TABLE IN CAFETERIA.

Categories
(CAF) INT WIT

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Dan Parness (WMF) Date: 4/27/99

LEAD: Interview GREEN.

A LEAD SHEET

ALREADY FILED OUT

ON

DISPOSITION: INTERVIEWED ON 4/28 - DID NOT SEE SHOOTERS
OR DUFFLE BAGS. SAT AT TABLE "RR" OR "EE" WITH
IN GORTON. GREEN WAS TOLD BY GORTON THAT IT
WAS "DULAN + ERIC" AND "A COUPLE OF OTHERS". GREEN
SPoke TO LEA MURPHY WHO SAID "SHE SAW A SHOOTER
WHO WAS NOT ERIC OR DULAN"
Contact Jennifer Munson, in reference to Melissa Walker who witnessed Stephanie Munson getting shot.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: LIBRARY STUDENT - CHS WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: WP Lead Required? YES

Lead: CONTACT JENNIFER MUNSON TO IDENTIFY 'MELISSA' - BEST FRIEND OF STEPHANIE MUNSON.

Assigned To: OBBEMA, DIANE Date: 04/29/1999 Time: 4:18 PM
Disposition: MELISSA WALKER SAW GUNMAN IN THE MAIN HALLWAY (NORTH). GUNMAN WEARING BLACK, NO FURTHER DESCRIPTION. WITH STEPHANIE MUNSON WHEN MUNSON IS SHOT.

Lead Reviewed by: KAB Lead Completed? Date: 07/01/1999

JC-001-018359
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ____________ Control Number: 15A5

Priority: ☐ Immediate ☐ Confidential ☐ In Person
☐ Priority ☐ Confidental ☐ Observation
☐ Routine ☐ Sensitive ☐ Written

Classification: ☐ Secret ☐ Sensitive
☐ Unclassified

Source: JENNIFER A. MUNSON
Affiliation: STUDENT - COLUMBINE H.S.
Phone Number: 304-45416 Information Received Date: ____________ Time: ____________

Prepared by: (Last Name) (First Name) (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: CONTACT SOURCE IN REFERENCE TO IDENTIFYING "MELISSA" WHO WITNESSED STEPHANIE MUNSON GETTING SHOT.

Event Date: 4/20 Event Time: ____________ References: ____________

Categories: WIT STU LIA

Event Reviewed by: ____________ Lead Required? ☑

Lead: CONTACT SOURCE TO IDENTIFY MELISSA, BEST FRIEND OF STEPHANIE MUNSON

Lead Control Number: JC-001-018360

Assigned To: CR367A Date: 04/28/99 Time: CR30

Disposition: MELISSA WALKER - SAW GUNMAN IN THE MAIN HALLWAY (NORTH) GUNMAN WEARING BLACK - NO FURTHER DESCRIPTION. WITNESS MUNSON WHEN MUNSON IS SHOT, REPORT TO FOLLOW - CONTACT

Lead Reviewed by: ____________ Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 05/07/99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Stag Pink - Lead

Report ATTACHED 1/13
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ZAMORA, CARMEN
Affiliation: (303) 423-5622
Prepared by: EATON, DUANE

Information Received Date: 04/26/1999  Time: 9:00 PM
I&I/ARVADA PD (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: ZAMORA ADVISED ARVADA OFFICE JEFF JOHNSON THAT ON 04-25-99 AT 1729 SHE WAS AT A CHECKOUT COUNTER AT TARGET (W. 80TH AVE. AND WADSWORTH, ARVADA). THE CASHIER TOLD ZAMORA THAT ERIC HARRIS WAS HER BEST FRIEND AND EX-BOYFRIEND. CLERK ALSO ADVISED HARRIS TOLD HER HE WOULD DO THIS BUT SHE DIDN'T BELIEVE HIM. CLERK ALSO TOLD ZAMORA THAT SHE HAD NOT GONE TO SCHOOL THAT DAY BECAUSE HER CAR DIDN'T WORK. UNKNOW WHERE CLERK GOES TO SCHOOL. CLERK'S NAME UNKNOWN. REGISTER NUMBER UNKNOWN. CLERK DESCRIBED AT WF, 5'5, 17-18 YRS. OLD, BLOND HAIR WITH BLUE AND GOLD STRIPES IN HER HAIR.

Event Date: 04/25/1999  Event Time 5:29 PM
Categories: ERIC HARRIS

Event Reviewed by: WP  Lead Required? YES

Lead: IDENTIFY CLERK THROUGH TARGET MANAGEMENT. INTERVIEW CLERK TO DETERMINE VALIDITY OF INFORMATION.

Assigned To: MEANS, JERRY  Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 2:59 PM
Disposition: CLERK IDENTIFIED AS LAUREN D PIEHN (DOB 10-4-82) (303-431-2490, 9370
WEST 73RD PLACE, ARVADA, CO

NO VALIDITY TO INFORMATION.

Lead Reviewed by: KE  Lead Completed?  Date: 06/15/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM

UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: ZAKHRA, CRIMINAL

Affiliation: 473-

Phone Number: (41) 428-5672 / (412) 422-7127 x 12

Prepared by: DIANE F. MILLER, A.T.P.

CONTROL NUMBER: 1546

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Observation
- Telephone
- Written

Date: 4/29/99

Time: 1200

Narrative:
ZAKHRA ADVISED A.B. OF JEFF HARRIS AND THAT ON 4/29 AT 1200 SHE WAS AT A CHECKOUT CLERK AT T.J. MAXX (3765 MILLER ST, AURORA). THE CLERK TOLD ZAKHRA THAT DEE HARRIS WAS HER BEST FRIEND. CLERK ALSO ADVISED HARRIS TO TAKE HER CREDIT CARD. BUT SHE DIDN'T ORGANIZE IT. CLERK also AKED ZAKHRA TO CALL HER TO SHOE THAT THERE BCAUSE SHE CDN'T WORK. WE WILL CALL HER LATER.

Live reviewed by: UJP

Categories:

EA

Assigned to: YORIONE Y. WEAH

Date: 4/29/99

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Time Value (Circle text to be entered)

Date: 4/29/99

LEAD: IDENTIFY CLERK FROM T.J. MAXX. INFORM CLERK TO DETAIL A VALIDITY OF INTHE HABIT.

DISPOSITION: CLARK TO D.B. LAVON D. PINN DOB 10/14/62 (303) 431-2410 9999 W. 47TH PLACE, AURORA, CO 80019 NO VALIDITY 10-1-70 70-1-70

(continued)
Check one:  Narrative  Lead  Disposition

Clerk Name:  [Redacted]

Clerk Number:  [Redacted]

Clerk described as:  5'5", 17-19 yrs old, blond hair

with blue and gold stripes in her hair.

Volunteer:  [Redacted]

JC-001-018363
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY 
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: REYNOLDS, LORI
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 973-5117
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Information Received Date: 04/27/1999 Time: 2:30 PM
I&I/DENVER PD 
Component/Agency: UNCLASSIFIED

Event Narrative: LAUREN MAESTAS, 6966 S. AMMONS ST, (303) 972-2698. LORI REYNOLDS ADVISED THAT LAUREN MAESTAS WAS IN THE CAFETERIA WITH HER. LAUREN IS NOT ON THE ORIGINAL SHEET.

Event Date: 
Event Time: INTERVIEW
References: WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: SE Lead Required? YES

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW LAUREN MAESTAS.

Assigned To: HEYLIN, MIKE Date: 04/27/1999 Time: 3:01 PM

Disposition: NO INFORMATION ON SUSPECTS OR DUFFLE BAGS. LAUREN MAESTAS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE AREA DURING INCIDENT. WITNESS SAID STUDENT MARK OPFER CAME IN YELLING SOMEONE WITH A GUN. SHE WAS IN STORAGE CLOSET WITH MARK OPFER, MR. BROOKFIELD, PETER FORSBERG. IN ANOTHER CLOSET WAS MS FRIEND, MRS BRUG AND TWO OTHER UNKNOWN TEACHERS.

Lead Reviewed by: WP Lead Completed? Date: 04/29/1999

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 153417

SOURCE: Leavitt Raymonds
Affiliation: Student
Phone Number: 922-5117

Prepared by: Sgt Calvin Strong (DPI)
Date: 4/7/99  Time: 1430

NARRATIVE: Source advised that Leavitt Raymonds was in the cafeteria with
her, Leavitt is one of the students at
Leavitt Norstas
6614 S. Avenues St.
922-2698

Note: continued

Narrative reviewed by: SJS
Lead Set? (Y/N): _______

Categories

INT    CAP


Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date ________ Time ________

Assigned to: Haylin - Jeff Co. OA. Date: 4/22/99

LEAD: Locafr 4 Interview Leavitt Norstas

Note: Lead complete

Report Attached

JC-001-018365

DISPOSITION: NO INFO ON SUSPECTS OR DUFFLE BAGS. WITNESS IN
FOREIGN LANGUAGE AREA DURING INCIDENT. WITNESS SAW STUDENT
MARK OFFER CAME IN YELLING "SOMEONE HAS A GUN!" SHE WAS IN
STORAGE CLOSET W/ MARK OFFER, MR. BROOKFIELD, PETER
BERG. ANOTHER CLOSET HAS A'S FRIEND, MRS. BRUGG,
AND TWO OTHER UNKNOWN TEACHERS.

4/29/99
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: MUNSON, JENNIFER A
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 904-4546  Information Received Date: 04/20/1999  Time: 10:00 AM
Prepared by: PFANNENSTIEL, DAN

Event Narrative: JENNIFER MUNSON ADVISED SHE SAW SHAWN GREEN (NAME IS SEAN GRAVES) GET SHOT IN STOMACH AND LEG. GRAVES' BACKPACK WAS IN CAFETERIA.

Event Date:  Event Time  References
Categories: LIBRARY  STUDENT - CHS  WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: WP  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1548

Lead: INTERVIEW SEAN GRAVES, 10/10/1983. IN REFERENCE TO TCM AND ANY KNOWLEDGE OF INCIDENT. WHO SHOT HIM? GRAVES (303) 933-0378, 7458 S. TELLER ST., LITTLETON, COLO.

Assigned To: PFANNENSTIEL, DAN  Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 5:28 PM

Disposition: INTERVIEWED SEAN GRAVES IN HOSPITAL. SAW 2 SHOOTERS AND IDENTIFIED KLEBOLD IN PHOTO LINE UP. DID NOT SEE ANY DUFLE BAGS IN CAFETERIA.

Lead Reviewed by: SDE  Lead Completed?  Date: 05/05/1999

Lead Control Number: DN1548

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
**INFORMATION CONTROL**

**Case ID:**

**Priority:**
- [] Immediate
- [ ] Priority
- [ ] Routine

**Classification:**
- [ ] Secret
- [ ] Confidential
- [ ] Sensitive
- [ ] Unclassified

**Method of Contact:**
- [ ] In Person
- [ ] Telephone
- [ ] Observation
- [ ] Written

**Source:** JENNIFER A. MUNSON

**Affiliation:** STUDENT - COLUMBINE H.S.

**Phone Number:** 904-454-60

**Information Received Date:**

**Time:**

**Prepared by:**

**(Last Name)  (First Name)  (Component/Agency)**

**Event Narrative:**
SOURCE ADVISED SHE SAW SHAWN GREEN GET SHOT IN STOMACH AND LEG.  
JOHN GRAYS 16-10-93  
977-0730  
251-5019  
LIU CO 80178

**Event Date:** 4/10  

**Event Time:**

**Categories:**

**Event Reviewed by:**

**Lead Required?** [ ]

**Lead:** INTERVIEW SHAWN GREEN IN REFERENCE TO TCM AND ANY KNOWLEDGE OF INCIDENT WHO SHOT HIM.

**Assigned To:**

**Date:** 4/27  
**Time:** 4:30

**Disposition:**

**Lead Reviewed by:**

**Lead Completed?** [ ]

**White - Original**

**Yellow - Rapid Start**

**J5C-001-018367**
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419  Control Number: DN1549
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: IRETON, JAMES
Affiliation:
Phone Number: (303) 933-1489  Information Received Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 10:00 AM
Prepared by: PATTERSON, DEIDRE

Event Narrative: SOURCE SAW TWO PEOPLE IN BLUE TRUCK SITTING BEHIND HIM ON TOP OF HILL AT ABOUT THE TIME THE SHOOTING STARTED.

---

Event Date:  
Event Time:  
References:
Categories: INFORMATION  WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: WP  Lead Required? YES

---

Lead Control Number: DN1549

Lead: RECONTACT SOURCE & OBTAIN DETAILED INFORMATION

---

Assigned To: SCHAEFER, CHRIS  Date: 05/04/1999  Time: 4:29 PM

Disposition: IRETON INTERVIEWED TELEPHONICALLY ON 05-05-99. IRETON LIVES 3 BLOCKS EAST OF CHS AND SAW A BLUE TRUCK (EXTENDED CAB) UNKNOWN MAKE, ON THE HILL WHERE THE CROSS STANDS, AFTER THE SHOOTING BEGAN. IRETON COULD NOT PROVIDE ANY OTHER INFORMATION. NO PAPERWORK TO FOLLOW.

---

Lead Reviewed by: KE  Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 05/26/1999

---

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: James Jretson

Affiliation: ___________________________

Phone Number: 303-933-1489

Prepared by: DA Patterson JCSO

Date: 4/27

NARRATIVE: Source saw 9 people in blue truck
sitting behind him on top of hill. At about
the time the shooting started.

Categories

INE

IW

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date 5/4/99

Assigned to: Chris Schaefer - CSP

LEAD: Recontact source and obtain detailed
information.

DISPOSITION: Jretson interrued telephonically on 5-5-99. Jretson lives 3 blocks east of Chris
and saw a blue truck (exterior cab) unknown make, on the hill where the 7 crisis
stands. When the shooting began Jretson could not provide any other
information. No paperwork to follow.

Lead Completed: (Handwritten)

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: BUJACI, JOHN
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 979-1623  Information Received Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 12:00 PM
Prepared by: MCGILLYN, GEORGE

I&I/UNKNOWN
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: DANIEL LAB, DOB 1/26/83, 8183 W PLYMOUTH PL, LITTLETON, CO 80128, (303) 978-8423. JOHN BUJACI ADVISED DANIEL LAB WAS AT TABLE IN CAFETERIA AT TIME OF INCIDENT.

Event Date:  Event Time: INTERVIEW

Categories: CAFETERIA

References:

WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: SE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1550

Lead:
CONTACT AND INTERVIEW DANIEL LAB.

Assigned To: ERICKSON, CHRIS
Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 3:04 PM

Disposition: STATEMENT TAKEN. SAW NO SUSPECTS, WAS IN KITCHEN OFFICE UNTIL SWAT RESCUED.

Lead Reviewed by: SDE

Lead Completed?  Date: 06/16/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  UNCLASSIFIED

Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1550

SOURCE: John Butac EN 1021
Affiliation: T. O. S.T.
Phone Number: 70 979-1623

Prepared by: DA T. Geo. Mccullay
Date: 4-27-99 Time: 17:00

NARRATIVE:

Davey Las
8183 w. Armand Pl.
LA
9178-4923

Categories
CAF
JNT
UNT

Assigned to: Chris E. Mirion - DPO
Date: 4-27-99

DISPOSITION:

Lead completed. Report attached.
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: FLEENER, DAN
Affiliation: TEACHER AT COLUMBINE H.S.
Phone Number: (303) 730-7893  Information Received Date: 04/26/1999 Time: 9:10 AM
Prepared by: SEARLE, JUDY

Method of Contact
☐ In Person  ☐ Telephone/Radio  ☐ Observation  ☐ Written

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: HIS SON, ERIC FLEENER, TOLD HIS FATHER ON FRIDAY THAT HE HAS A FRIEND AT SCHOOL BY THE NAME OF MICHAEL CARAVAN, AND THAT MICHAEL TOLD HIM THAT HE AND HIS OLDER BROTHER, DAVID CARAVAN, HAVE BEEN OVER TO ERIC HARRIS' HOUSE SEVERAL TIMES. DAN FLEENER ALSO ADVISED THAT DAVID CARAVAN USED TO BE IN ONE OF HIS CLASSES, AND ONE DAY TOLD ALL OF THE STUDENTS IN HIS CLASS, INCLUDING HIM, THAT HE HAS SEVERAL GUNS IN HIS BEDROOM AT HOME. HE HAS NOT SEEN THIS STUDENT FOR A WHILE, AND HIS SON TOLD HIM THAT MICHAEL SAID DAVID WAS SUSPENDED ON MONDAY. ERIC FLEENER TOLD HIS FATHER THAT HE SAW DAVID AT X-MAS AND HE WAS WEARING A BLACK TRENCH COAT AND MAKE-UP. MICHAEL GOES TO DUTCH CREEK, AND THEY LIVE IN COLUMBINE WEST SUBDIVISION.

Event Date: Event Time References  DN2306  DN2450
Categories: ERIC HARRIS  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SDE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1551
Lead: INTERVIEW ERIC FLEENER IN DETAIL.

Assigned To: CLYMAN, GARY  Date: 04/27/1999 Time: 3:05 PM

Disposition: ERIC FLEENER (6TH GRADER) INTERVIEWED 4-29-99. CLASSMATE IS MICHAEL CARAVAN, WHOSE BROTHER IS A KNOWN TCM ASSOCIATE, DAVID CARAVAN. ERIC HAD SEEN DAVID CARAVAN IN OCT 98 WEARING A BLACK TRENCHCOAT. MICHAEL CARAVAN SAID IN CLASS ON 4-25 THAT HE HAD BEEN TO ERIC HARRIS' HOUSE IN THE PAST WITH DAVID. ALSO, THAT DAVID HAD BEEN SUSPENDED FROM SCHOOL ON MONDAY 4/19. REPORT ATTACHED.

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

Barbara Fleener

SOURCE: Dan Fleener
Affiliation: Teacher at Columbine H.S.
Phone Number: (303)730-7893

Control Number: 1551

Method of Contact: __ In Person ___ Telephone ___ Observation ___ Written

Prepared by: J. Searle
Date: 4-26-99 Time: 0910

Narrative: His son, Eric Fleener, told his father on Friday that he has a friend at school
by the name of Michael Caravan, and that Michael told him that he and his older brother,
David Caravan, have been over to Eric Harris' house several times. Dan Fleener also advised
that David Caravan used to be in one of his classes, and one day told all of the students in
this class, including him, that he has several guns in his bedroom at home. He has not seen the
student for a while, and his son told him that Michael said David was suspended on Monday. Eric
Fleener told his father that he saw David at x-mas and he was wearing a black trench coat and
make-up. Michael goes to Dutch Creek, and they live in Columbine West Subdivision.

I have reviewed by: ______

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

□ Time Value  (Circle text to be entered)  Date ________ Time ________

Assigned to: ___ CLYMAN ___

Lead: Interview, Eric Fleener in School

6th Grader - Dutch Creek Elementary

3 P.M. < Michael Caravan - 6th grader
brother of David Caravan

Eric Fleener (6th grader) interviewed 4/25. Classmate is Michael Caravan, whose brother is a Rich Associates
of David Caravan. Eric had seen O. Caravan in Oct '98 wearing a black trench coat and trench coat. Michael said
in class on 4/25 that he had been to Eric Harris' house in past w/ David. Also, that David had been suspended
school on Monday 4/19.

Disposition: __________

< REPORT TO FOLLOW >

JC-001-018373
Lead Reviewed by: SDE  
Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 06/16/1999

Control Number: DN1552

Method of Contact
- In Person
- Telephone/Radio
- Observation
- Written

I&I/ARVADA PD
(Component/Agency)

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HAYES, KYLE E.
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 979-0866
Prepared by: BOATRIGHT, RUSS

Information Received Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 11:00 AM

Event Narrative:
HAYES WAS IN COMMONS AREA WHEN THE INCIDENT STARTED. HAYES SUBSEQUENTLY RAN TO THE CHEMISTRY LAB. HAYES IDENTIFIED STUDENTS HE WAS WITH IN THE COMMONS AREA AND CHEMISTRY LAB. HAYES HAS BEEN INTERVIEWED.

Event Date:  
Event Time:  
References:  CAFETERIA  STUDENT - CHS  WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: WP  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1552

Lead:
INTERVIEW DEVIN CASTEEL WHO WAS WITH HAYES IN THE COMMONS AREA WHEN THE INCIDENT STARTED. HYDIA CASTEEL, DEVIN'S MOTHER, 303-948-2403 (H), 303-831-2505 (W) DEVIN CASTEEL, 9TH GRADE, 8000 WEST CRESTLINE AVE #121, LITTLETON, CO 80123, 303-948-2403.

Assigned To: LAUCK, JOHN  
Date: 04/28/1999  Time: 2:58 PM

Disposition:
INTERVIEWED DEVIN CASTEEL. HE THOUGHT HE HEARD SHOTS IN THE CAFETERIA. HE RAN UP THE STAIRS AND DOWN THE HALL BETWEEN MATH AND SOCIAL STUDIES LABS AND OUT EAST DOOR TO LEAWOOD PARK. HIS BACKPACK WAS LEFT IN HIS GYM LOCKER.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 05/18/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1582

SOURCE: Kyle E. Hayes
Affiliation: Student - IC - N-S.
Phone Number: (303) 970-0856

Prepared by: Nat Burtis # 8552 (YP)

Date: 9/27/98 Time: 11:00

NARRATIVE:
Hayes was in common area when the incident started. Hayes suspected the man in the cafeteria lab. Hayes, an IC student, was a witness in common area and cafeteria lab. Hayes has been interviewed.

Narrative reviewed by: YP
Lead Set? (YN): Y

Categories

STU
CAF
WT

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: John Lauch - JC OA.

LEAD:

Interviewed Devin Casteel. He thought he heard shots in the cafeteria. He ran up the stairs and down the hall between 9th and social studies labs and out east door to Leewood Park. His backpack was left at his gym locker.

DISPOSITION: Y

JC-001-018375

SL 051399
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: LITTLETON HOT LINE
Affiliation: LITTLETON P.D.
Phone Number: Information Received Date: 04/27/1999 Time: 2:30 PM
Prepared by: PETOSKEY, WILLIAM
Event Narrative: PEGGY BECK, 11280 MARK DR, CONIFER, CO 303-816-0560, ADVISED THAT
MAY BE CAPABLE OF ACTION LIKE CHS INCIDENT-MAY BE INVOLVED IN INCIDENT.

Event Date: Event Time References DN1710
Categories: SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER THREATS

Event Reviewed by: WP Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1553
Lead: CONTACT AND RESOLVE THREATS.

Assigned To: MCINTOSH, KIRK Date: 04/27/1999 Time: 3:09 PM
Disposition: PEGGY BECK HEARD ABOUT FOURTH HAND THAT HAD SOME CONNECTION. SHE STATED HE IS SOMEWHAT TRANSIENT BETWEEN COLORADO, WISCONSIN AND ILLINOIS AND SHE HAS NO FURTHER INFORMATION ON HIS INVOLVEMENT, PRESENT LOCATION OR EVEN ID. REPORT ATTACHED

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 06/17/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: LITTLETON 1107 LINE
Affiliation: LITTLETON PD
Phone Number: 

Prepared by: PETER S. NG

CONTROL NUMBER: 1553

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Observation
- Telephone
- Written

Date: 2/27
Time: 

NARRATIVE: PEGGY BECK, 11280 MARK DR, CONIFER, CO 803-816-0560 ADVISED THAT [REDACTED] MAY BE CAPABLE OF ACTION LIKE THE INCIDENT - MAYBE INVOLVED IN INCIDENT.

Categories

THR
SUS

Time Value: [CIRCLE TEXT TO BE ENTERED] Date: Time: 

Assigned to: KIRK MAINYOSH, LYNCHUCK PD

LEAD: CONTACT & RESOLVE THREATS

DISPOSITION: PEGGY HAS HEARD ABOUT "THE HARD TRASH" HAD SOME CONNECTION SHE SAID IS somewhat transient between CO, WI, & IL and she has no further on his involvement present location or ever ID.

8206169
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: DIRITO, STEVE
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: (303) 629-7171  Information Received Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 8:45 AM
Prepared by: ERZEN, LARRY  I&II/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: KACI PEREGOY'S BACKPACK WAS FOUND IN CAFETERIA. INV
PFANNENSTIEL HAS CONTACT INFO. PEREGOY'S DOB IS 10/24/1982.
PEREGOY'S ADDRESS IS 5833 W. MAPLEWOOD DR., LITTLETON, CO 80123,
TELEPHONE NUMBER (303) 730-3334. PEREGOY'S FATHERS NAME IS DAVID
PEREGOY.

Event Date:  Event Time: INTERVIEW  References: WITNESS
Categories: CAFETERIA

Event Reviewed by: SDE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1554

Lead: INTERVIEW KACI PEREGOY FOR LOCATION IN CAFETERIA, FRIENDS AT
TABLE, ANY LARGE BACKPACKS NEARBY.

Assigned To: PFANNENSTIEL, DAN  Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 3:09 PM

Disposition: PEREGOY WAS INTERVIEWED AND DID NOT SEE SHOOTERS OR BOMBS.
PEREGOY CAN ID TWO PAST FEMALE TCM MEMBERS (PAULINE AND
STEPHANIE). PEREGOY SAID THAT CHRIS MORRIS WAS TCM LEADER LAST
YEAR.

Lead Reviewed by: SDE  Lead Completed?  Date: 04/29/1999

JC-001-018378

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1554

SOURCE: STEVE DELETO
Affiliation: F.B.I.
Phone Number: 629-7171

Prepared by: ERZKUL 5650
Date: 04/29/91 Time: 08:45

NARRATIVE: PEREGO, KACEY DOB 10/24/82 5833 WEST
BACKPACK FOUND IN CAFETERIA MARLEWOOD DR

Inv. PRAUNESELL HAS CONTACT INFORMATION. 730-5330

FATHER DAVID PEREGO

continued

Categories

CAF INIT INT

Assigned to: DAN PRAUNESELL Date: 04/27/91

LEAD: INTERVIEW FOR LOCATION IN CAFETERIA, FRIENDS AT
TABLE, ANY LARGE BACKPACKS NEARBY.

JC-001-018379

Disposition:

Interviewed - Did not see shooters
DR BOMBS. CAN ID 2 PAST FEMALE
T.C.M. MEMBERS (PAULINE + STEPHANIE)
SAY THAT CHRIS MORRIS WAS TCM LEADER
LAST YEAR

Lead covered 4/24/91 SPE
INDICATED A 17 YOA FEMALE NAMED JESSICA GIESY MAY HAVE BEEN INVOLVED WITH THE TRENCH COAT MAFIA.
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ___________________________ Control Number: 1555

Priority: □ Immediate □ Secret
□ Priority □ Confidential
□ Routine □ Sensitive
□ Unclassified □ In Person
□ Method of Contact □ Telephone
□ Observation □ Written

Source: SEAN M. HUGH

Affiliation: UNK

Phone Number: 303-730-0066 Information Received Date: 04-23-99 Time: 0835

Prepared by: CREWS  BRIAN  JCSO
(Last Name) (First Name) (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative:

INDICATED A 17 YOA FEMALE NAMED
SESSICA GIESY MAY HAVE BEEN INVOLVED WITH THE
TERRORIST ORGANIZATION.

Event Date: 4/20  Event Time: Reference:

Categories:

SUS  TCM

Event Reviewed by: [ ] Lead Required? [ ]

Lead: [ ] CONTACT  QINTERVIEW

Lead Control Number: JC-001-018381

Assigned To: INV. RALPH GALLAGHER 0097 Date: 5/12/99 Time: 16:20

Disposition: INTERVIEWED HER. SHE SAID THAT SHE HAS NO
KNOWLEDGE OF THE TERRORIST SHOOTING OR ANYTHING OR
ANYONE RELATED TO THE SHOOTING.

Lead Reviewed by: LUCAS  Lead Completed? [ ] Date: 05/17/99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ALBER, JERRY
Affiliation: CHS-FATHER
Phone Number: (303) 979-4187
Prepared by: FUSELIER, DWAYNE

Information Received Date: 04/26/1999
Time: 12:30 PM

Event Narrative: JUSTIN ALBER, SON OF JERRY, WAS IN CAFETERIA, NEAR WEST WALL WHEN SHOOTING STARTED. SAYS HE SAW SHOOTER OUT SIDE SCHOOL NEAR DANNY RORBAUGH.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: CAFETERIA INTERVIEW DN1469
STUDENT - CHS WITNESS DN1651

Event Reviewed by: WP Lead Required? YES

Lead: CONTACT AND INTERVIEW JUSTIN ALBER, 9TH GRADER, 8889 W. CRESTLINE DR., LITTLETON, CO 80123, TELEPHONE NUMBER (303) 979-4187.

Assigned To: ERICKSON, CHRIS
Date: 04/28/1999
Time: 1:38 PM
Disposition: DUPLICATE - REFERENCE CONTROL NUMBER 1469. HANDLED BY SCOTT.

Lead Reviewed by: SL
Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/17/1999

JC-001-018382

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: TERRY A. 116-2
Affiliation: FATHER - CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: 979-4187
Prepared by: Dwanice Fuselier

CONTROL NUMBER: 556
Method of Contact:
X In Person
Telephone
Observation
Written
Date: 4/24/99
Time: 12:35

NARRATIVE:

JUSTIN Albér, son of TERRY, was in
Cafe Met, near West High when shooting started.
Site he was shooter with one school
N. of Danny Buckhalter.

STU
WIT

CAF
INT

Categories

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: CHRISS CRICKSON - OPP

LEAD:
Contact & Interview

JUSTIN Albér
POB W. CRESTLINE LK
LITTLETON, CO 80123
4 979-4187

DISPOSITION: DUPLICATE PER CONTROL # 1468

Handled by Scott

JC-001-018383

8Z 06/16/99
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: SCOTT, BEAU
Affiliation: CITIZEN
Phone Number: (303) 922-7833
Prepared by: LUCIANO, STEVE

Event Narrative: BEAU SCOTT WORKS AT THE I-HOP, 3100 S. SHERIDAN, TELEPHONE NUMBER (303) 936-6473. SEVERAL KENNEDY HS STUDENTS WORK THERE AS WELL. THE RUMOUR FROM THE KENNEDY HS STUDENTS IS THAT KENNEDY HS IS NEXT ON THE LIST ON 04/30/1999. I CALLED DETECTIVE CONLON, DENVER P.D., 303-640-1247 AND LEFT A MESSAGE (VOICE MAIL) ADVISING HIM.

Information Received Date: 04/26/1999  Time: 5:45 PM

Method of Contact
  ○ In Person  ○ Telephone/Radio
  ○ Observation  ○ Written

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Components/Agency)

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: THREATS

Event Reviewed by: WP  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1557

Lead:
INTERVIEW BEAU SCOTT REGARDING KENNEDY HIGH SCHOOL COPY CAT.

Assigned To: WEBB, RICHARD
Disposition: SPOKE WITH TOM SCOTT ON 05/03/1999. HE HAD CALLED IN THE LEAD. NO ADDITIONAL INFORMATION WAS PROVIDED. LEAD COMPLETED.

Lead Reviewed by: SDE
Lead Completed?  Date: 06/16/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1557

SOURCE: BEAU SCOTT
Affiliation: CITIZEN
Phone Number: 922-7833

Prepared by: S. LYND AND JEFFERSON SHERIFF
Date: 04/12/99 Time: 17:45

NARRATIVE: Scott works at the J-Hop 3100 S. Sherman. Several Kennedy HS students work there as well. The rumor from the Kennedy HS students is that Kennedy HS is next on the list on 04/19.

I called Detective Conlon DPD 146-1247 and left a message (voice mail) asking him.

Disposition: Spoke w/ Tom Scott on 5-3-99. He had been.

The lead - no additional information was provided.

SHE 5/13/99 Report Attached

Method of Contact

In Person
Telephone
Observation
Written

Categories

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: RICH WEBB JASD Date:

Lead:

JC-001-018385

continued

continued

continued
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HAYES, KYLE E.
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 979-0856
Prepared by: BOATRIGHT, RUSS
Information Received Date: 04/27/1999 Time: 11:00 AM
I&I/ARVADA PD
(Component/Agency)
Event Narrative: HAYES WAS IN THE COMMONS AREA WHEN THE INCIDENT STARTED.
HAYES SUBSEQUENTLY RAN TO THE CHEMISTRY LAB. HAYES IDENTIFIED
STUDENTS HE WAS WITH IN THE COMMONS AREA AND CHEMISTRY LAB.
HAYES HAS BEEN INTERVIEWED.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: CAFETERIA STUDENT - CHS WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: WP Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1558

Lead: INTERVIEW: JON STROBEL WAS W/HAYES IN COMMONS AREA WHEN THE
INCIDENT STARTED. H/303-971-0667, MOTHER/VICKY/ W/303-230-4723, 7791
S CARR ST, LITTLETON, COL. 80123, 971-0667.

Assigned To: ATANASIO, RUSS
Disposition: JOHNNY, BROTHER, ALSO PRESENT. HAD INFORMATION ON TCM
MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATES. BROTHER BOBBY, INTERVIEWED BY SPECIAL
AGENT RUSSEL ATANASIO, SEATED AT TABLE IN AM WITH ARTIE
(ARTURO) MAR, IAN MORRIS, PAUL BANKER, MIKE AND JUSTIN NAIFEH, AT
LUNCH WITH SCOTT STREEB, ZACH THOMPSON, DAN YAGER AND JOE
TRAN.

Lead Reviewed by: KE Lead Completed? Date: 06/16/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: KEES E. HAYES
Affiliation: STAFF - C.I.N.S.
Phone Number: (332) 1979-0856
Prepared by: PATRA R. BOSTRICH 8226

Date: 4/20/99 Time: 1100

CONTROL NUMBER: 1558

Method of Contact

- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

NARRATIVE:
HAYES WAS IN COMMON AREA WHEN THE INCIDENT STARTED. HAYES SUBSEQUENTLY Ran TO THE CASH CAB. HAYES ID'S STUDENT AS WAS WITH IN THE COMMON AREA AND CASH CAB. HAYES HAS BEEN INTERVIEWED.

Categories

MAC    WIT    STU    JC-001-018387

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: ROSS ATERS - F.B.I.

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Interview: JOHNNY STABLE WAS IN HAYES IN COMMON AREA WHEN THE INCIDENT STARTED.

(332) 971-0667

VICKY'S (332) 230-4723 page (332) 971-2667
7791 S. CANAL ST.
LITTLETON, CO. 80124

DISPOSITION: JOHNNY BROTHER ALSO PRESENT. HAD INFORMATION ON TCM MEMBER ASSOCIATED BROTHER BOBBY

INTERVIEWED BY SA R. ATANASIO - NEED CONTROL NUMBER

LEADED SEAT AT TABLE IN A.M. - (ANTHONY MANNOR, PAUL RANKIN, MIKE AND JUSTIN NANCE), AT LUNCH SEATED WITH (SCOTT STREB, ZACK THOMPSON, DAN YEAGER, JOE TRAM).
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: DODD, PEGGY
Affiliation: CHS TEACHER
Phone Number: (303) 795-9071
Information Received Date: 04/20/1999 Time: 3:40 PM
Prepared by: STEVENS, FAITH

I&I/ARVADA PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: PEGGY DODD WAS IN LIBRARY DURING SHOOTING.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: DYLAN KLEBOLD ERIC HARRIS
           STAFF - CHS  WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: SDE Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW PEGGY DODD.

Assigned To: STEVENS, FAITH Date: 04/27/1999 Time: 3:16 PM

Disposition: PEGGY DODD WAS EVACUATED BY SWAT FROM THE LIBRARY. REPORTED THAT SHE OBSERVED DYLAN KLEBOLD SHOOTING FROM A SMALL HILL OUTSIDE THE LIBRARY TOWARDS THE PARKING LOT. (SHE HAS A HISTORY WITH KLEBOLD SO IT IS A GOOD ID.) SHE REPORTS BRIAN ANDERSON COMING INTO THE LIBRARY AND STATING DIRECTLY TO HER: ERIC HARRIS SHOT ME. FOLLOW UP INTERVIEW WITH PEGGY DODD SET FOR MON, 4/26/99.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 07/29/1999

Lead Control Number: DN1559

Control Number: DN1559

Method of Contact
☐ In Person ○ Telephone/Radio
☐ Observation ○ Written

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Peggy W. Dodd
Teacher: Tech/Computer Lab
Phone Number: 303-795-9071

Prepared by: Faith Stevens / Arvada PD
Date: 04-26-99 Time: 15:40

Dispo: Peggy Dodd was evaucuated by SWAT from the Library.

Narrative: She observed Dylan holding a riccah in front of a small
hill outside the library towards the parking lot. (She has history with
Dylan so its a good I.D). She reports Brian Anderson coming into
the Library and staring down the hall to her "Eric Harris Shot me"
Follow up interview with Peggy Dodd set for min 04-26-99, p.m.

Categories

DK STA

Lead Set? (Y/N): _

Assigned to: Faith Stevens / Arvada PD
Date: 04-26-99

Lead: Interview Peggy W. Dodd

Narrative: Peggy W. Dodd was in Library.

Disposition: Dispo written in Narrative Section

Lead Completed: 04-26-99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start

JC-001-018389

Pink - Lead
**UNCLASSIFIED**

**INFORMATION CONTROL**

**Case ID:** 174A-DN-57419  
**Priority:** IMMEDIATE  
**Classification:** UNCLASSIFIED  
**Source:** DEWITT, SUSAN, REBECCA  
**Affiliation:** FRIEND/DATED ERIC HARRIS 4/17/99  
**Phone Number:** (719) 948-9722  
**Information Received Date:** 04/21/1999  
**Information Received Time:** 11:55 AM  
**Prepared by:** PARSONS, WALT  
**Method of Contact:**  
- In Person  
- Telephone/Radio  
- Observation  
- Written  
**I&I ARVADA PD**  
(Component/Agency)

**Event Narrative:**  
DEWITT DATED HARRIS 4/17 (SAT) AT HIS HOME-WATCHED MOVIE, MET PARENTS, LEFT AT 11PM. SAW HARRIS AGAIN 4/19 10:15 AM AT SCHOOL; HE WAS WITH ONE W/M IN TRENCH COAT, SAID HE WAS DITCHING SCHOOL - SEEMED UPSET, DISTRACTED - HARRIS KNEW DEWITT LEAVES SCHOOL DAILY FOR LUNCH - SHE WAS OFF CAMPUS AT TIME OF ATTACK.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date:</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTERVIEW</td>
<td>TRENCH COAT MAFIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Event Reviewed by:** SE  
**Lead Required?** YES

---

**Lead Control Number:** DN1560

**Lead:**  
HARRIS STATED HE WAS MAD AT MIKE DINKLE FOR MAKING FUN OF HIM, BUT DID NOT THREATEN DINKLE IN DEWITT'S PRESENCE - 'SOUNDED MORE HURT'.

**Assigned To:** PARSONS, WALT ARVADA P.D.  
**Date:** 04/27/1999  
**Time:** 3:19 PM

**Disposition:** SEE ATTACHED REPORT; SEE NARRATIVE FOR DETAILS OF INTERVIEW IN SUMMARY FORM.

---

**Lead Reviewed by:** SE  
**Lead Completed?** Yes  
**Date:** 06/17/1999

---

**Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM**  
**UNCLASSIFIED**  
**Page 1**
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Susan Rebecca Dewitt
Affiliation: Friend / Dated Eric Harris 4/21/99
Phone Number: 948-9232 695-07316

Prepared by: Det. Kent Parsons
Date: 4/21/99 Time: 11:55

NARRATIVE: Dewitt dated Harris 4/12 (day) at his home - watched movie, met parents, left at 11pm. Saw Harris again 4/13 10:16am at school - he was with one guy in backpack. Same day, saw him again - he was with another black guy. He was pitching school - seemed dazed. No contact - known Dewitt leaves school early for lunch - the week of campus at time of attack.

Narrative reviewed by: SPC

Categories

INT

LIT

TCM

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

ASSIGNED TO: Det

LEAD: Heard shots once at Mike Davis for making fun of him but due not threat (Davis in Dewitt). Person said "sounded more than."

Report to follow

DISPOSITION: See attached report; see narrative for details of interview in summary form.

JC-001-018391

Lead Completed: SPC

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
DURING INTERVIEW SAID THAT A FRIEND OF TIM KASTLE AND CHAD LAUGHLIN BY THE NAME OF DAN MAY HAVE SEEN HARRIS OR KLEBOLD OUTSIDE THE H.S. PRIOR TO THE SHOOTING.

Event Date: 
Event Time: 
References: DN1698

Categories: STUDENT - CHS 
WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: SE 
Lead Required? YES

Lead: NEED TO IDENTIFY DAN AND INTERVIEW AS TO WHAT HE SAW OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL PRIOR TO SHOOTING.

Assigned To: MOORE, GLENN 
Date: 05/14/1999 
Time: 3:31 PM

Disposition: DUPLICATE TO CONTROL NUMBER 1698. SCHOOL REGISTRATION (JEFFCO) AND REINTERVIEWS OF TIM KASTLE AND CHAD LAUGHLIN FAILED TO ID POSSIBLE WITNESS 'DAN MAY.' THEY BOTH SAID THEY HAVE FRIEND BY THE NAMES OF DAN HOUSEY AND DAN PALMETER WHOM WERE NOT WITH THEM, NOR WERE THEY IN THE AREA AT THE TIME. LEAD UNFOUNDED/UNABLE TO IDENTIFY.

Lead Reviewed by: SL 
Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 05/14/1999

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1561

SOURCE: WRIGHT, Aaron James Dog 033082
Affiliation: STUDENT - CINCINNATI H.S.
Phone Number: (303) 904-1108

Prepared by: ST. John Maxwell Jose
Date: 04/24/99 Time: 1130

Method of Contact:
In Person

NARRATIVE: During interview said that a friend of Tim Kastle and
Chao Lenglin (SD) by the name of Dan may have seen Harris
on 9/28/98 outside of HS Field to shooting.

Narrative reviewed by: TJE

Categories

WIT

SFL

JC-001-018393

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Glenn Moore - Golden P.D. Date: 04/29/99

LEAD: Need to identify Dan and interview as to what he saw outside
of school prior to shooting

DISPOSITION: DUPLICATE TO CN#1498

School registration (DEPPO) and interviews of Tim Kastle and
Chao Lenglin failed to locate possible witness "Dan May" both
both said they have friend by the names of Dan House and Dan

No meter whom were not with them, nor were they in the area at
the time. Lead unconfirmed/unable to identify.

Lead Completed: 05/11/99

White - Original

Pink - Lead

REPORT ATTACHED
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: BLACKBURN, JILL
Affiliation: JEFFCO R-1 SCHOOLS
Phone Number: Information Received Date: 04/26/1999  Time: 2:00 PM
Prepared by: HOLSTLAW, MARK
Event Narrative: BLACKBURN ALLEGEDLY HAS KNOWLEDGE THAT ONE OF THE CHS
SHOOTERS HAD BLUEPRINTS TO DEER CREEK MIDDLE SCHOOL. A
TEACHER AT DEER CREEK ALLEGEDLY HAS KNOWLEDGE OF THIS.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: THREATS

Event Reviewed by: WP  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1562
Lead: INTERVIEW JILL BLACKBURN RE THE ABOVE ALLEGATION. ATTEMPT TO ID
AND INTERVIEW THE TEACHER AT DEER CREEK MIDDLE SCHOOL FOR
ADDITIONAL DETAILS.

Assigned To: PETOSKEY, WILLIAM  Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 3:21 PM
Disposition: STUDENT HAD PLANS FOR SCHOOL PROJECT IN FALL 1998; PETOSKEY
INTERVIEW TEACHER ANTON BRUNO.

Lead Reviewed by: WP  Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 04/27/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Jill Blackburn
Affiliation: Jeffco K1 Schools
Phone Number: 

Prepared by: ADKIN

Date: 4/26/99 Time: PM

NARRATIVE: Blackburn allegedly has knowledge that one of the CHS shooters had blueprints to Evercreek Middle School. A teacher in Evercreek allegedly has knowledge of this.

Assigned to: V Pietrow

LEAD: Interview Jill Blackburn re the above allegation.

DISPOSITION: Student had plans for school project.

IN FALL 1998, PETOSKEY INTERVIEWED TEACHER ANTHONY BRUNO.

Categories
THR

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y Yes

JC-001-018395

continued

continued
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HAYES, KYLE E
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 979-0856

Information Received Date: 04/27/1999 Time: 11:00 AM
Prepared by: BOATRIGHT, RUSS

Method of Contact
☐ In Person ☐ Telephone/Radio
☐ Observation ☐ Written

181/ARVADA PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: HAYES WAS IN THE COMMONS AREA WHEN THE EVENT BEGAN. HAYES SUBSEQUENTLY RAN TO THE CHEMISTRY LAB. HAYES IDENTIFIED STUDENTS HE WAS WITH IN THE COMMONS AREA AND THE CHEMISTRY LAB. HAYES HAS BEEN INTERVIEWED

Event Date: Event Time References DN1703
Categories: CAFETERIA STUDENT - CHS WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: WP Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW: PAT VASSAR, WAS WITH HAYES IN COMMONS AREA WHEN THE INCIDENT STARTED. 7542 S SAULSBURY CT., LITTLETON, CO. 80128, 833-8341

Lead Control Number: DN1563

Assigned To: WRIGHT, RICK
Date: 04/28/1999 Time: 2:29 PM

Disposition: PATRICK VASSAR WAS SITTING IN THE CAFETERIA AT TABLE FF. VASSAR SAW FOUR TO FIVE STUDENTS IN BLACK TRENCH COATS WALKING AWAY FROM THE EXIT, THROUGH WHICH THE SHOOTERS WENT, APPROXIMATELY FIVE MINUTES BEFORE THE SHOOTING STARTED. THEY WERE WALKING AWAY FROM THE SCHOOL. TO EXIT THE BUILDING, VASSAR RAN UP THE STAIRS AND RAN DOWN THE MAIN HALL AWAY FROM THE LIBRARY. VASSAR WAS SHOT AT FROM BEHIND BY A GUN MAN AS HE WAS RUNNING DOWN THE HALL. ANOTHER STUDENT IN THE HALL WAS INJURED BY GUN FIRE.

Lead Reviewed by: SDE Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/17/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1

JC-001-018396
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1563

SOURCE: Kyle E. Nauss
Affiliation: Student C.I.S.
Phone Number: (333) 979-0850

Prepared by: Del. N. Boatright #82X
Date: 4/20/99 Time: 1:00

Method of Contact
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

NARRATIVE:

Nauss was in commons area when the incident started. Nauss subsequently ran to chem lab. Nauss told students he was with in commons area and told cab.

Nauss was in commons area and was shot.

Prepared by: U.A
Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

CAF
ST
WIN

□ Time Value
(Circle text to be entered) Date __________ Time __________

Assigned to: Rick Wright - FBI
Date: 4/28/99 @ 12:46

LEAD:

Interviewed: Pat Vasser was in commons area when the incident started.

7542 S. Sauvery
Littleton, CO 80128
# 933-9341

DISPOSITION: Patrick Vasser was sitting in the cafeteria at table FF. Vasser saw 4-5 students in black hoods walking away from the exit. Vasser ran down the main hall away from the library. Vasser was shot from behind by a gunman. He was running down the hall. Another student in the hall was injured by the gunfire.
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: LESEBERG, CHIEF
Affiliation: UNIV WY POLICE DEPT
Phone Number: I&I/ARVADA PD
Prepared by: STEVENS, FAITH
(Component/Agency)


Event Date: 04/23/1999  Time: 4:05 PM
Event Time: TRENCH COAT MAFIA
References:
Categories: THREATS

Event Reviewed by: SDE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1564
Lead: CONTACT CHIEF LESEBERG FOR FURTHER INFORMATION. CHECK RAPID START FOR ANY INFORMATION ON TWO SUSPECTS LISTED ABOVE, FORWARD INFORMATION TO CHIEF LESEBERG.

Assigned To: SCHOSHKE, CRAIG
Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 5:23 PM
Disposition: CHECKED RAPID START-NO CONTACTS. CALLED U OF W. CHIEF WHO SAID ABSOLUTELY NO CONNECTION DETERMINED FOR SCOTT AND BARKER AND THE THREAT. THREAT WRITTEN ON DESK TOP AND WAS DATED 04-26-99 NOT 04-29-99. DATE PASSED/NO PROBLEM. NO INDICATION THAT SCOTT OR BARKER ARE TCM.

Lead Reviewed by: SDE  Lead Completed?  Date: 04/30/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: UNIV. OF WYOMING POLICE DEPT.
Affiliation: LACM 16
Phone Number: ____________________

Prepared by: D.H. Patterson, JCSO
Date: 04/30/99 Time: 11:05

NARRATIVE: PD RECEIVED HANDWRITTEN THREAT TO SET DEP EXPLISSIONS ON 4-29-99, SIGNED "TROPICAL ACHT MAFIA" 2 STUDENTS CURRENTLY ENROLLED ARE GRADUATES OF CHS. PLEASE CHECK FOR POSSIBLE AFFILIATION:
1) DHARVIN CHRISTOPHER SALTZ SSN 522-13-2947
2) ALEXON J. BARKER SSN 522-59-5148

__继续__

Reviewed by: SIE

Categories

☐ TCM ☐ JHR

☐ Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date __________ Time

Assigned to: Craig Schostek, JCSO Date: __________

LEAD: Contact Source for further Information
Check Rapid Start for an inf on
两位嫌疑犯 list a note, volun
Info NO Source

JC-001-018399 __________

DISPOSITION: CHECKING RADIO START - NO CONTACTS
CALLED U.O.W. CHIEF WHO SAID ABSOLUTELY NO CONNECTION DETERMINED FOR SCOTT BARBER OR THREAT. THREAT WRITTEN ON OUE 4/1999 was dated 4.26.99 not 4.29.99. DATE WAS NO PROBLEM.
NO INDICATION THAT SCOTT OR BARKER ARE TCM

Lead completed BCE 4/30/99 Report Attached

Lead Set? (Y/N): __________
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: MORRIS, DONNA
Affiliation: CHS PARENT
Phone Number: (303) 933-1858 Information Received Date: 04/27/1999 Time: 10:00 AM
Prepared by: WARREN, JERRY

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: DONNA MORRIS'S SON (IAN MORRIS) IN MATH CLASS HEARD PEOPLE RUNNING ON ROOF RIGHT BEFORE SHOOTING STARTED.

Event Date:          Event Time          References          DN1380
Categories:          STUDENT - CHS          WITNESS

Event Reviewed by:  WP          Lead Required?  YES

Lead Control Number: DN1565

Lead: CONTACT AND INTERVIEW DONNA MORRIS AND SON. (IAN MORRIS).

Assigned To: MOORE, GLENN
Date: 04/28/1999 Time: 10:29 AM

Disposition: ON 4-28-99 INTERVIEWED IAN ANTHONY MORRIS (STUDENT) IN MATH CLASS (TEACHER WAS MORRISSEY) HE HEARD THUDS ON THE ROOF THAT SOUNDED LIKE WALKING OR COULD HAVE BEEN SOMETHING LANDING ON THE ROOF. 45-60 SECONDS LATER HE SAW STUDENTS RUNNING DOWN HALL AND HEARD GUNSHOTS COMMING FROM THE SCIENCE AREA. KNEW KLEBOLD ONLY FROM GYM CLASS. SAID MATT DENDORFER SAW BULLETIS FIRED.

Lead Reviewed by: SDE

Lead Completed? Date: 04/30/1999

JC-001-018400
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: DONNA MORRIS

Affiliation: LAS, SON AT COLUMBUS

Phone Number: (303) 933-1858

Prepared by: JERRY WARRE JCSO

CONTROL NUMBER: 1565

Date: 4/27/95

NARRATIVE: SON IN MATH CLASS HEARD PEOPLE RUNNING ON ROOF RIGHT BEFORE SHOOTING STARTED.

Narrative reviewed by: WH

Lead Set? (YN): YES

Categories

STU

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: GORDON WINS (GEO) Date: 01/28/95

LEAD: JC-001-018401

DISPOSITION: INTERVIEWED JAN AND TONY MORRIS (STUDENT IN MATH CLASS) TEACHING MORRIS'S (SA). HE HEARD THINGS ON ROOF SOUNDED LIKE WALKING, OR COULD HAVE BEEN SOMETHING LANDING ON ROOF. 45-60 SECONDS LATER SAW STUDENTS RUNNING IN HALLWAY. HEARD GUNSHOTS COMING FROM SCIENCE AREA. KNEW KLEIR GAVE NASA FROM GYM CLASS. SAID FRIEND MATT DENNOR SAW BULLET FIRED.

Lead Completed: 

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: TOÑELLI, FLO
Affiliation: HER SON IS A TEACHER AT COLUMBINE
Phone Number: (303) 866-7363  Information Received Date: 04/26/1999  Time: 10:30 AM
Prepared by: SEARLE, JUDY

Method of Contact
☐ In Person  ☑ Telephone/Radio  ☐ Observation  ☐ Written

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: FLO TOÑELLI ADVISED HER SON SAW THE VIDEOTAPE THAT THE SUSPECTS MADE OF THEM SHOOTING INDIVIDUALS, AND FEELS SOMETHING MAY HAPPEN AROUND THE COOPER THEATER/KING SOOPERS TODAY AS THERE WAS A LOT OF ACTIVITY AROUND THOSE AREAS.

Event Date:  Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW

Event Reviewed by: SDE  Lead Required? YES

Lead-Control Number: DN1566

Lead: CONTACT FLO TOÑELLI TO ID SON WHO IS A TEACHER AT CHS FOR ANY IMPORTANT INFORMATION.

Assigned To: MCINTOSH, KIRK
Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 3:25 PM

Disposition: FLO TOÑELLI'S SON IS A CURRENT TEACHER AT CHS. TOM TOÑELLI, DOB/1007-69, PHONE 303-937-9698. FLO STATES SHE THINKS SON HAS SEEN VIDEOTAPE AND HAD NO OTHER RELEVANT INFO. SHE THINKS SON ALREADY INTERVIEWED BUT WANTED TO MAKE SURE WE KNEW VIDEO EXISTED. NO REPORT

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 06/21/1999
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1566

SOURCE: Flo Tonelli
Affiliation: her son is a teacher at Columbine
Phone Number: (303)866-7363

Prepared by: J. Searle
Date: 4-26-99 Time: 1030

NARRATIVE: She advised her son saw the videotape that the suspects made of them shooting individuals, and she feels something may happen around the cooper theatre/King Soopers today as there was talk of a lot of activity around those areas.

--- continued ---

Categories

INT

--- continued ---

Assigned to: Kirk Mattiresh, Lakewood PD
LEAD: Contact source to TD son who is a teacher at CHS for any important info

--- continued ---

Disposition: Flo Tonelli's son is current teacher at CHS.

Tony Tonelli 10-7-69 303-933-9678 -

States she thinks son had seen video tape and had no
her account info. She thought son already knew but
wanted to make sure we knew video existed.

[Signature]

ND Report

--- continued ---
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WRIGHT, AARON JAMES/CHRISTMAN, PA
Affiliation: STUDENT CHS
Phone Number: (303) 904-1108 Information Received Date: 04/24/1999 Time: 11:30 AM
Prepared by: DUNOW, JOHN

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: WRIGHT SAID THAT CHAD LAUGHLIN SAW DYLAN KLEBOLD DRIVE INTO SOUTH SCHOOL PARKING LOT. CHAD WAS IN CAR THAT HAD BACKED UP TO SOUTH PARKING LOT TO ALLOW KLEBOLD TO PARK BMW. PAUL CHRISTMAN FAXED INFO REGARDING CHAD LAUGHLIN, A SENIOR, WHO RAN A FANTASY BASEBALL LEAGUE THAT KLEBOLD PARTICIPATED IN. ALSO INCLUDED IN THIS INFO ARE INTERNET COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN CHAD AND "DA WILD MAN."

CHRISTMAN FAXED INFORMATION REGARDING CHAD LAUGHLIN, A SENIOR WHO RAN A FANTASY BASEBALL LEAGUE THAT KLEBOLD PARTICIPATED IN. ALSO INCLUDED IN THIS INFORMATION ARE INTERNET COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN CHAD AND DA WILD MAN.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: COMPUTER INFORMATION INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS
WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: WP Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1567

Lead: CONTACT CHAD LAUGHLIN (SP) 17-18 YR OLD SENIOR COLUMBINE H.S. MAY HAVE SEEN DYLAN KLEBOLD DRIVE IN SOUTH SCHOOL PARKING LOT. ALSO CONTACT REGARDING HIS KNOWLEDGE OF KLEBOLD AND COOL CLOTHING.

JC-001-018404

Assigned To: BROOKS, DAVE
Date: 05/05/1999 Time: 10:48 AM

Disposition: SPOKE WITH DETECTIVE MARK WOODWARD, DENVER POLICE DEPARTMENT, ON 5-4-99 AT 3:30PM. WOODWARD ADVISED THAT HE HAD ALREADY INTERVIEWED CHAD LAUGHLIN REGARDING THIS LEAD. HE SAID THAT HE COMPLETED A REPORT AND SUBMITTED IT TO MIKE BARNETT/TEAM THREE ON 5-4-99. WOODWARD'S CONTROL # 1611.
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: WRIGHT, Aaron James - 3/3/03 033082
Affiliation: STUDENT - Columbia H.S.
Phone Number: (303) 904-1108

Prepared by: LT. John Dunow

Date: 4/24/99 Time: 11:20

NARRATIVE: WRIGHT SAW THAT CHAD DREW INTO SCHOOL PARKING LOT. CHAD WAS IN CAR THAT HAD BACK-UP TO PARKING LOT. ALLOW KILLED TO GET AWAY.

Categories

INT

STV

Categories continued

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date: 11/29/99

Assigned to: David Brooks - JC-50

LEAD: CONTACT CHAD (AUGUST) 17-YEAR-OLD COLUMBIA H.S.
MAY HAVE SEEN DRAE KILLED DRIVE IN SCHOOL PARKING LOT.

JC-001-018405

DISPOSITION: SPOKE WITH DET. MARK WOODWARD/LPD ON 5-4-99/1530.
WOODWARD ADVISED THAT HE HAD ALREADY INTERVIEWED CHAD CAUGHLIN REGARDING THIS LEAD. HE SAID HE COMPLETED A REPORT AND SUBMITTED IT TO MIKE BARNETT/TEAM 3 ON 050499.

REPORT TO FOLLOW

Lead Completed: 5-6-99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Paul Christian

Affiliation: 

Phone Number: 303-494-4988

Prepared by: DA Patterson, SCSO

Date: Time:

Method of Contact:

Consolidated with 1547

NARRATIVE: Source Christian FAXED INFORMATION REGARDING Chad Laughlin, a Senior who ran a Fantasy Baseball League that (S) Klebold Participated In. Also Included in This Information Are Internet Communications Between Chad and "Da Wild Man."

Categories:

COMP
INT

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Date:

LEAD: Contact Chad Laughlin Regarding His Knowledge of (S) Klebold and "Cool Clothing"

DISPOSITION: Interviewed by Det Mark Woodward on 04/16/11

Lead Completed:

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-018406
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 06/21/1999

Control Number: DN1568

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: NORMAN, JUSTIN
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 933-7870 Information Received Date: 04/23/1999 Time: 6:57 PM
Prepared by: LUCIANO, STEVE (I&I/JEFCO SO (Component/Agency)


Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: CAFETERIA STUDENT - CHS TRENCH COAT MAFIA
WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: WP Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1568

Lead: INTERVIEW JUSTIN NORMAN ADDRESS 7308 S. ZEPHYR WAY, LITTLETON. 933-7870, MOTHER DENISE, FATHER JOHNNY 932-6742, 933-7870.

Assigned To: REKER, RICK Date: 04/29/1999 Time: 12:57 PM

Disposition: JUSTIN NORMAN STATES HE OBSERVED KLEBOLD COME INTO THE WEST DOOR OF CAFETERIA AND BEGIN 'SPRAYING' BULLETS AND WHILE 'BULLET' WERE WHIZZING BY HIS HEAD, HE (NORMAN) WAS GETTING PEOPLE OUT OF THE CAFETERIA. NORMAN STATES HE WAS AT VENDING MACHINE AT WEST DOOR OF CAFETERIA WITH MATT KATZENMEIER.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 05/12/1999

UNCLASSIFIED

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM Page 2
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: NORMAN "LUSTEN" V

Affiliation: STUDENT COLUMBINE H.S.

Phone Number: 933-7876

Prepared by: S. LUCIANO JEFFCO SHERIFF

Date: 6/23/99

Narrative: IN CAFETERIA MY FRIEND MATT LOOKED OUT WINDOW AND SAW "TALL GUY WITH BLOND HAIR, ACNE, RUDE NOSY AND BIG TEETH" W/IN WEARING BLACK TRENCH COAT, BLACK PANTS & BOOTS. HE HAD A HAND GUN & SHOT ONE KID IN THE ANKLE - ANOTHER MALE WHO DREN'T MOVE. THE SHOOTER THEN CAME IN ODDER & STARTED SHOOTING. NORMAN SAW HE COULDN'T SHOOTER, KNEW THEM AS PART OF A GROUP CALLED "TRENCH COAT MAFIA"

Lead Set? (Y/N): Yes

Categories

STU

CAF

UNIT

TCM

Assigned to: R. CU ROPER JEFFCO S.

Date: 4/29/99

Lead completed: 6/23/99

Lead Completed: 6/23/99

White - Original

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: JOHNSON, HEDI
Affiliation: WITNESS-LIBRARY
Phone Number: (303) 795-9189  Information Received Date: 04/26/1999  Time: 2:00 PM
Prepared by: GALLAGHER, MIKE

I&I/JEFCO DA
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: HEIDI JOHNSON INTERVIEWED 04-26-99. SHE NAMED A STUDENT NAMED BRITTANY, UNKNOWN LAST NAME AS BEING IN LIBRARY AT TIME OF SHOOTING.

Event Date:  
Event Time:  
References: LIBRARY  STUDENT-CHS

Event Reviewed by: WP  Lead Required? YES

Lead: ID AND INTERVIEW BRITTANY.

Assigned To: GALLAGHER, MIKE  Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 3:28 PM

Disposition: INTERVIEW COMPLETE, SEE REPORT. NOTHING NEW TO REPORT. BRITTANY BOLLERUD SAW ONE GUNMAN DRESSED IN BLACK TRENCH COAT. SHE CANNOT IDENTIFY ANYONE. SHE HAS NOTHING FURTHER TO REPORT. REPORT ATTACHED TO CONTROL FORM.

Lead Reviewed by: SE  Lead Completed? ✓  Date: 04/30/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE:  HEAL, JOHNEB  JHANZOR
Affiliation:  LTV-35  LIVRARY
Phone Number:  702-755-9139

Prepared by:  JHV, MAIC;  CALLAGHEIL  JHDA

CONTROL NUMBER*:  1569
Method of Contact*:
- In Person  - Telephone
- Observation  - Written

Date*:  4-26-99  Time*:  2:44

NARRATIVE:
Above witness interviewed 4-26-99. The witness named BRITTANY unknown last name as being in library at time of incident.

I've reviewed by:  EJP  Lead Set? (Y/N):  Y/S

Categories
STV

LJP

Time Value  (Circle text to be entered)  Date  Time

Assigned to:  JHV, MAIC  CALLAGHEIL  Date:  4-28-99
LEAD:  INTERVIEW BRITTANY  Believel

DISPOSITION:  Interview Complete
See Report  Nothing New to Report

Nothing further to report
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Control Number: DN1570

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HAYES, KYLE
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 979-0856 Information Received Date: 04/27/1999 Time: 11:00 AM
Prepared by: BOATRIGHT, RUSS

Method of Contact
○ In Person ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation ○ Written

I&I/ARVADA PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: HAYES WAS IN THE COMMONS AREA WHEN THE INCIDENT STARTED AND SUBSEQUENTLY RAN TO THE CHEMISTRY LAB. HAYES CAN IDENTIFY OTHER STUDENTS AND TEACHERS IN THE CHEMISTRY LAB. HAYES HAS BEEN INTERVIEWED.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: CAFETERIA STUDENT - CHS WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: WP Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1570

Lead: INTERVIEW DOUG CRAFT WHO IS A TEACHER IN THE CHEMISTRY LAB.

Assigned To: MOOMAW, BRICE Date: 04/29/1999 Time: 4:16 PM

Disposition: CHEMISTRY TEACHER DOUG CRAFT WAS INTERVIEWED. HE WAS AT THE STAIRS GOING TO THE CAFETERIA. HE SMELLED PHOSPHORUS AND SULFUR IN THE SMOKE. RETURNED AND REMAINED IN THE CHEMISTRY ROOM.

Lead Reviewed by: SDE Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 04/30/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM UNCLASSIFIED

Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1570
Method of Contact:

SOURCE: Kyle E. Hayes
Affiliation: Student C. L. S.
Phone Number: (303) 979-0856
Prepared by: Dept. F. Boergstede #8266
Date: 4/27/99 Time: 1100

NARRATIVE: Hayes was in Commons Area when the fire started. Hayes later ran to Chemistry Lab. Hayes can ID some students/faculty in Chemistry Lab

Hayes has been interviewed.

Reviewed by: [Signature]
Lead Set? (Y/N): Yes

Categories

CAF
WIT
STU

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: [Name]
Date: 4/28/99
LEAD: Interviewing: Craft, who is Teacher in Chemistry Lab.

DISPOSITION: Report attached
Chemistry Teacher was at stairs everyday going down.
Other Smelled Phosphorus Sulphur in Air and remained in Chemistry Room.

Lead covered 305 4/29/99 Report Attached
Event Narrative: ALISA LONG WANTS TO TALK W/I AN INVESTIGATOR

Event Date:  
Event Time:  
References: PARENT - CHS  STUDENT - CHS  WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: WP  Lead Required? NO

Lead: INTERVIEW ALISA LONG

Assigned To: SARNACKI, KARLA  
Date: 04/28/1999  Time: 1:33 PM

Disposition: INTERVIEWED ALISA LONG 04-29-99-HER 2 KIDS GO TO COLUMBINE. HAD NO FURTHER INFORMATION.

Lead Reviewed by: SDE  Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 05/05/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER*: 1571

Method of Contact*:

- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date: 4-26-99
Time: 6:46 AM

SOURCE: Teresa Jones
Affiliation: Daily Record Employee
Phone Number: 303-730-8362

Prepared by: [Signature]

NARRATIVE: Wants to talk with an investigator.

---

I've reviewed by: [Signature]

Lead Set? (Y/N):

Categories:

- STU
- WIT
- PARENT

- Time Value 
  (Circle text to be entered)
  Date: [Date]
  Time: [Time]

Assigned to: Karla Sarneci - LAP

LEAD: 

[Additional information]

DISPOSITION: 04-29-99 then 2 kids go to Cleveland, had no further information.

UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: JOHNSON, HEIDI
Affiliation: 
Phone Number: (303) 795-9189  Information Received Date: 04/26/1999  Time: 2:00 PM
Prepared by: GALLAGHER, MIKE

Event Narrative: HEIDI JOHNSON INTERVIEWED BY INV. GALLAGHER ON 04-26-99. SHE WITNESSED SHOOTING IN LIBRARY. SHE NAMED EMILY WYANT AS BEING IN LIBRARY DURING SHOOTING.

Event Date:  
Event Time: 
References: LIBRARY  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: WP  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1572
Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW CHS STUDENT EMILY WYANT.

Assigned To: GALLAGHER, MIKE  Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 3:31 PM
Disposition: INTERVIEW COMPLETE. MS. WYANT SAW SHOOTING. STUDENTS AARON COHN AND BREE PASQUALE AS BEING IN LIBRARY DURING SHOOTING. LEAD SHEET MADE OUT.

Lead Reviewed by: WP  Lead Completed? ✓  Date: 04/30/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Hedi Johnson
Affiliation: ____________________________
Phone Number: 303-775-9189

Prepared by: INR MIKE GALLAGHER JCPA
Date: 4-26-99 Time: 2 P.M.

NARRATIVE: Above Student Interviewed by INR Gallagher on 4-26-99 She witnessed shooting in Library She named Emily Wyant as being in Library during shooting

Categories
LIB
STU

Narrative reviewed by: YP
Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date: __________ Time: __________

Assigned to: INR MIKE GALLAGHER Date: 4-26-99

LEAD: Locate and Interview CHS Student Emily Wyant

DISPOSITION:
Interview Complete
Ms. Wyant saw shooting; feels Aaron Cohen and Brian Pasquale or being in Library during shooting.
Lead Study More Out

Lead Completed:
White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead

Lead Complete Report Attached

JC-001-018416
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419

Priority: PRIORITY

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

Source: HAYES, KYLE E.

Affiliation: CHS STUDENT

Phone Number: (303) 979-0856

Prepared by: BOATRIGHT, RUSS

Information Received Date: 04/27/1999

Time: 11:00 AM

I&I/ARVADA PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: KYLE HAYES WAS IN THE COMMONS AREA WHEN THE EVENT BEGAN. HAYES LATER RAN TO THE CHEMISTRY LAB. HAYES CAN IDENTIFY SOME OTHER STUDENTS AND TEACHERS IN THE CHEMISTRY LAB.

Event Date: Event Time References

Categories: CAFETERIA STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: WP

Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1573

Lead:

INTERVIEW BARTHOLOMEW FOSTER, WHO WAS IN THE CHEMISTRY LAB, HOME #972-9260, 6172 WEST ALDER AVENUE, LITTLETON, CO 80123.

Assigned To: PETERSON, ART

Date: 04/28/1999

Time: 1:00 PM

Disposition: BARTHOLOMEW FOSTER WAS IN CAFETERIA, SAW SMOKE OUTSIDE SO RAN UPSTAIRS TO 2ND LEVEL WHERE HE RAN TO SCIENCE ROOM TO HIDE WITH OTHERS, RESCUED BY SWAT.

Lead Reviewed by: SL

Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 05/18/1999

JC-001-018417

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Kyle E. Hayes
Affiliation: Student - CNS
Phone Number: (303) 977-0856
Prepared by: Det. R. Boonright

CONTROL NUMBER: 1573
Method of Contact
___ In Person ___ Telephone
___ Observation ___ Written
Date: 4/5/79 Time: 1100

NARRATIVE: Hayes was in common area when the
incident started. Hayes later ran to the
lab. Hayes can ID some items in the
lab. Hayes was then interviewed.

Narrative reviewed by: UP
Lead Set? (Y/N): Yes

Categories
CAF
ST

□ Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Mr. Richon - JC 50
Date: 4/24/79 @ 10:30 A.M.

LEAD: Interviewed Bartholomew Foster who was
in CNS lab.
672 W. Alida Ave.
Moab, Utah
977-9260

DISPOSITION: was in common room, saw someone being unharmed to 2nd floor
where he ran to science room to hide. Witness handed my Swat.

JC-001-018418

4L 051399 SS
ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 4/20/99 AT ABOUT 11:30 AM EVERYBODY STARTED RUNNING OUT OF THE CAFETERIA TO INCLUDE CHRISTINE MEDINA WHO WAS SEATED AT HER TABLE.
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 574

SOURCE: ENCINNAS, ELISHA R.
Affiliation: STUDENT CHR.
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014.

Prepared by: MCFARLAND, J 5095 JCSC

Date: 4/20/99 Time: 1530

NARRATIVE: ENCINNAS said that on 4/20-99 at about 11:30AM everybody started running out of the cafeteria to include CHRISTINE MEDINA who was seated at her table.

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

[Unreadable]

Time Value: [unreadable]

ASSIGNED TO: [unreadable]

LEAD: [unreadable]

DISPOSITION: Interviewed Christine. She was at table V near the steps with Jennifer Toddle, Elisha Encinhas, Cindy W. (Jelisa Cowles) at 11:00 am until 11:30 am. Christine recalled that two students (Chad Raybel, Evan Todd) were talking at table JJ at 10:30 am as well. These students all have [unreadable] lunch. Christine saw no strange boys or suspicious activity.
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: BREHM, CRAIG
Affiliation: CHS PARENT
Phone Number: (303) 972-8934
Prepared by: ESTER, KEN

Information Received Date: 04/27/1999
Time: 12:00 PM

Event Narrative: CRAIG BREHM'S SON, JASON BREHM, DOB 3/24/83, WALKED PAST THE SHOOTERS ON THE SOCCER FIELD BEFORE THE INCIDENT STARTED.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories:
INFORMATION INTERVIEW PARENT - CHS
STUDENT - CHS WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: KE
Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1575

Lead:
COORDINATE WITH CRAIG BREHM TO INTERVIEW JASON BREHM. (303) 972-8934.

Assigned To: FELSOCI, MIKE
Date: 04/29/1999
Time: 3:17 PM

Disposition: SEE CONTROL NUMBER 2529 FOR DETAILS. JASON BREHM INTERVIEWED BY TERRY DEMMEL, PER DN2529.

Lead Reviewed by: SL
Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 05/12/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Craig Brohm 01/02/63
Affiliation: Father w ChS Student
Phone Number: 303 972-9934

Prepared by: Ester

NARRATIVE: Source's son Jason Brehm (03/24/53) was in a past shooting but for not really starting or success.

Reviewed by: Ester

Categories:

5th
Lit
D.S.

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: 
LEAD: Counsel with Craig a Interview Jason

DISPOSITION: See control number 250 for details - Jason Brehm interviewed per 0052529

Duplicate Lead 05/29/99

JC-001-018422
CALLER CONTACTED ME AT ABOUT 1100 AND SAID SHE SAW A SIGN THAT READ SEE YOU IN NEW YORK AT CLEMENT PARK.
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Debbie Ammon
Affiliation: 
Phone Number: M-303-414-5865
M-303-984-4324
Prepared by: DanRadulovich

CONTROL NUMBER: 1576

Method of Contact:
___ In Person
___ Telephone [X]
___ Observation
___ Written

Date: 4/26/99 Time: 1130

NARRATIVE: Caller contacted me at about 100 and said she saw a sign that read "See you in New York" at a movie & park. Would have to show someone where sign is at.

Live reviewed by: SDE

Lead Set? (Y/N): [X]

Categories
INF

[ ] Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date: Time:

Assigned to: 
LEAD:

JC-001-018424

DISPOSITION: 

[ ] continued

continued
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ENCINIAS, ELISHA R.
Affiliation: STUDENT CHS
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014
Prepared by: MCFADDEN, JACK

Event Narrative: ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 4-20-99 AT ABOUT 1130 AM EVERYBODY STARTED RUNNING OUT OF THE CAFETERIA TO INCLUDE JENNY SMITH (BAD KNEE) WHO WAS SEATED AT HER TABLE.

Information Received Date: 04/26/1999 Time: 3:30 PM
I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: CAFETERIA STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1577

Assigned To: ATANASIO, RUSS Date: 04/28/1999 Time: 2:01 PM
Disposition: JENNY SMITH IN CAFETERIA WITH KRISTEN SCHOENHOFF, ELISHA ENCINIAS, JENNIFER TINDALL, NATHAN MONTGOMERY, RYAN POOL, LACY KOCH. INTERVIEWED FOR ALL RELEVANT INFORMATION. NOTHING REMARKABLE.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 06/17/1999

JC-001-018425

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: ENCINIAS, ELISHA A.
Affiliation: STUDENT, C.H.S.
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014.
Prepared by: McMENEM, J 5095 JCSO

Date: 4/26/99 Time: 1530

NARRATIVE: ENCINIAS said that on 4-20-99 at about 11:30 AM everyone started running out of the Cafeteria to include Jenny Smith (bad eye) who was seated at her table.

Categories

FU
CAF

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Russ Ahoor - FBI Date: 4/26/1999

LEAD: TO D INTERVIEW JENNY SMITH - 11-04-09
CARTER, MICHAEL 3877 S. HARLAN ST.

AM a.m. on 7-28-1997
S. Tay, turn (C) on amsc TO STOP amsc on S. Harlan (5653)

DISPOSITION: JENNY SMITH IN CAFETERIA WITH CHRISTIAN SCHWARTZ,
ALISA ENCINAS, JENNIFER TYNDALE (sister) MONTGOMERY, RYAN PONCE (C.
O.C.H.) INTERVIEWED FOR ALL RELEVANT INFO. NOTHING DEMARKABLE.

CS-050399 REPORT ATTACHED
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ENCINIAS, ELISHA, R
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014
Prepared by: MCFADDEN, JACK
Event Narrative: ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 4/20/99 AT ABOUT 11:30 AM EVERYBODY STARTED RUNNING OUT OF CAFETERIA TO INCLUDE KRISTEN SCHOENHOFF, WHO WAS SEATED AT HER TABLE.

Event Date:  
Event Time: 
References: CAFETERIA  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1578

Lead: ID AND INTERVIEW KRISTEN L. SCHOENHOFF, 7328 W. DAVID DR., LITTLETON, CO, 80123, 303-879-3612;

Assigned To: RUSSELL, MIKE
Date: 04/28/1999  Time: 6:02 PM
Disposition: KRISTEN SCHOENHOFF WAS A TABLE LL WITH ENCINIAS, CHRISTINE NADINE, ALEXIS WOLFE, AND RYAN POOL. IDENTIFIES STEVEN POOL AS A WITNESS TO GUNMEN AT THE LIBRARY.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 05/12/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: ENCINIAS, ELISHA R
Affiliation: STUDENT CHS
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014

Prepared by: McCadden J 45095 JC50

CONTROL NUMBER: 1578
Method of Contact: In Person
Date: 4/20/99 Time: 1530

NARRATIVE: ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 4-20-99 AT ABOUT 11:30AM EVERYBODY STARTED RUINING OUT OF CAFETERIA TO CHRISTIAN SNODENOFF WHO WAS SITTING AT HER TABLE.

Categories

stu
CAF

Time Value (Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to: Mike Russell - Tech Co. QA

LEAD: ID & INTERVIEW CHRISTIAN SNODENOFF

Address: 7329 W. Davio Dr.
LITTLETON, CO 80123

Disposition: Schoenhoff was a table "LL" with Encinias, Christine Neldor, Alison Wolf and Ryan Poole. Identified Steven Poole as a witness to gunmen grazing at the Library.

JC-001-018428

ARBP
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ENCINIAS, ELISHA
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014
Prepared by: MCFADDEN, JACK

Information Received Date: 04/26/1999  Time: 3:30 PM
I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: ELISHA ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 4/20/99 AT ABOUT 1130 HOURS, SHE WAS HIDING IN MS WILLIAMS CLASS ROOM STORAGE AREA WITH MANY STUDENTS TO INCLUDE MEGAN KELLOGG.

Event Date:  Event Time References
Categories: SCIENCE STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW MEGAN KELLOG.

Assigned To: BURKHALTER, JIM  Date: 04/29/1999  Time: 4:21 PM
Disposition: MEGAN HID IN A STORAGE ROOM NEXT TO THE SCIENCE ROOMS WITH APPROXIMATELY 25 OTHERS. HEARD A SUSPECT YELL "I'LL KILL YOU ALL" IN THE HALLWAY. DID NOT SEE ANY SUSPECTS. STAYED IN STORAGE ROOM UNTIL SWAT RESCUED THEM. LEFT BACK PACK IN FIRST SCIENCE CLASSROOM.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 05/04/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: ENCINIA'S, ELISHA R
Affiliation: STUDENT CHS
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014

Prepared by: PMFAMEN, J # 5995 JCS0

Date*: 4/26/99 Time*: 1530

NARRATIVE: ENCINIA'S SAID THAT ON 4-20-99 AT ABOUT 11:30AM SHE WAS HIDING IN MR. WILLIAMS CLASS ROOM STORAGE AREA WITH MANY STUDENTS TO INCLUDE MEGAN KELLOGG.

--- continued ---

Reviewed by: __________

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

☐ Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date __________ Time __________

Assigned to: Bliss Hl, 798

LEAD: INTERVIEW MEGAN KELLOGG

DISPOSITION: MEGAN HID IN STORAGE ROOM NEXT TO SCIENCE ROOMS, W/APPX 25 OTHERS. HEARD A SUSPECT YELL "I'LL KILL YOU" IN HALLWAY, DID NOT SEE ANY PEERS. STAYED IN ROOM UNTIL SWAT TEAM RESCUE THEM. LEFT BACKPACK IN FIRST SCIENCE CLASSROOM.

SL 050499 REPORT ATTACHED
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Control Number: DN1580

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: PAPER NOTE; ITEM #330
Affiliation: EVIDENCE

Method of Contact
○ In Person ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation ○ Written

Information Received Date: 04/23/1999 Time: 12:00 PM
Prepared by: ZIMMERMAN, CHERYL

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: PAPER RECOVERED FROM ERIC HARRIS' ROOM IN SEARCH WARRANT.
LISTS NAMES AND ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS INCLUDING: 

Event Date: Event Time References DN1949 DN2527
Categories: STUDENT - CHS WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: WP Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1580

Lead:
IDENTIFY AND INTERVIEW. LEAD ASSIGNED TO TOM WILSON, APD.

Assigned To: WILSON, TOM Date: 04/29/1999 Time: 10:31 AM

Disposition: PHONE NUMBER BELONGS TO IS A FOOTBALL
PLAYER AT COLUMBINE. CONTACT D DUNNEBOEKE, WEST METRO TASK
FORCE. REPORT ATTACHED TO CONTROL FORM.

Lead Reviewed by: SE Lead Completed? Date: 04/30/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE:  PAPER NOTE (ITEM # 330)
Affiliation: 
Phone Number: 

Prepared by:  CHERY ZIMMERMAN/KSN/21-5625  Date: 01/23/99  Time: 

NARRATIVE:  PAPER RECOVERED FROM HARRIS' ROOM IN SEARCH WARRANT
LISTS NAMES & ADDRESSES & PHONE #S, INCLUDING:

[Redacted]

Narrative reviewed by:  

Categories

STU  WIT

□ Time Value  (Circle text to be entered)  Date  Time

Assigned to:  TERRY D. WILSON / APD  Date: 1-29-99

LEAD:  IDENTIFY + INTERVIEW.

DISPOSITION:  PHONE NUMBER BELONGS TO  [Redacted], IS A FOOTBALL PLAYER AT
COLUMBINE. CONTACT D. MUNNEBEEKE, WEST
METRO TASK FORCE.

LEAD COVERED.

Lead Completed:  9/13/99 Report Attached

White - Original  Yellow - Rapid Start

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead: NEED TO INTERVIEW MS. WILLIAMS (CHS TEACHER)
SOURCE: ENCINIAS, ELISHA R
Affiliation: Student CHS
Ph w Number: (361) 434-1014

Prepared by: McFadden, J #5095 JCSO

Date: 4/26/99 Time: 1530

NARRATIVE: ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 4/20/99 AT A T 11:30AM SHE
HAD LEFT THE CAFETERIA AND WENT UPSTAIRS AND RAN INTO
MS WILLIAMS CLASS WHO WAS STILL TEACHING. ENCINIAS SAID
SHE EXPLAINED THE SITUATION AND ALL THE STUDENTS TO
INCLUDE ENCINIAS HAD IN THE STAIRS AREA BEHIND THE
CLASS Rm

Categories

ST.

SC.

Time Value  (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: MOORE (ACAH) Date: 4/28/99

LEAD: NEED TO INTERVIEW MS. WILLIAMS (CHS TEACHER)

Date: 4/29 10:20

DISPOSITION: Teacher in office room. Class stayed in greenhouse. Did not see
any suspect. Student had been suspect before previous
statement. "Today, I am going to die." Name of one
student who says she saw quitterman and some one else
on foot. Report Completed.
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ENCINIAS, ELISHA R.
Affiliation: STUDENT CHS
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014  Information Received Date: 04/26/1999  Time: 3:30 PM
Prepared by: MCFADDEN, JACK

Event Narrative: ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 4-20-99 AT ABOUT 1130 AM SHE LEFT THE CAFETERIA AND RAN UPSTAIRS AND FELL IN THE HALLWAY AT WHICH TIME A TEACHER, MRS. MILLER, TOLD HER TO GET UP AND RUN.

Event Date:  Event Time: References: DN2007
Categories: CAFETERIA  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1582

Lead: MRS MILLER NEEDS TO BE INTERVIEWED. TEACHER CHS

Assigned To: PETERSON, ART  Date: 05/11/1999  Time: 3:20 PM

Lead Reviewed by: KD  Lead Completed? ✓  Date: 05/12/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1582

SOURCE: ENCINIAS, ELISAA L.
Affiliation: STUDENT CHS
Phone Number: 303 734 1014

Prepared by: McFADDEN, J 5093 JCSO
Date: 4/26/99 Time: 1530

NARRATIVE: ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 4/20/99 AT ABOUT 11:30AM SHE LEFT THE CAFETERIA AND RAN UPSTAIRS AND FELL IN THE HALLWAY AT WHICH TIME A TEACHER (MRS MILLER) TOLD HER TO GET UP AND RUN.

I've reviewed by: __________ Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

STA
CAF

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date __________ Time __________

Assigned to: __________

LEAD: MRS. MILLER NEEDS TO BE INTERVIEWED
       TEACHER (CHS) - I am faculty room 114 address:
       3208 TH MURC CALLAGHAN

DISPOSITION: Duplicate - Handled by Officer Murc Callaghan

JC-001-018436

continued
Event Narrative: ELSHIA ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 04/20/1999, AT ABOUT 11:30 AM, SHE WAS HIDING IN MS. WILLIAMS CLASS ROOM STORAGE AREA WITH STUDENTS TO INCLUDE LAUREN BEACHEM. ENCINIAS SAID WHILE IN THE STORAGE AREA SHE HEARD SUSPECT SAY 'OR WHERE ARE YOU?' 'I GOT THREE' AND 'YOU ARE ALL GOING TO DIE, YOU ARE ALL GOING TO DIE' (LAUGHING)

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: SCIENCE STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW LAUREN BEACHEM.

Assigned To: MOOMAW, BRICE Date: 04/28/1999 Time: 2:21 PM

Disposition: -SCIENCE ROOM- NEVER SAW SHOOTERS. HEARD STATEMENT 'I WANT TO DIE TONIGHT' AND 'THIS IS REVENGE FUCKERS'.

Lead Reviewed by: WP Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 05/20/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: ENCINIAS, ELSHA R.
Affiliation: STUDENT CHS.
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014
Prepared by: MCGROAN, J #595 JCSO
Date: 4/24/99 Time: 1530

NARRATIVE: ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 04/20/99, AT ABOUT 1130AM. SHE WAS HANG IN MS WILLIAMS CLASS IN STORAGE AREA WITH STUDENTS TO INCLUDE LOREN BECHAM.
ENCINIAS SAID WHILE IN THE STORAGE AREA SHE HEARD SUSPECT SAY "YOU OR YOU WERE ARE YOU? "I GOT THREE" AND YOU ARE ALL GOING TO DIE, YOU ARE ALL GONNA DIE" (LAUGHING).

Categories

Sci
Stu

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assignment to: Inv. Hammond (ACA) Date: 4/25/99

LEAD: INTERVIEW LOREN BECHAM BECHAM 1820 4/24 CM

JCC-001-018438

DISPOSITION: Never saw Shooters, Heard statements "I want to die tonight" and "This is revenge, Fucker."

LEAD COMPLETE REPORT ATTACH 9

report complete
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WALL, MR
Affiliation: SHERIDAN HS TEACHER
Phone Number: Information Received Date: 04/27/1999 Time: 12:00 PM
Prepared by: WARREN, JERRY
(Component/Agency)
Event Narrative: MR WALL OVERHEARD VERONICA MANITUCK AND KENYA GARCIA TALKING
ABOUT BEING WITH THE SUSPECTS ON FRIDAY EVENING AND ARE FRIENDS
OF THE SUSPECTS.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: OTHER - NON COLUMBINE SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: WP Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1584

Lead: CONTACT AND INTERVIEW. ASSIGNED TO JEFF KREUTZER/JON WATSON,
GOLDEN P.D.

Assigned To: WATSON, J
Date: 05/03/1999 Time: 11:01 AM

Disposition: KEITH WALL HEARED KENYA GARCIA & VERONICA MANITUCK WERE
FRIENDS OF HARRIS & KLEBOLD. DETERMINED FROM KEITH WALL ON A
FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW THESE SHERIDAN HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS ONLY
KNEW THEM FROM A PARENTS & CHILDREN BOWLING LEAGUE. NO
RECENT CONTACT.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 05/17/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM UNCLASSIFIED

JC-001-018439
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1584

SOURCE: MR. WALL - SHREDAH H.S. TEACHER
Affiliation: FRIENDS
Phone Number: unkw

Prepared by: JERRY WARREN JCSO
Date*: 4/27 Time*:

NARRATIVE: Teacher overhead VERONICA NUTTUCK AND KENYA GARCIA TALKING ABOUT BEING WITH THE SUSPECTS ON FRIDAY EVENING AND ARE FRIENDS OF SUSPECTS.

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

STU
WIT

□ Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Jeff Kootez / Jack Watson Golden CO Date: 5-3-99
LEAD: CONTACT & INTERVIEW

DISPOSITION: Keith Wall heard Kenya Garcia and Veronica Manista were friends of Harris and Michael. Determined from Keith Wall on a follow-up interview these Sheridan High School students only knew them from a parents and children sleigh league no recent contact.

Lead Completed: CL0S1399

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead

continued
EVENT NARRATIVE:
SUBJECT’S MOTHER CALLED DAUGHTER CHERRY PITTMAN WAS THREATENED BOTH IN PERSON AND ON THE INTERNET BY LOCAL TRENCHCOAT MAFIA. PITTMAN IS BEING INTERVIEWED BY OFFICER TURNER WITH EUREKA PD - 707-441-4319. MOTHER THINKS THAT SHE SAW NAMES ON THE COMPUTER FROM OUR CASE.

ASSIGNED TO: HELLMAN, MATT
Disposition: NO LEAD FOR CHS TASK FORCE. THIS IS A CALIFORNIA LOCAL MATTER. LEAD COMPLETE.

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Cherry Pittman
Affiliation: Warden, Indiana State Prison
Phone Number: 317-1115 - 70

Prepared by: , Date: 11/29/99, Time: 1512

NARRATIVE: Subjects nature (11/16/15) indicated Western Pittman
was involved in several cell no contact cases. The
officer is being interviewed by officers
involved with subject cell 707-411-112. Subject
indicated he was questioned and told nothing

continued

Narrative reviewed by: , Lead Set? (Y/N): Yes

Categories

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Hollar

LEAD: CONTACT OFFICER TIMMER L. CHERRY PITTMAN

DISPOSITION: No lead for CJIS mail offense. This

a Calif. local matter

LEAD COMPLETE

JC-001-018442
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ENCINIAS, ELISHA
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014

Prepared by: MCFADDEN, JACK

Information Received Date: 04/26/1999 Time: 3:30 PM
Method of Contact
- In Person
- Observation

I&I/JEFCO SO (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative:
ELISHA ENCINIAS ADVISED THAT ABOUT 11:30 AM, ON 04/20/1999, ALICIA MAES (CHS STUDENT) RAN INTO CAFETERIA SCREAMING THAT THEY ARE THROWING BOMBS OUTSIDE.
ALICIA R. MAES, 7752 S. AMES WAY, LITTLETON, CO 80123; TELEPHONE 933-1936--PARENTS CECILIA 603-2120, STEVE 639-1208.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: CAFETERIA STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1586

Lead:
INTERVIEW ALICIA MAES, CHS STUDENT, TELEPHONE NUMBER (303) 933-1936, 7752 S. AMES WAY, LITTLETON, CO 80123.

Assigned To: LAUCK, JOHN

Date: 04/28/1999 Time: 11:40 AM
Disposition:
INTERVIEWED ALICIA MAES ON 05/01/1999. SHE WENT OUTSIDE AND OBSERVED A SUBJECT WEARING A BLACK TRENCH COAT THROWING A BOMB INTO THE PARKING LOT. SHE WAS WITH CRYSTAL ARCHULETA, VERONICA NUNCIO, JANELL RUSSELL, AND ALEIA RUSSELL.

Lead Reviewed by: SDE Lead Completed? Date: 05/05/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: ENCINIAS, ELISHA A
Affiliation: STUDENT CHS
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014

Prepared by: MCFADDEN, J #5095 JSO

Date: 4/26/99 Time: 1530

NARRATIVE: ENCINIAS SAID AT ABOUT 1130AM 4-20-99 ALISIA MAYS (CHS STUDENT) RAN INTO CAFE AND SCREAMING THAT THEY ARE THROWING BRASS OUTSIDE.

ALISIA R. MAYS
7752 S. ANGE WY
130- 4: 19-19.

	five reviewed by: ESTE

Categories

Stu  CAF

Assigned to: Juhn LAUHL, Jeff G. QA. Date: 4/26/99 G 11:40

LEAD: INTERVIEW ALISIA MAYS ALISIA R. MAYS - CHS

Date: 4/26/99 G 11:40

DISPOSITION: INTERVIEWED ALISIA ON 5-1-99. SHE WENT OUTSIDE AND OBSERVED A SUB JECT WERING A BLACK TRENCH COAT THROW A BOOK INTO THE PARKING LOT. SHE WAS WITH: CRISTAL ARAGULITA (VERONICA MURCIA) TEDU RUSSEL AND ALISIA RUSSELL.

Lead Complete SHE STATED REPORT ATTED

JC-001-018444
JOSHUA UNCAPHER SAID THAT CHRIS CORDOVA WHO GRADUATED CHS 1998 WAS ASSOCIATED WITH HARRIS AND KLEBOLD. CORDOVA ALSO WORKED AT BLACK JACK PIZZA.

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW CHRIS CORDOVA.

INTERVIEWED CHRIS CORDOVA WHO LIVES IN UTAH. HE SAID HE DID NOT KNOW SHOOTERS, BUT KNEW [REDACTED] AND [REDACTED] SAID THEY MAY HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN THE PLANNING OR MANUFACTURING OF BOMBS FOR THE SHOOTERS. REPORT WRITTEN.

Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 05/20/1999
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1287

SOURCE: UNCAHER, JOSHUA C
Affiliation: BOYFRIEND OF STUDENT CHRIS
Phone Number: 979-1164

Prepared by: MCKENZIE, J 5095 JCSO

Date: 4/26/99 Time: 1345

NARRATIVE: UNCAHER, SAID THAT CHRIS CORDOVA WHO GRADUATED CHRIS 1998 WAS ASSOCIATED WITH HARRIS KLEINSOLO. CORDOVA ALSO WORKED AT BLACK JACK PIZZA.

--- continued

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

INT

INT

INT

INT

--- continued

Assigned to: INV. RALPH GALEGOS 0099
LEAD: NEED TO LOCATE & INTERVIEW SIR CHRIS CORDOVA.

DISPOSITION: INTERVIEWED CHRIS CORDOVA WHO LIVES IN UTAH. HE SAID HE DID NOT KNOW SHOOTER BUT KNEW [REDACTED] AND SAID THEY MAY HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN THE PLANNING OR MANUFACTURING OF BOMBS FOR THE SHOOTER.

JCS-001-018446

05/02/99

9JU51799

continued
ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 4-20-99, AT ABOUT 1130 AM SHE WAS HIDING IN MS.
WILLIAMS CLASS ROOM STORAGE AREA WITH MANY STUDENTS TO
INCLUDE, TRAVIS MEASON WHO WAS SEATED NEX TO THE DOOR. ENCINIAS
SAID MEASON MIGHT HAVE HEARD STATEMENTS MADE BY THE SUSPECTS.
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: ENCINIAS, ELISA
Affiliation: STUDENT CHS.
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014

Prepared by: MCFADDEN, JOHN #3095 JC-30

Date*: 4/26/99 Time*: 1530

NARRATIVE: ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 4-20-99 AT ABOUT 11:30 AM SHE WAS HIDING IN MS WILLIAMS CLASS ROOM STORAGE AREA WITH MANY STUDENTS TO INCLUDE TRAVIS MEASON WHO WAS SEATED NEXT TO THE DOOR. ENCINIAS SAID MEASON MIGHT HAVE HEARD STATEMENTS BY THE SUSPECTS.

Categories

STU

Time Value (Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to: ENCINIAS

Date: 4/26/99

LEAD: IO & INTERVIEW TRAVIS MEASON ABOUT OBSERVATIONS & STATEMENTS BY SUSPECTS.

DISPOSITION: HEAR HER SAY, "I'M READY TO DIE TODAY!" DID YOU SEE ME CATCH THAT JUG ON THE ROOF?

I DID NOT SEE SUSPECTS OR WEAPONS, OR ANYONE SHOT.

Lead Closed.
ENCINAS SAID THAT ON 4/20/99 AT ABOUT 11:30 AM SHE WAS HIDING IN MS. WILLIAMS CLASS ROOM STORAGE AREA WITH MANY STUDENTS TO INCLUDE COURTNEY HERIVEL.
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: ENCINIAS, ELISHA
Affiliation: STUDENT CHS
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014

Prepared by: MCKEON, J #5095 JCSO
Date: 4/26/99 Time: 1530

CONTROL NUMBER: 1589
Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

NARRATIVE: ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 4/20/99 AT ABOUT 11:30AM SHE WAS HIDING IN MS WILLIAMS CLASS ROOM STORAGE AREA WITH 22 OTHER STUDENTS TO INCLUDE COURTNEY HERIVAL.

--- continued ---

Reviewed by: LSH
Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Aq. EIVIAH (FBI) Date: 4/25/99
LEAD: ID & INTERVIEW COURTNEY HERIVAL.

DISPOSITION: COURTNEY HERIVAL INTERVIEWED ON 5/1999. HANNA IN SCIENCE ROOM 11

slaughtered 5th period, 3-4 students ran into room screaming and

MS. WILLIAMS RUSHED CLASSROOM. POPPED INTO CLASSROOM AND SAID GET DOWN. EVERYONE GOT

ON FLOOR AND BEGAN CRAWLING INTO GREENROOM. STAYED IN CLASSROOM UNTIL RESCUED BY SWAT TEAM.

HEARD MANY SHOOTERS, HEARD GUNFIRE AND EXPLOSIONS. HEARD SOMEONE OUTSIDE IN HALLWAY SHOUTING.

"I HAVE TRANSPORTED THEM IN HIVE. REPORT TO FOLLOW"
**UNCLASSIFIED**

**INFORMATION CONTROL**

**Case ID:** 174A-DN-57419  
**Priority:** ROUTINE  
**Classification:** UNCLASSIFIED  
**Source:** KERR, SHERBEY  
**Affiliation:** CITIZEN  
**Phone Number:**  
**Prepared by:** HEALY, JOHN  
**Event Narrative:** POSSIBLE ASSOCIATE MEMBER OF TRENCHCOAT MAFIA - CHEMXHALO@AOL.COM CAN REACH SHERBEY AT SHERBET44@AOL.COM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>COMPUTER INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Event Reviewed by:** KE  
**Lead Required?**

**Lead:** IDENTIFY  
**Lead Control Number:** DN1590

**Assigned To:** DIEHL, JEFF  
**Date:** 05/06/1999  
**Time:** 12:55 PM  
**Disposition:** NO FURTHER ACTION REQUIRED. CAN NOT OBTAIN AOL INFORMATION WITH OUT THREAT OR PRIOR KNOWLEDGE OF EVENTS BY TCM MEMBERS.

**Lead Reviewed by:** SL  
**Lead Completed?** ✓  
**Date:** 05/06/1999

**Method of Contact**
- In Person  
- Telephone/Radio  
- Observation  
- Written

**I&I/JEFCO SO**  
(Component/Agency)
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Shirley Kerr
Affiliation: Citizen
Phone Number: Shorbat 44 @ adl.com

Prepared by: Healy, John / JCSO

NARRATIVE: Associate member of TCM “Chenxhale @ adl.com”

Date: 7/02 Time: 1900

Narrative reviewed by: DC-0

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

□ Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date ______ Time ______

Assigned to: Date: 8/11

LEAD: Healy

DISPOSITION: No action required

Director / Act. Special Agent

JC-001-018452

Low

26050699 REPORT NOT REQUIRED
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: UNCAPHER, JOSHUA
Affiliation: BOYFRIEND OF SARAH LEARY (CHS)
Phone Number: (303) 979-1164
Prepared by: MCFADDEN, JACK

Event Narrative: JOSHUA UNCAPHER SAID THAT PAULINE COLBY WAS AN ASSOCIATE OF HARRIS AND KLEBOLD.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INFORMATION OTHER - NON COLUMBINE S

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: ID AND INTERVIEW PAULINE COLBY

Assigned To: POWELL, PERRY
Disposition: HAD ALREADY BEEN INTERVIEWED BY CBI REFERENCE TO TCM ATTACHED INTERVIEW FOR FOLLOW-UP ON CBI AGENT RICK GRIFFITH INTERVIEWED PER CONTROL #1309.

Lead Completed? Yes Date: 05/06/1999

Lead Reviewed by: SL

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1591

SOURCE: UNCAPHER, JOSHUA C
Affiliation: BOYFRIEND OF SIDTH LEARY (CHS)
Phone Number: 979-6164.

Prepared by: McCANN, J #5095 JCSO

Date: 4/28/99 Time: 1345

NARRATIVE: UNCAPHER SAID THAT PAULINE COLBY WAS AN ASSOC. OF HARRIS & KLEBERD.

Lead Set? (Y/N): 1

Categories

INF

TH

The narrative mentions that Un Capher said that Pauline Colby was an associate of Harris & Kleberd. The document is signed by McCann, J #5095 JCSO on 4/28/99 at 1345. The disposition notes that Pauline Colby has already been interviewed by CBS reference to T.C.M. The form also includes a ticket number, 050699, and a note to duplicate lead to 1309.
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: STERLING, KANDICE
Affiliation: CHS TEACHER
Phone Number: (303) 973-9589  Information Received Date: 04/23/1999  Time: 7:27 AM
Prepared by: WEST, RANDY

Event Narrative: KANDICE STERLING LEFT VOICE MAIL THAT SHE NEEDED TO BE INTERVIEWED.

Event Date:  Event Time:  References:
Categories: STAFF - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1592
Lead: INTERVIEW KANDICE STERLING, (303) 973-9589.

Assigned To: BURKHALTER, JIM  Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 3:53 PM
Disposition: KANDICE STERLING TEACHES SPANISH, EVACUATED FROM LOWER FLOOR. ONCE OUTSIDE SHE TRIED TO GET BRICE MCCONNELL, A SENIOR, TO MOVE FARTHER AWAY. HE STAYED. ONCE WITH OTHER TEACHERS, BARB HIROKAWA AND SUSAN PETERS. THE NAMES OF PEOPLE THEY FELT COULD DO THIS ARE ERIC HARRIS, DYLAN KLEBOLD, AND [REDACTED] FEMALE JUNIOR ADMITTED TCM - EXITED SCHOOL WITH THIS GROUP.

Lead Reviewed by: WP  Lead Completed?  Date: 04/29/1999

JC-001-018455

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: KANJOICE STERLING
Affiliation: CHS - TEACHER
Phone Number: 973-9589

Prepared by: R WEST JEFFCO

Date: 04/23/99 Time: 07:27

NARRATIVE: (W) LEFT VOICE MAIL THAT SHE NEEDED TO BE INTERVIEWED.

Categories

STA

--- continued

Live reviewed by: ESTU

Lead Set? (YN): YES

Time Value

(Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: 

LEAD: INTERVIEW (W)

DISPOSITION: Teachers Spanish. Escorted from Iown Plaza. Once outside she tried to get Bryce McConnell a senior to move farther away. He stayed. Once w/other teachers, Mr. Hibbs, and Susan Peters. The names of people they felt could do this were Eric Harris, Dylan Klebold and [redacted], Female Junior. Admitted TCM - Exited school w/this group.
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ENCINIAS, ELISHA
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014 Information Received Date: 04/26/1999 Time: 3:30 PM
Prepared by: MCFADDEN, JACK

Event Narrative: ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 4/20/99 AT ABOUT 11:30 AM SHE WAS HIDING IN MS. WILLIAMS CLASS ROOM STORAGE AREA WITH MANY STUDENTS TO INCLUDE JASON BAER WHO CONTINUALLY LOOKED OUT THE WINDOW TOWARDS THE SOUTH.

Event Date: Event Time References DN3120
Categories: SCIENCE STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: ID AND INTERVIEW JASON BAER.

Assigned To: OBBEMA, DIANE Date: 04/29/1999 Time: 4:17 PM
Disposition: INTERVIEWED 5-4-99 BY ANOTHER INVESTIGATOR. JASON BAER STATED HE DID NOT SEE WEAPONS, SHOOTERS OR PEOPLE GET INJURED. NO REPORT GENERATED BY THIS INVESTIGATOR (OBBEMA)

Lead Reviewed by: KE Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 05/04/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: ENCINIAS, ELISHA
Affiliation: Student, CHS
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014

Prepared by: McGOVERN, J 5695 JCSO

Date: 4/26/99 Time: 1530

NARRATIVE: ENCINIAS said that on 4-20-99 at about 11:30AM she was hiding in MS WILLIAMS class room storage area with many students to include JASON BAER who continually looked out the window towards the south.

Categories:

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date _________ Time _________

Assigned to: OPP. 303 Date: 04/27/99

LEAD: INTEVIEW JASON BAER. 973-7622

DISPOSITION: INTERVIEWED 5-4-99 BY ANOTHER INVESTIGATOR
Jason Baer stated he did not see weapons, shooters or people get used. No report generated by this investigator.

LEAD CLOSED.

JC-001-018458
INFORMATION PROVIDED RE INCIDENT OCCURRENCE.

Event Date: 
Event Time: 
Categories: SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER  WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: WP  Lead Required? YES

Lead: ZACH HECKLER'S SISTER (JOCELYN) SAID THAT ZACH KNEW THAT KLEBOLD WAS PLANNING TO DO THIS, BUT THAT HE DIDN'T BELIEVE THAT HE WOULD ACTUALLY CARRY IT OUT. LOCATE AND INTERVIEW JOCELYN HECKLER (SP) RE THIS INFORMATION.

Assigned To: RUSSELL, MIKE  Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 3:55 PM

Disposition: ZACHARY HECKLER RECONTACTED, HECKLER CONFIRMS FRIENDSHIP WITH KLEBOLD. ADMITS TO ON FOUR OCCASIONS IN 1997, ACCOMPANYING HARRIS AND KLEBOLD AS THEY WENT TO NEIGHBOR IN THE HARRIS NEIGHBORHOOD AND THREW FIRECRACKERS ON THE SIDEWALKS IN FRONT OF THE HOUSES. HE COULD ID NO PARTICULAR NEIGHBOR'S HOWEVER, HE STATES HE HAD NO KNOWLEDGE BEFOREHAND OF THE INCIDENT. REPORT ATTACHED.

Lead Reviewed by: KB  Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/28/1999
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1594

SOURCE: SARAH SLATER
Affiliation: STUDENT
Phone Number: 303-773-5968

Prepared by: SA R

Date: 4/27/99  Time: 3:00 P

NARRATIVE: INFORMATION PROVIDED RE INCIDENT OCCURRENCE.

---

Categories

GUS  WIT

[Box: Time Value] (Circle text to be entered)  Date: _______ Time: _______

[Assigned to: Mike Russell - Tike Co.  QA]  Date: 4/27/99  Time: 3:00 P

LEAD: ZACH HECKLER'S SISTER SAID THAT (JOCELYN) SAID THAT
ZACH KNEW THAT KLEBOLD WAS PLANNING TO DO THIS, BUT THAT
HE DIDN'T BELIEVE THAT HE WOULD ACTUALLY CARRY IT OUT.
LOCATE AND INTERVIEW JOCELYN HECKLER (SP?) IF RE
THIS INFORMATION

[Disposition: Recontacted, Heckler confirmed friendship w/ Klebold. Admits to an occasion
in 1997 accompanying Harris and Klebold as they went to neighbour. In the Harris
area and threw firecrackers on the sidewalks in front of the houses. He could
no particular witnesses however, he states he had no knowledge beforehand of the
incident. Report to follow. Report attached]
ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 4/20/99 AT ABOUT 11:30 AM SHE WAS HIDING IN MS. WILLIAMS CLASS ROOM STORAGE AREA WITH MANY STUDENTS TO INCLUDE AMY TERRY.

Event Date:

Event Time:

References:

Categories: SCIENCE

STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1595

Lead:

ID AND INTERVIEW AMY TERRY

Reported To:

OMBAE, DIANE

Date: 04/28/1999  Time: 2:26 PM

Disposition:

REPORT TO FOLLOW HID IN GREEN ROOM OFF SOUTH MAIN HALL. DID NOT SEE SUSPECTS, WEAPONS OR PERSONS SHOT. HEARD MALE VOICE YELL, 'I WANT TO FUCKING KILL MYSELF.'
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Lead Control Number: DN1595-A

Lead: INTERVIEW AMY TERRY.

Assigned To: UNASSIGNED

Date: 07/26/1999

Time: 9:22 AM

Disposition: DUPLICATE LEAD.

Lead Reviewed by: SL

Lead Completed? Date: 07/26/1999

Lead Control Number: DN1595-B

Lead: INTERVIEW AMY TERRY

Assigned To: UNASSIGNED

Date: 07/26/1999

Time: 9:23 AM

Disposition: DUPLICATE LEAD.

Lead Reviewed by: SL

Lead Completed? Date: 07/26/1999

JC-001-018462

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM

UNCLASSIFIED Page 2
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1505

SOURCE: ENCINIAS, EUSA
Affiliation: STUDENT CHS
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014

Prepared by: AFFANNO J #5095 JCSO
Date: 4/26/99 Time: 1530

NARRATIVE: ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 4-20-99 AT ABOUT 11:30 AM SHE WAS HIDING IN MS WILLLIAMS CLASS ROOM STUDY AREA WITH MANY STUDENTS TO INCLUDE AMY TERRY.

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

Disposition: REPORT TO FELTON. HAD IN "GRAY ROOM" OFF SOUTH MAIN HALL. DID NOT SEE SUSPECTS, WEAPONS OR PERSONS SHOT. MADE PIECE NOISE, "I WANT TO FUCKIN' KILL MYSELF." LEAD CLOSED.

JC-001-018463
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ENCINIAS, ELISHA
Affiliation: STUDENT CHS
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014 Information Received Date: 04/26/1999 Time: 3:30 PM
Prepared by: MCFADDEN, JACK I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 4-20-99, AT ABOUT 1130 AM SHE WAS SITTING IN THE CAFETERIA WHEN THE INCIDENT STARTED. ENCINIAS SAID SHE RAN OUT OF THE CAFETERIA TO STAIRWAY LEADING TO THE LIBRARY AND SCIENCE AREA. ENCINIAS SAID WHILE RUNNING BY THE LIBRARY SHE SAW HEIDI JOHNSON AND BRITTANY BOLLERUD. SEE ALSO CONTROL 1110.

Event Date: Event Time References DN1110
Categories: CAFETERIA STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1596

Lead: ID AND INTERVIEW HEIDI JOHNSON, 6590 S. JAY DR., LITTLETON, CO 80123, 303-795-9189, DOB/03/04/83.

Assigned To: LOCK, LONNIE Date: 05/03/1999 Time: 5:45 PM

Disposition: HEIDI JOHNSON WAS TALKED TO BY DET. GALLAGHER. HEIDI WAS IN THE LIBRARY WHEN THIS HAPPENED. I SPOKE WITH HEIDI'S MOTHER ON 4/29/99 SEE CONTROL 1110. DUPLICATE REPORT.

Lead Reviewed by: SDE Lead Completed? Yes Date: 05/18/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: ENCINIAS, ELISA

Affiliation: STUDENT CHS

Phone Number: (303) 734-1014

Prepared by: MCADEN, J 45095 JCSO

Date: 4/26/99 Time: 1530

NARRATIVE: ENCINIAS said that on 4/20/99 at about 1130am she was sitting in the cafeteria when the incident started. ENCINIAS said she ran out of the cafeteria to stairway leading to library and science area. ENCINIAS said while running by library she saw HEDT JOHNSON and BRITTANY BALDWIN.

Narrative reviewed by: EDITOR

Categories

CAF

SF

Time Value (Circle text to be entered)

Date ______________ Time ______________

Assigned to: Lounis Locu - JCSO

LEAD: JO - IN PERSON HEIDI JOHNSON - 1015 Grave

6590 S. Jay Ave.
Littleton, Co. 80123
795-9189 050483

DISPOSITION: HEIDI WAS TALKED TO BY DET. GALLAGHER
HEIDI WAS IN THE LIBRARY WHEN THIS HAPPENED.
I TALKED WITH HEIDI'S MOTHER ON 042999 CONTRACT#110

Duplicate Report

Lead completed 5/13/99

JC-001-018465
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: LAWSON, TERRY
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 904-2578
Prepared by: GRIFFITH, RICHARD
Event Narrative: LAWSON ADVISED THAT HIS BROTHER IS ALSO A STUDENT AT CHS AND MAY HAVE SEEN SOMETHING WHEN RETURNING FROM LUNCH AROUND 11:00 AM ON 4-20-99

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INFORMATION INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: WP Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW AARON LAWSON. ATTEMPT TO FIND OUT WHAT IF ANYTHING HE SAW ON 4-20-99

Assigned To: GRIFFITH, RICHARD
Date: 04/22/1999 Time: 6:00 PM
Disposition: INTERVIEW COMPLETED. ONLY SAW PEOPLE LAYING ON GROUND AND SMOKE COMING FROM STUDENT PARKING LOT. PICKED UP FRIENDS HE SAW AND LEFT THE AREA.

Lead Reviewed by: SDE

Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 05/20/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1597

SOURCE: Texas Air Command

Affiliation: 111-3-301

Phone Number: 1-201-576

Prepared by: 111-3-301

Date: 4/2/89 Time: 10:00 AM

NARRATIVE:

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

STU INF

WIT INF

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date 4/2/89 Time 10:00 AM

Assigned to: 111-3-301

LEAD:

Disposition: Extreme care. Over 5 people in area smoking and smoking.

Complies with smoking rules. No evidence found. See attached report.

JC-001-018467
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ENCINIAS, ELISHA R.
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014  Information Received Date: 04/26/1999  Time: 3:30 PM
Prepared by: MCFADDEN, JACK

Event Narrative: ENCINIAS, SAID THAT SHE WAS SITTING IN CAFETERIA BETWEEN 10:30-11:30 A.M. 04-20-99 WITH LYNDSIE DEYLE (H) 303-979-1151. LYNDSIE DEYLE, 7018 W. FROST PL, LITTLETON, CO 80123, TELEPHONE 978-9128

Event Date:  Event Time: References
Categories: CAFETERIA  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1598

Lead: ID AND INTERVIEW LYNDSIE DEYLE (H) 3039791151.

Assigned To: LAUCK, JOHN  Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 3:58 PM

Disposition: LYNDSIE DEYLE PH 303-978-9128, 7018 WEST FROST PLACE. THE 303-979-1151 TELEPHONE NUMBER IS STEPPARENTS NUMBER. LYNDSIE WAS NOT IN CAFETERIA, SHE WAS UPSTAIRS IN MATH CLASS. SHE HAD NO SIGNIFICANT INFORMATION.

Lead Reviewed by: SDE  Lead Completed? ✔  Date: 04/30/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
SOURCE: ENCINAS, ELSA H.
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014
Prepared by: MCMAHON, J. 5095 JCSO

Date: 4/26/99 Time: 1530

CONTROL NUMBER: 1598

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

NARRATIVE: ENCINAS said that she was sitting in the Cafeteria between 10:30-11:00AM 4-20-99 with Lindsey Deyle (Hm) 979-1151 or 7013 W. Frost Pl.

Lindsey Deyle
Littleton Co. 80123
979-9128

I've reviewed by:
Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

☐ Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: LAUCK, John - Jeff Co. DA. Date: 4/26/99 6 11:35
LEAD: INTERVIEW LINDSEY DEYLE (HM) 979-1151

JC-001-018469

DISPOSITION: THIS PERSON IS LINDSEY DEYLE H# 979-9128

7013 W. Frost Pl. THE 979-1151 H# IS STEPPARENTS H#.

Lindsey was not in Cafeteria, she was upstairs in math class. No significant information.

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ENCINIAS, ELISHA, R
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014
Prepared by: MCFADDEN, JACK
Event Narrative: ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 4/20/99 AT ABOUT 11:30 AM EVERYBODY STARTED RUNNING AWAY FROM CAFETERIA TO INCLUDE ALEXIS WOLFE WHO WAS SEATED AT HER TABLE.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: CAFETERIA STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1599
Lead: ID AND INTERVIEW ALEXIS WOLFE (CHS STUDENT), 9573 W CALEY AVE., LITTLETON, CO. 80123, 904-0539

Assigned To: REKER, RICK Date: 04/28/1999 Time: 2:06 PM
Disposition: WOLFE STANDING AT PAY PHONE OUTSIDE SW ENTRANCE - HEARD GUNSHOTS FROM SOCCER FIELD AREA - WENT INSIDE - GOT UNDER TABLE THEN RAN UPSTAIRS TO EAST MAIN ENTRANCE - SAW BULLET HOLES - HID IN OFFICE - THEN RAN OUT NE ENTRANCE - DID NOT SEE GUNMAN OR DUFFEL BAGS - HEARD GIRL AT CLEMENT PARK STATE "I WAS TOLD NOT TO COME TO SCHOOL CAUSE SOMETHING BAD WAS GOING TO HAPPEN" SHE COULD NOT DESCRIBE GIRL.

Lead Reviewed by: SE Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 08/04/1999

JC-001-018470

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: ENCINIAS, ELISHA R
Affiliation: STUDENT CHS
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014

Prepared by: McFadden, T #5095 JC 30

CONTROL NUMBER: 699
Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date: 4/26/99 Time: 1530

NARRATIVE: ENCINIAS SAI D THAT ON 4-20-99 AT ABOUT 11:30AM EVERYBODY STARTED RUNNING AWAY FROM CAFETERIA TO INCLUDE ALEXIS WOLFE WHO WAS SITTED AT HOT TABLE.

--- continued ---

I've reviewed by: __________ Lead Set? (Y/N): __________

Categories

☐ Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date __________ Time __________

Assigned to: Ricke Riva & J F S.

LEAD: LD & INTERVIEW ALEXIS WOLFE (CHS STUDENT)

9573 W. Caliy Ave.
Littleton (CO) 80123

904-0539

--- continued ---

DISPOSITION: WOLFE STANDING AT PAY PHONE OUTSIDE S.W. ENTRANCE - HEARD SHOTS FROM SOCCER FIELD AREA - WENT INSIDE - SAW UNDER TABLE
IN RUN UP STAIRS TO EAST MAIN ENTRANCE - SAW BULLET HOLES - THID IN OFFICE - THAN RAN OUT N.W. ENTRANCE - DID NOT SEE GUNMAN OR DUFFEL BAGS - HEARD GIRL AT CLEMENT PARK STATE IF I WAS TOLD NOT TO COME TO SCHOOL CAUSE SOMETHING BAD WAS GOING TO HAPPEN" SHE COULD NOT DESCRIBE GIRL 8208499
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: FRIEDMAN, SETH
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 973-5557
Prepared by: DEMMEL, TERRY
Information Received Date: 04/26/1999  Time: 9:14 AM
Information Control
Control Number: DN1600
Method of Contact
☐ in Person  ☐ Telephone/Radio
☐ Observation  ☐ Written
I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)
Event Narrative: SETH FRIEDMAN WAS IN THE SCIENCE CLASS ROOM.

Event Date:            Event Time          References
Categories:            INTERVIEW            SCIENCE

Event Reviewed by:    SDE      Lead Required?  YES
Lead:                 INTERVIEW SETH FRIEDMAN.

Lead-Control Number: DN1600

Assigned To: DEMMEL, TERRY      Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 4:03 PM
Disposition:

SETH FRIEDMAN REPORTS THAT HE WAS IN EARTH SCIENCE CLASS
LOCATED ON THE 2ND FLOOR. SETH SAW PEOPLE RUNNING BY AND SOME
CAME INTO THE CLASS ROOM. HIS TEACHER MRS. MOISER TOLD THEM TO
GET UNDER THE TALBE. THEY HEARD A GUN SHOT AND THE TEACHER
LOCKED THE DOORS. THEY STAYED IN THE CLASSROOM LISTENING TO
THE RADIO AND TV FOR ABOUT 1 1/2 HOURS. A SWAT CONTACTED THEM
AND ESCORTED THEM OUT OF THE BUILDING. SISTER JESSICA AND
BROTHER MATT ALSO ATTEND THE SCHOOL.

Lead Reviewed by: SDE
Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 08/02/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:44 PM  UNCLASSIFIED

Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Seth Friedman 1-27-84
Affiliation: Metro Gang Task Force
Phone Number: 973-555-7
Prepared by: Det. Terry Demmel

NARRATIVE: Seth reports that he was in Earth Science class located on the 2nd floor. Seth saw people running by and some came into the classroom. His teacher, Mrs. Mosier, told them to get under the tables. They heard a gun shot and the teacher locked the doors. They stayed in the classroom listening to the radio & TV for about 1 ½ hours. A SWAT contacted them and escorted them out of the building. Sister Jessica & brother Matt also attend the school.

re reviewed by:

Categories

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Terry Demmel Date: 4/26/99

LEAD: Interview Seth Friedman

Narrative: Seth Friedman was in the Earth Science class room.

DISP: Add, written report to follow.

DISPOSITION: JC-001-018473
ENCINIAS, ELISHA RENAE

CHS STUDENT

(303) 734-1014

4/26/1999 3:30 PM

I&I/JEFFCO SO
(Component/Agency)


CAFETERIA

STUDENT - CHS

KE

YES

Lead: ID AND INTERVIEW MICHELLE COWLES-STUDENT.

MICHELLE COWLES WAS INTERVIEWED. SHE WAS IN MATH WHEN THE INCIDENT BEGAN. SHE EVACUATED THE BUILDING AT 11:30 THROUGH THE SOUTH MAIN ENTRANCE. SHE HAS HEARD OF THE TCM BUT COULD PROVIDE NO ADDITIONAL INFORMATION. REPORT ATTACHED

Lead Reviewed by: SL

Lead Completed? Date: 05/05/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:55 PM

UNCLASSIFIED
SOURCE: ENCINIAS, ELSA H. KOREN
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (363) 734-1014

Prepared by: McHENRY, J. *5093 JCSO
Date: 1/2/92 Time: 12:32

NARRATIVE: ENCINIAS SAID SHE WAS STANDING IN CAFE ALÉN, 10:30AM - 11:30AM WITH MICHELLE COOKS, A CHS STUDENT, 4-20-92.

MICHELLE COOKS said she saw ENCINIAS in the same place on 4-10-92.

I've reviewed by: ESTES

LEAD: TO INTERVIEW MICHELLE COOKS 4-20-92

DISPOSITION: COWS WAS INTERVIEWED. SHE WAS TOLD OF THE INCIDENT AND ADVISED HER RIGHTS. SHE WAS ADVISED THAT SHE COULD PROVIDE ADDED INFORMATION. SHE DECIDED NOT TO ADD ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ENCINIAS, ELISHA
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 734-1014  Information Received Date: 04/26/1999  Time: 3:30 PM
Prepared by: MCFADDEN, JACK
Event Narrative: ELISHA ENCINIAS SAID THAT ON 4/20/99 AT ABOUT 11:30 AM SHE WAS HIDING IN MS. WILLIAMS CLASS ROOM STORAGE AREA WITH MANY STUDENTS TO INCLUDE EMILY KILLINGSWORTH.

Event Date:  Event Time  References
Categories:  SCIENCE  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1602
Lead: ID AND INTERVIEW EMILY KILLINGSWORTH, SOPHOMORE, 303-932-1832

Assigned To: WIZECK, DALE  Date: 04/28/1999  Time: 2:26 PM
Disposition: WHILE IN SCIENCE CLASS EMILY KILLINGSWORTH HEARD PEOPLE RUNNING IN THE HALLWAY AND GUNSHOTS. SHE HID IN THE CLASS ROOM CLOSET FOR ABOUT 3 HOURS UNTIL SWAT ARRIVED. WHILE IN THE CLOSET SHE HEARD GUNSHOTS BUT DID NOT SEE OR HEAR THE SUSPECTS. SWAT LED THEM OUT OF THE SCHOOL VIA CAFETERIA & UP THE SWAT OUTSIDE STAIRS. WHILE GOING UP THE STAIRS SHE SAW 2 BODIES LAYING ON THE HILL. SHE WAS DRIVEN FROM THE SCENE.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 06/14/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:55 PM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: ENCINNAS ELSA
Affiliation: STUDENT CHS.
Phone Number: (3-3) 734 1614

Prepared by: McFadden, J

CONTROL NUMBER: 1602
Method of Contact:

Date: 4/26/99 Time: 1530

NARRATIVE: ENCINNAS SAW THAT ON 4-26-99 AT ABOUT 1130AM SHE WAS RIDING IN MS WILLAMS CLASS ROOM 205 SEEING A LOT OF PEOPLE INSIDE TO INCLUDE EMILY KILLINGSWORTH.

Categories

20
ST.

I have reviewed by: Law

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Int. Emilee Killingsworth

LEAD: Int & Interview Emilee Killingsworth Sophomore 303-932-1832

JC-001-018477

DISPOSITION: Emilee Killingsworth is a Sophomore who stated she has already given a statement to police. LEAD 1602.

Lead Closed

SL061499 DUPLICATE LEAD
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: BONDY, DAVE
Affiliation: CITIZEN
Phone Number: (303) 473-7823
Prepared by: HEALY, JOHN
Event Narrative: PRINTOUT OF CHAT ROOM CONVERSATION WITH AOL USER MAY HAVE INFO ON ADDITIONAL PEOPLE ASSOCIATED WITH THE TRENCH COAT MAFIA.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: COMPUTER INFORMATION

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: IDENTIFY NO PROFILE LISTED ON AOL.

Assigned To: HELLMAN, MATT Date: 05/07/1999 Time: 12:12 PM
Disposition: APPEARS TO BE SOUTH MAYD, TX

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 05/24/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:55 PM UNCLASSIFIED

JC-001-018478
INFORMATION CONTROL

Control Number: 1605

Source: Dave Bondy
Affiliation: Citizen
Phone Number: (212) 473-7823

Prepared by: Healy, John J.

Date: 7/23
Time: 0303

Narrative: Printout of chat room conversation with [REDACTED] user may have info on additional people (TCM)

Lead Set? (Y/N): 

Categories

[Blank

Time Value
(Circle text to be entered)

Date

Time

Assigned to: 

Date: 

Lead: [REDACTED] No profile listed on AOL

Disposition: [REDACTED] appears to be Southmayd, TX

JC-001-018479

82 051499
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: LOBERG, GREG
Affiliation: (303) 973-1028

Phone Number: (303) 973-1028
Prepared by: BROOKS, DAVID

Information Received Date: 04/26/1999
Time: 10:35 AM
I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: GREG LOBERG'S WIFE, MONICA LOBERG, SPOKE WITH CHS STUDENT,
JOCelyn HECKLer, DURING THE MEMORIAL ON 4-25-99. JOCELYN
HECKLER IS A FORMER STUDENT OF MONICA'S WHEN MONICA TAUGHT AT
KEN CARYL MIDDLE SCHOOL. JOCELYN SAID THAT SHE WAS A CLOSE
FRIEND OF DYLan KLEBOLD, AND WITNESSED SEVERAL CHANGES IN
DYLan IN THE DAYS BEFORE THE SHOOTING. MONICA AND GREG LOBERG
THINK JOCELYN MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE VALUABLE INFORMATION ON
DYLan KLEBOLD.

Event Date: 
Event Time: 
References: 

Categories: STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: WP
Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1604

Lead: ID AND INTERVIEW CHS STUDENT JOCELYN HECKLER. 303-978-0098.
PARENTS MARK/VERONICA.

JC-001-018480

Assigned To: MEANS, JERRY

Date: 04/28/1999
Time: 9:53 AM

Disposition: DET VONDERHOE INTERVIEWED JOCELYN HECKLER ON 5-26-99 & SAID
SHE MET DYLan KLEBOLD APPROXIMATELY 3 YEARS AGO THROUGH HER
BROTHER, ZACH. SHE STATED THAT D. KLEBOLD NEVER MENTIONED
ANYTHING ABOUT BLOWING UP THE SCHOOL OR HURTING ANYONE. SHE
SAID SHE WAS TOTALLY UNAWARE OF HIM MAKING PIPE BOMBS, BUT
KNEW ERIC HARRIS WAS INVOLVED IN THIS SINCE 1996. ON MORNING OF
4-20-99 SHE EXPECTED TO MEET KLEBOLD AT 9:30 A.M. BY THE COMMONS
AS THEY DID DAILY, BUT HE NEVER SHOWED UP. SHE THOUGHT HE WAS
HOME SICK.

Lead Reviewed by: SL
Lead Completed? ✔

Date: 06/08/1999

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 1604

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone [X]
- Observation
- Written

Date: 04/26/99
Time: 10:35

AFFILIATION: 4 973-1626

Prepared by: INV. DAVE REEDS

NARRATIVE: ABOVE SUBJECT'S WIFE, MONICA LERBER, SPOKE WITH HS STUDENT JOCELYN HECKLER DURING MEMORIAL ON 4-25. JOCELYN HECKLER IS A FORMER STUDENT OF MONICA'S WHO TEACHES AT KENT CARY MIDDLE SCHOOL. JOCELYN SAID THAT SHE WAS A CLOSE FRIEND OF DYLAN KLEBOLD AND WITNESSED SEVERAL CHANGE IN DYLAN IN THE DAYS BEFORE THE SHOOTING. MONICA & GREG LEBER THINK JOCELYN MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE VITAL INFORMATION ON DYLAN KLEBOLD.

Lead Set? (Y/N): Yes

Categories

STU

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: MEANS / VANDERHOE

LEAD: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW HS STUDENT JOCELYN HECKLER.
(303) 973-0098 Parents: MARK / VERONICA

JC-001-018481

DISPOSITION: GET VANDERHOE INTERVIEWED JOCELYN HECKLER ON 5-26-99 AND 5-27-99. SHE MET DYLAN KLEBOLD APR. 3, HAS ANGEL HER BROTHER ZACH. SHE STATED THAT KLEBOLD NEVER MENTIONED ANYTHING ABOUT BLOWING UP THE SCHOOL OR HURTING ANYONE. SHE SAID SHE WAS TOTALY UNAWARE OF HIM MAKING PIPE BOMBS BUT KNEW ERIC HARRIS WAS INVOLVED IN THIS SINCE 1996. ON MORNING OF 4-20-99, EXPECTED TO MEET KLEBOLD AT 9:30AM BUT THE COMMONS AS THEY DID LATER BUT HE NEVER SHOWED UP. SHE THOUGHT HE WAS HOME SICK.

Lead Completed: 06/04/99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: ROUTINE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: PONTARELLI, DAVID DET.
Affiliation: DPD INTELLIGENCE
Phone Number: (303) 540-5791
Prepared by: HICKS, JOHN

Event Narrative: FORWARD OF INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION FROM DENVER POLICE DEPARTMENT FOR ASSOCIATE MEMBERS OF TRENCHCOAT MAFIA.

Event Date:  
Event Time:  
Categories: COMPUTER INFORMATION

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1605

Lead: IDENTIFY ASSOCIATE MEMBERS OF TRENCHCOAT MAFIA ON AOL.

Assigned To: HELLMAN, MATT  Date: 05/07/1999  Time: 12:17 PM
Disposition: BEING COVERED THROUGH A VARIETY OF OTHER LEADS/CLOSE.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✓  Date: 05/24/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:55 PM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 2
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Dr. David Russell
Affiliation: DPD Intel
Phone Number: 303.140.3591

Prepared by: Hicks, John

NARRATIVE: Edward of INTEL INFO from DPD INTEL
For Associate Members of TCAPE

—— continued

Narrative reviewed by: __________

Lead Set? (Y/N): __________

Categories

□ Time Value (Circle text to be entered)

Date __________ Time __________

Assigned to: __________ Date: __________

LEAD: ID Associate Members - Ace

—— continued

DISPOSITION: Being covered through a variety of other leads - close

—— JC-001-018483

CL 05/14/99
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: REYNOLDS, LORI
Affiliation: STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 973-5117  Information Received Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 2:15 PM
Prepared by: ATANASIO, RUSSELL

Event Narrative: INFORMATION GIVEN RE OTHER STUDENTS.

Event Date:  Event Time:  References:
Categories: STUDENT - CHS   SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER

Event Reviewed by: WP  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1606

Lead:
1. REYNOLDS OVERHEARD BROOKS BROWN TELL ROBBIE SHERPER (SP) IN MID DEC. 1998 THAT SOMETHING BAD WOULD HAPPEN ON 04-20-99.
LOCATE AND IDENTIFY ROBBIE SHERPER RE INFO PROVIDED AND INTERVIEW.  2. WHILE AT LIBRARY AT CLEMENT PARK, WITH MATT LOHRENZ (FOOTBALL PLAYER), AN INDIVIDUAL WALKED FROM THE DIRECTION OF THE SCHOOL, PASSED THEIR GROUP AND OPENLY LAUGHED AT THEIR GROUP. DESCRIBED AS 5'10" SANDY BLOND MEDIUM LENGTH HAIR, BLACK/CONGO/FATIGUE PANTS, WHITE T-SHIRT AND RED SUSPENDERS. RECONTACT LORI REYNOLDS, CONTACT MATT LOHRENZ, INTERVIEW AND SHOW PHOTOS OF TCM ASSOCIATES.

Assigned To: REUTELER, JILL  Date: 04/29/1999  Time: 9:32 AM

Disposition:
1. INTERVIEWED LORI REYNOLDS, 05-03-99. OVERHEARD BROOKS BROWN TELL ZACH AND ROBBIE SHERPER (SP) SOMETHING WAS GONNA HAPPEN ON 04-20-99. SAW ONE SHOOTER.  2. INTERVIEW MATT LOHRENZ, JENNIFER LOHRENZ, JIM LOHRENZ (DAD) RE 3 GUYS AT LIBRARY ON 04-20-99 LAUGHING AT THE OTHERS.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 05/25/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:55 PM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Lawrence Reynolds
Affiliation: Student
Phone Number: 772-5117
Prepared by: R.J. Atkinson

NARRATIVE:
INFORMATION GIVEN RE: OTHER

Lead Set (VN):

Categories:

Time Value:
(Circle text to be entered): Date Time

Assigned to:

LEAD:

1. I interviewed Lawrence Reynolds. He told Zach and Robbie, "Shooter's gonna happen on 4-20-99."
2. Interview Matt Rosenzweig. Robbie said they were laughing at the others.

DISPOSITION:

1. Interviewed with Reynolds on 4-5-99. Overheard him talking about Joe Brown telling Zach and Robbie, "Shooter's gonna happen on 4-20-99."
2. Interviewed Matt Rosenzweig. Robbie said they were laughing at the others.

8LO52499
Lori Reynolds interviewed in person on 5-3-99. She saw one of the suspects outside the cafeteria. She was eating lunch—described someone wearing all dark—black coat, black pants, black combat boots, black mask—like a ski mask with eyes cut out of it. She told someone eating lunch with Elizabeth Nolan, Doreen Muselman, James Aho, Dave Lockwood, Patrick Caruso, Lauren Hieb, and Eric Hoffman.

Lori said she saw a white male with sandy blonde hair in the cafeteria around 1:30 PM, he appeared to have on black pants. Lori suspected he was wearing a white shirt. She thought he was laughing at the crowd. Matt Lohrenz was in the room at the time.

Lori said she overheard Brooks Brown tell Zach last name unknown, first hour choir last year, another student Robbie Shepherd (not sure of name) that something is gonna happen on 4-19-99. These were classmates first hour choir last semester.
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HARRIS' PLANNING BOOK/ITEM #278
Affiliation: 
Phone Number: 
Prepared by: ZIMMERMAN, CHERYL
I&I/JEFCO SO (Component/Agency)
Event Narrative: ENTRY HE MENTIONS

Event Date: 
Event Time: 
References: WARRANTS
Categories: ERIC HARRIS

Lead: 
Lead Reviewed by: KE
Lead Required? YES
Lead Control Number: DN1607

Assigned To: RUETZ, JEFF
Date: 04/28/1999
Time: 10:39 AM
Disposition:

INTERVIEWED TWICE BY DENVER POLICE DEPARTMENT
SERGEANT MARTINEZ AND DETECTIVE RUETZ. DATED 5-3-99 AND 5-4-99.
HE'LL RECONTACT DENVER POLICE DEPARTMENT.

Lead Reviewed by: SL
Lead Completed? Date: 06/15/1999

Control Number: DN1607
Method of Contact
○ In Person ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation ○ Written

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:55 PM
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: [Handwritten: Information]  
Affiliation: 
Phone Number: 
Prepared by: [Handwritten: Information]  
Date: [Handwritten: Information]  
Time: [Handwritten: Information] 

NARRATIVE: [Handwritten: Information]  
Narrative reviewed by: [Handwritten: Information]  
Categories: [Handwritten: Information] 

Time Value: [Handwritten: Information]  
Assigned to: [Handwritten: Information]  
LEAD: [Handwritten: Information]  
DISPOSITION: [Handwritten: Information]  
Lead Completed: [Handwritten: Information]  
White - Original: [Handwritten: Information]  
Yellow - Rapid Start: [Handwritten: Information] 

CONTROL NUMBER: [Handwritten: Information] 
Method of Reporting: 
In Person: [Handwritten: Information]  
Observation: [Handwritten: Information]  
Visitor: [Handwritten: Information]  

JC-001-018488
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: DILorenzo, K. Deputy
Affiliation: JEFFCO SO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5655
Prepared by: Luciano, Steve

Event Narrative: COLUMBINE H.S. STUDENT BREANNE COOK TOLD A COLUMBINE H.S. HOBBY TEACHER THAT SHE (COOK) SAW ROBERT PERRY TALKING TO ONE OF THE GUNMEN PRIOR TO THE INCIDENT IN THE TEACHER'S CAR LOT THE DAY OF THE SHOOTING.

Event Date:  
Event Time: 
References: 
Categories: STAFF - CHS
          SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER
          TRENCH COAT MAFIA

Event Reviewed by: WP  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1608

Lead: IDENTIFY AND INTERVIEW THE COLUMBINE H.S. TEACHER.

Assigned To: Griffith, Richard
Disposition: BREANNE COOK DID NOT SEE ROBERT PERRY TALKING WITH A SUSPECT IN THE TEACHERS' PARKING LOT AT COLUMBINE H.S. ON 04-20-99. HOWEVER, SHE DID OBSERVE PERRY AT THE LIBRARY IN THE LATE AFTERNOON HOURS WITH ANOTHER CHS STUDENT, PAULINE COLBY. COOK DOES NOT KNOW WHAT PERRY WAS DOING THERE, NOR DID SHE SPEAK WITH HIM. (SEE ATTACHED REPORT.) THE ABOVE MENTIONED LIBRARY IS THE CLEMENT PARK LIBRARY.

Lead Reviewed by: SL
Lead Completed? DATE: 05/10/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:55 PM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HARRIS' PLANNING BOOK/ITEM #278
Affiliation: I&I/JEFCO SO
               (Component/Agency)
Phone Number: Information Received Date: 04/26/1999  Time: 2:10 PM
Prepared by: ZIMMERMAN, CHERYL

Event Narrative: ENTRY DATED

Event Date: Event Time References DN1953
Categories: ERIC HARRIS  WARRANTS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW

Assigned To: MOTTE, MARCUS  Date: 04/29/1999  Time: 10:40 AM
Disposition: ATTACHED.  REPORT

Lead Reviewed by: SE  Lead Completed?  Date: 06/15/1999

Control Number: DN1609
Method of Contact
○ In Person  ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation  ○ Written

Lead Control Number: DN1609

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:55 PM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HARRIS' PLANNING BOOK/ITEM #278
Affiliation:
Phone Number:
Prepared by: ZIMMERMAN, CHERYL
Information Received Date: 04/26/1999 Time: 2:25 PM

Event Narrative: AN ENTRY DATED

I/I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: ERIC HARRIS WARRANTS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW

Lead Control Number: DN1610

Assigned To: KREUTZER, K Date: 04/26/1999 Time: 10:38 AM
Disposition:

Lead Reviewed by: SDE Lead Completed? Date: 05/03/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:55 PM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
AARON WRIGHT SAID THAT ON 4/20/99 AT ABOUT 11:15 AM HE WAS SEATED IN THE CAFETERIA TABLE BY THE WINDOW WHEN HE OBSERVED HIS FRIEND CHAD LAUGHLIN, TIM KASTELE AND DAN (LNU) IN THE PARKING LOT (SOUTH) NEXT TO LAUGHLIN VEHICLE. WRIGHT SAID LAUGHLIN DROVE AWAY WITH ASSOCIATE AND WRIGHT SAW LAUGHLIN'S VEHICLE BLOCK KLEBOLD VEHICLE IN THE PARKING LOT. WRIGHT THEN SAW LAUGHLIN BACK UP TO LET KLEBOLD INTO THE VEHICLE.

Event Reviewed by: KS  Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW CHAD LAUGHLIN, ATTEMPT TO ID DAN (LNU)

Disposition: CHAD LAUGHLIN HAS KNOWN KLEBOLD, HARRIS AND DYKMAN FOR SOME TIME AND IS FRIENDLY WITH THEM. LAUGHLIN SAW KLEBOLD DRIVE INTO THE SENIOR LOT, ALONE, JUST BEFORE "A" LUNCH. LAUGHLIN HAS NEVER HEARD ANY OF THEM TALK ABOUT VIOLENCE. LAUGHLIN DROVE DYKEMAN TO WYOMING LAST SUMMER AND BOUGHT FIREWORKS FOR KLEBOLD. LAUGHLIN WORKED WITH KLEBOLD AT TORTILLIA WRAPS.
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: WRIGHT, J. &
Affiliation: STUDENT GS
Phone Number: (303) 904-1108

Prepared by: MCDONNELL, J.
Date: 4/2/92
Time: 2:50

NARRATIVE:
Wright said that on 4/20/92 at about 12:45 PM
seated in the car (gray) at window. Witness also
observed his friend CHAD Lofland, who was standing
in the parking lot (northeast) next to a silver vehicle
Lofland was at the window with keys and was seated
in the driver's vehicle. Witness said after speaking
let Kebi into the vehicle.

Narrative reviewed by:

Categories

Time Value
(Circle text to be entered)
Date

Assigned to: MARK WOODWARD UPO

LEAD:

DISPOSITION:
Laughter has known Kebi's mom, ASHLEY GARCIA.
Time & is friendly with Thomas. Laughter saw Kebi &
Sarah Roy, along just before the Lofland/laughter
Any of Thomas talk about violence. Laughter did not

Went to the room. TELLER WRAPS

Lead completed 3/25/92 Report Attached
SALLY HOCKER WAS WALKING THROUGH CLEMENT PARK ABOUT 1130 A.M. ON DAY OF THE SHOOTING. SAW A YOUNG PERSON IN WHITE T-SHIRT WALK DOWN CASUALLY FROM SOCCER FIELD AND MEET WITH 2 YOUNG MEN IN BLACK CLOTHING COMMING FROM GREENBELT AREA, ALSO ACTING UNUSUALLY CASUAL FOR SITUATION.

Event Date: 
Event Time: INTERVIEW 
References: SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER 

Event Reviewed by: WP 
Lead Required? YES 

Lead: INTERVIEW SALLY HOCKER. (303) 794-1082 

4-28-99 SALLY HOCKER WAS CONTACTED AND INTERVIEWED. STATES THAT SHE WAS WALKING IN THE PARK AT THE TIME OF THE EXPLOSION. SHORTLY THEREAFTER (11:30) OBSERVED ONE MALE APPROXIMATELY 18-19 YEARS OF AGE DRESSED IN A WHITE T-SHIRT AND JEANS WALKING FROM AREA OF SOCCER FIELD IN A CALM MANNER. MALE APPEARED TO BE VERY CALM, MET UP WITH TWO OTHER MALES (SLIGHTLY OLDER 19+) WHO CAME FROM HOUSING GREENBELT AREA. BOTH DRESSED IN ALL BLACK, ALSO WALKING IN A CALM MANNER. AFTER A BRIEF CONVERSATION ALL THREE MALES WALKED TOWARD THE SOCCER FIELD AND LOOKED TOWARD THE SCHOOL. HOCKER IS UNABLE TO IDENTIFY ANY OF THE INDIVIDUALS, SHE ONLY HAD A VIEW FROM A DISTANCE. SHE SAW NO WEAPONS OR DUFFEL BAGS.
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: S inquiry
Affiliation:
Phone Number:
Prepared by:

NARRATIVE:
Intraventricular Stent - 4/28/94 Contact - Interview - 4/25/94 - First 3 males walked towards fire at time of explosion. Shortly after time of explosion, 4th male entered through main entrance of building and approached fare desk.

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time
Assigned to Lead Set? (Y/N)
LEAD:

DISPOSITION: 4/28/94 - Contact - Interview - Status:

JC-001-018498
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Lead Reviewed by: KE  Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 05/05/1999

Control Number: DN1613

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: SPAHLINGER, JOHN
Affiliation: SUPERINTENDANT CLEMENT PARK
Phone Number: (303) 933-0585  Information Received Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 8:00 PM
Prepared by: HOLSTLAW, MARK

Event Narrative: SPAHLINGER ASSISTED WITH 10-12 CHS STUDENTS ESCAPE FROM THE TWO GUNMEN. THE STUDENTS WERE ON THE SOCCER FIELD OUTSIDE THE CAFETERIA. SOME OF THEM INFORMED SPAHLINGER THEY WERE SHOT AT BY 3-4 MEMBERS OF THE T.C.M. SPAHLINGER WROTE DOWN THE STUDENTS NAMES AND GAVE THEM TO A PLAIN CLOTHES POLICE OFFICER. JEFFCO SGT. KEN ESTER WORKING ON GETTING THE LIST, POSSIBLY PROVIDED TO A DENVER OFFICER. WORK # FOR SPAHLINGER 303-933-0585 XT:11  CELL PHONE: 303-517-2919

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: STUDENT • CHS

Event Reviewed by: SE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN1613

Lead: COORDINATE W/SGT. ESTER, JEFFCO, AND ID AND INTERVIEW THE 10-12 STUDENTS CONTACTED BY SPAHLINGER AT CLEMENT PARK. SPAHLINGER HID THE STUDENTS AT THE CLEMENT PARK MAINTENANCE FACILITY. STUDENT/LIST OF STUDENTS NAMES WERE GIVEN TO DEPUTY SCHWIETERMAN AND TRANSPORTED FROM SCENE. SCHWIETERMAN ADVISES HE GAVE LIST TO INVESTIGATGOR.

Assigned To: SCHAEFER, CHRIS  Date: 04/27/1999  Time: 4:25 PM

Disposition: CANNOT LOCATE LIST OF STUDENTS. NO REPORT TO FOLLOW.

Lead Reviewed by: KE  Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 06/22/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:55 PM
UNCLASSIFIED  Page 2
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: John Spahlinger
Affiliation: Superintendent, Clement Park
Phone Number: (402) 933-2585, (cell) 517-2719
Prepared by: N. Hoflin

CONTROL NUMBER: 1613
Method of Contact:

X In Person
--- Telephone
Observation
Written

Date: 4/27/99 Time: PM

NARRATIVE: Spahlinger assisted w/10-12 CHS students escape from the 12 gunmen. The students were on the soccer field b/ outside the cafeteria - some of them informed Spahlinger they were shot @ by 3-4 members of the C.O.M. Spahlinger wrote down the student's names or gave it to a plain clothes police officer. Jeffco SGT Ken Ester, working on getting the list, possible provided to a Denver officer.

--- continued

--- reviewed by: SEC

Categories

--- continued

☐ Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Christ Schaeffer Date:

LEAD: Coordinate w/ SGT Ester, Jeffco ID & interview the 10-12 students contacted by Spahlinger @ Clement Park. Spahlinger hid the students at the Clement Park Maintenance Facility.

Students / List of Student Names were given to Deputy Schwietzmann & transported from scene. Schwietzmann advised he gave list to Investigator.

DISPOSITION: Cannot locate list of students

No Report to Follow

JC-001-018500
MICHAEL ZARATE (DOB 9-22-83) TOLD BROVSKY THAT HE WAS AT FUN PLEX RECENTLY, MET TWO INDIVIDUALS AND WITNESSED CONVERSATIONS ABOUT GUNS IN BASEMENT THAT WILL BE NEEDED IN SHOOTOUT AT HIGH SCHOOL.

ZARATE ADVISED THAT HE WAS AT FUNPLEX ON 4-15-99 ABOUT 9:30 PM IN THE LOWER LEVEL. WAS WALKING UP THE STAIRS TO GET MORE TOKENS AND OVERHEARD TWO WHITE MALES TALKING ABOUT GUNS IN THE BASEMENT NEEDED FOR A SHOOTOUT AT COLUMBINE. ZARATE DID NOT PAY A LOT OF ATTENTION TO THE CONVERSATION BECAUSE HE HEARS IT ALL THE TIME. ONE SUBJECT, POSSIBLE WEARING BLACK SWEARSHIRT WITH ROCK BAND NAME AND STRIPS PINNED ON (KORN, LIMP BISQUIT, COAL CHAMBER) BLACK AND WHITE PAINTED FACE LIKE STING THE WRESTLER. OTHER SUBJECT UNKNOWN NAME DRESSED IN BLACK PAINTED FACE LIKE 'THE CROW'. SHORT SHAVED BROWN HAIR, OTHER SUBJECT BLONDISH COLLAR LEGNTH HAIR.
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Control Number: DN1615

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: BROVSKY, LORI
Affiliation: SRO AT CHATFIELD HS
Phone Number: 
Prepared by: SCHOSHKE, CRAIG

Information Received Date: 04/27/1999 Time: 4:00 PM

I&I/JEFCO SO (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: TRAVIS SUTTON (DOB 4-25-84) CONTACTED BROVSKY. HE SAID THAT HE USED TO BE TCM AND CAN GIVE DOOM GAME ENTRY CODES ETC, AND BELIEVES THIS IS WHAT HARRIS AND KLEBOLD USED TO PLAN INCIDENT.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: TRENCH COAT MAFIA

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW TRAVIS SUTTON. OBTAIN MORE INFO ON DOOM AND OTHER GAMES AND POSS. PAST ASSOC. W/TCM. TRAVIS SUTTON, 303-979-5345, 8387 S. ZEPHER ST., MOM/DAD: KATE/MARTIN.

Lead Control Number: DN1615

J C-001-018503

Assigned To: SCHOSHKE, CRAIG Date: 04/27/1999 Time: 4:29 PM

Disposition: ON 05-06-99 I SPOKE W/SUTTON. HE TOLD ME THAT HE HAS HAD NO CONNECTION AT ALL WITH THE TCM. KNOWS NO ONE INVOLVED WITH TCM. HE IS DESCRIBED BY PEERS AS A 'GRIM'ER OR 'SKATER' AND DOES NOT PARTICIPATE IN SCHOOL SPORTS. ON 04-21-99 HE WAS ON THE INTERNET IN THE SHADOW WARRIOR CHAT ROOM AND OBSERVED 2 INDIVIDUALS TALKING ABOUT THE 'CHS' LEVEL OF DOOM. SUTTON USED TO PLAY DOOM AND THINKS THAT HARRIS AND KLEBOLD USED THE GAME TO DEVELOP THEIR PLAN AND TO REHEARSE.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 05/10/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:55 PM UNCLASSIFIED
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: SECORE, JASON
Affiliation: MANAGER BLACK JACK PIZZA
Phone Number: (720) 231-2515  Information Received Date: 04/23/1999 Time: 3:38 PM
Prepared by: CROOKS, BRIAN

Event Narrative: HAS IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR INVESTIGATORS. EMPLOYED SOME OF THE PARTIES INVOLVED IN CHS SHOOTING.

Event Date:  
Categories:  BOMBS
            SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER

Event Time  
References  
DYLAN KLEBOLD  ERIC HARRIS

Lead Required? YES

Lead: CONTACT AND INTERVIEW JASON SECORE

Assigned To: ESTEP, DON
Date: 04/26/1999 Time: 11:33 AM

Disposition: JASON SECORE INTERVIEW ON 4/26/99 KNOWN HARRIS AND KLEBOLD APPROX 1 YR AT BLACKJACK PIZZA. THEY ASSOCIATED WITH CHRIS MORRIS, NATHAN DYKEMAN. MORRIS SEEMED VIOLENT TO HIM SAID HE KNEW HOW TO MAKE PIPE BOMBS AND SAID HE HAD SOME ABOUT 2-3 WEEKS PRIOR TO 4/20/99. ERIC INSISTED ON BEING CALLED REB. SECORE SAID FORMER EMPLOYEE MATHEW JACKSON KNOWS MARK MANES SOLD A TECH 9 (9MM) TO HARRIS KLEBOLD, AND THEY ALSO ASSOCIATED WITH PHIL DURAN GOING SHOOTING AT RAMPART RANGE

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 06/22/1999

Printed on 4/3/2002 at 2:55 PM  JC-001-018505